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16 Looking Into Brightness Problems-Many symptoms, including loss
of raster, can originate in the circuits around the picture tube. DC
voltage measurements are the best test for these troubles-Wayne
Lemons, CET.

31 Watts Cooking? Another electronics puzzle. Edmund Braun.

32 Service Management Seminar, Part 5-Methods are given for
calculating the service rates you must have to make a normal
profit-Dick Glass, CET.

37 Sam Wilson's Technical Notebook, Part 4-Sam answers most of
the letters from readers. The capacitor controversy continuesJ. A. "Sam" Wilson, CET.

42 Servicing Sylvania Color TV, Part 4-AGC bias variations of less
than 0.06 volt control the gain of two IF transistors. Methods and
troubleshooting tips are given for servicing AGC circuits-Gill
Grieshaber, CET.

52 The Basics Of Industrial Electronics, Part 11-Digital gates can
have more than one formula, and DeMorgan's Law shows how to
change from one to the other. Characteristics of NOR latches are
discussed-J. A. "Sam" Wilson, CET.
61 Servicing Betamax Videotape Recorders, Part 2-Chroma and B&W
signals must be separated and recorded individually in VTRs. Details

of luminance recordings are given,
along with some facts about time base errors and tips about common
troubles-Harry Kybett.
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#4 has excessive contrast; #5 has
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than with any other multimeters on the market today
Each Sencore DVM is backed with 15 Megohm input impedance for
one third less circuit loading on every measurement. That means
50% higher accuracy than other DVMs.

EDITORIAL

RONALD N. MERRELL, Director
CARL H. BABCOKE, Editor

DVM38

$395

$225

DVM32

3% DIGIT .1% DCV ACCURACY
AUTO -RANGING DVM

3% DIGIT .5% DCV ACCURACY
PORTABLE DIGITAL MULTIMETER

A "prime" standard at your fingertips for

Bench and field master for digital accuracy
measurements anywhere. 0.5% DCV accuracy, backed with 15 Megohm input imped-

measurements you can trust. Auto -ranging
for extended low-level range and ease of
15 Megohm input impedance
operation.
assures .1% reading accuracy is maintained
in solid state circuits. Highly sensitive, yet
fully protected to 2000 VDC overloads. Hi Lo Power Ohms circuit simplifies in -circuit

MICHAEL SCHEIBACH, Managing Editor
DUDLEY ROSE, Art Director

HILLARY MANES, Editorial Assistant
MARY CHRISTOPH, Graphic Designer

ance. Exclusive battery -saving Auto -Display

EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD

turns the display on automatically when you
make a measurement. 2000V input protect-

LES NELSON, Chairman
Howard W. Sams & Co., Indianapolis

ion on all functions and ranges-including

JOE A. GROVES, Technical Consultant
Howard W. Sams & Co.. Indianapolis

Ohms.

resistance measurements.

DVM37 New

$268

3% DIGIT .1% DCV ACCURACY
PORTABLE DVM
Prime standard .1% accuracy on the bench
or in the field for less than $250. The
DVM37 is the most accurate portable DVM
you can buy, with 15 Megohm input impedance for 50% more accuracy. Includes auto-

matic features-Auto Zero, Polarity, Decimal, Overrange. Fully protected inside to

over 2000V on

all

functions,

DVM36

$158

31/2 DIGIT .5% DCV ACCURACY
POCKET PORTABLE DVM

CIRCULATION

EVELYN ROGERS, Manager

Pocket portable lab accurate performance
that fits every budget with highest perform-

g0

ance -to -price benefits of any meter..5% DCV
accuracy, backed with 15 Megohm input im-

pedance for lowest circuit loading. Full protection to 1000 V on all functions and
Drop -proof case.
ranges-including ohms.
Battery -saving "Push On" button in probe.
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Member, American Business Press

Member, Audit Bureau of Circulations

including

Ohms, and protected outside with super rugged case.
Full ranges for every test.
Fingertip "Push -On" switch in probe saves
batteries as power is applied only when
needed.

DVM35

$134

3 DIGIT 1% DCV ACCURACY
POCKET PORTABLE DVM

ADMINISTRATION

GEORGE H. SEFEROVICH, President

Fast, direct reading digital accuracy for the
man on the go. Same features as DVM36,
except 3 -digit, 1% DCV accuracy, backed
by 15 Megohm input impedance that is ten
times more accurate than analog meters.

MIKE KREITER, Publisher
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ELECTRONIC SERVICING (with which is
combined PF Reporter) is published monthly
by Intertec Publishing Corp., 9221 Quivira
Road, Overland Park, KS 66212.

ELECTRONIC SERVICING is edited for technicians who repair home -entertainment elec-

tronic equipment (such as TV, radio, tape,
stereo, and record player) and for industrial
technicians who repair defective production line

merchandise,

test equipment,

or

in-

dustrial controls in factories.
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1
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necessitated by subscription termination to
single copy rate. Allow 6-8 weeks delivery for
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DVM32
In stock at your favorite local
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AVAILABLE NOW!

MAY SPECIAL

ONLY $ 5.90

JAPANESE TRANSISTOR SUBSTITUTION MANUAL
An

ORDER NOW
LIMITED Q'TY

invaluable Japanese to Japanese

substitution guide for appromixately

$1.90 REG $ 3.90
$2.90 REG $ 4.90
TA7205P $1.90 REG $ 3.50
2SC1306
2SC1307

3000 transistors.
Covers the 2SA, 2SB, 2SC, and
2SD series.

Introduction includes a guide
to understanding Japanese
transistors.

NO FURTHER DISCOUNT
ON SPECIAL OFFER

A 90 -page, FS" by 11", soft

See ing Original Japanese Replacement Parts for CB, TV and Stereo Repair Use?
2SA
2SA 49
2SA 52
2SA 53
2SA 70
2SA 101
2SA 102
2SA 234
2SA 235
2SA 240

59

.59
.59
1.10
45
.59
.59
1 00
.90

2SA 144
2SA 745R
2SA 747
2SA 748
2SA 750
2SA 755
2SA 756
2SA 758
2SA 764
2SA 774
2SA 777
2SA 794A
2SA 798
2SA 810
2SA 814
2SA 815
2SA 816
2SA 818
2SA 839
2SA 841
2SA 844
2SA 847
2SA 850
2SA 872A
2SA 885
2SA 908
2SA 913

4.90
4.90
5.80
1.00
.59
1.60
1 70

1.60
2SB 5280
2SB 529
.90
2SB 530
SUB 2SB 541
340
2SB 531
1.60
2SB 536
1.60
2SB 537
4.90
2SB 539
4.40
2SB 541
10.00
2S8 554
4.90
2SB 556
3.40
2SB 557
.70
2SB 5618
.70
2SB 564
2.80
2SB 566
1.90
2SB 595
2SB 596
SUB 2SB 507
7.00
2SB 600A

2SC 642A
2SC 644
2SC 645
2SC 650
2SC 665H
2SC 668
2SC 680
2SC 681A
2SC 684
2SC 6938
2SC 696
2SC 708
2SC 710

5.90
.45
.70
1.30

8.50
.45
2.80
5.80

2SC 1051
2SC 1060
2SC 1061

4.40
1.40

2SC 1080
2SC 1096
2SC 1098

4.40

2SC 1111
2SC 1114
2SC 1115
2SC 1116
2SC 1116A
2SC 1124
2SC 1127
2SC 1161
2SC 1162
2SC 1166
2SC 1167
2SC 11708
2SC 11728
2SC 1173
2SC 1175
2SC 1177
2SC 1189
2SC 1209

3.411

1.40

2SC 1569
2SC 1584
2SC 1586
2SC 1624
2SC 1626
2SC 1628

1.40

8.50
7.60
1.30
1.10
1.30
1.00
1.60

2S0 235
2S0 261
2SD 287
2S0 288
2S0 300
2S0 313
2S0 314
2S0 315
2SD 325

1.00
.60
3.70
1.40
5.60
1.10
1 20
1.20
1.10
1.00
5.60
5.90
.90
1.10
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.20
1.00

AN 315
AN 328
AN 348
AN 362
BA 511
BA 521
UPD 850C

2SA 329 .70HA
2SA 342
2SA 353
2SA 377
2SA 440
2SA 473
2SA 483
2SA 484
2SA 485
2SA 489
2SA 490
2SA 493
2SA 495
2SA 496
2SA 497
2SA 505
2SA 509
2SA 525
2SA 530
2SA 537A
2SA 539
2SA 545
2SA 561
2SA 562
2SA 564A
2SA 565
2SA 566
2SA 606
2SA 607
2SA 624
2SA 627
2SA 628
2SA 634
2SA 640
2SA 643
2SA 653
2SA 659
2SA 661
2SA 663
2SA 666
2SA 672
2SA 673
2SA 678

3 00HA
.90
.70
2.00
.90
.70

2.50
2.00
1.60
.90

.59
.45
1.10
1.60
1.20
.70
.70

1.30
2.25
.59
59
.59
59.

.59

1.10
3.40
1.60
1.60
1.10
3.60
.59
.70
.59

.70
2.80
.59
.70
4.90
.70
70

.70
.70

2SA 619
SUB 2SA 744

25A 699A
2SA 705
2SA 706
2SA 715
2SA 719
2SA 720
2SA 721
2SA 725
2SA 726
2SA 133
2SA 738
2SA 740
2SA 743A

5.80
4.40

.59

1.00
1.00
.70
1.40
1.90
1.00

.70
1.30
2.15
.59
.59
.59
.59
.59
70

11.00
1.20

2SB
2SB 22
208 54
2SB 55
2SB 75
2SB 77
2SB 173

.59
.59
.59
.45
.45
.45

208 175

.45
.45

2SB 176
2SB 178
2SB 186
2SB 187
2SB 202
2SB 220
2SB 303
2SB 324
2SB 337
2SB 346
2SB 367
2S8 368

208 379
208 381
SUB 2SB 415
2SB 400
2SB 405
2SB 401

.70

45
.45
1.60
.70
.59
70

1.60
70

1 50
2.15
1.10

59
.59

1.40

2SB 411

2SA 680
SUB 254 744
2SA 682
2SA 683
2SA 684
2SA 695
2SA 691

1.00
1.10

1.50
.70
.70
.70
.70
.90
.70
1.60
1.40
59
.59
.59
59

.59
.59
.70

2.65
1.60

DISC. BY MFR
208 415
59
25B 434
1.20
2SB 435
1.40
2S8 440
1.00
2SB 449
1.60
2SB 461
2SB 463
2S8 411
2SB 412
2SB 413
2SB 474
2SB 481

1.20
1.20
1.60
2.80
.20
.00
20

206 492

.1.10

2SB 507
2SB 509
2SB 511
2SB 514
2SB 523
2SB 526C
208 527

.60
.60
10

90
00
30
60

257-'

.59
.59
.59

2SC 183
2SC 184
2SC 7171

2SC 283
SUB 2SC 458
1.20
2SC 284
1.20
2SC 317
2.50
2SC 352A
2.50
2SC 353A
30
2SC 367
2SC 369
59.
.59
2SC 371
.45
2SC 372
25C 373
.45
.59
2SC 374
.70
2SC 377
.59
2SC 380
2SC 381
59.
.59
2SC 382
.90
2SC 383
.59
2SC 387A
2SC 388A
1.00
2SC 394
.59
2SC 403
.59
2SC 430
90
2SC 454
.59
2SC 458
.59
2SC 460
.59
.59
2SC 461
1 10
2SC 478
2SC 481
1.60
2SC 482
1.50
2SC 484
SUB 2SC 756

2SC 485
2SC 486
25C 493
2SC 495
2SC 457
2SC 509
2SC 515A
2SC 517
2SC 535
2SC 536
2SC 537
2SC 538A
2SC 562
2SC 563
25C 605
2SC 619
2SC 620
2SC 627
2SC 631
2SC 632A
2SC 634A

1.60
1.60

3.90
.90
1.60

10
1.40
3.95
.59
.59
.59
70

.70
1.10
10
.59
.59

2.25
.90
.45
59

1-10
.59
1.95
1.90
45.

.45
.59

2SC 711
2SC 712
2SC 717
2SC 727
2SC 730
2SC 731
2SC 732
2SC 733
2SC 734
2SC 735
2SC 738
2SC 756

.5"

1.90
4.40

S80

.59
.59
59.

.59
.59

2.80
3.00

2SC 756A
2SC 763
2SC 772
2SC 773
2SC 774
2SC 775
2SC 716
2SC 717
2SC 778

.59
45.
70.

2.00
1.95
2.65
3.50
3 60
2.65
3.60
.59
59
1.00
2.80
3.60

2SC 781
2SC 7830
2SC 784
2SC 765
2SC 789
2SC 793
2SC 799

2SC 802
SUB 2SC 799
2SC 815
2SC 828
2SC 829
2SC 830H
2SC 838
2SC 839
2SC 867
2SC 870
2SC 871
2SC 897
2SC 898
2SC 900
2SC 923
2SC 929
2SC 930
2SC 941
2SC 943
2SC 945
2SC 959
2SC 971
2SC 982
2SC 983
2SC 984
2SC 994
2SC 996
2SC 1000BL
25C 1012
2SC 1013
2SC 1014
2SC 1017
2SC 1018
2SC 1030C
2SC 1047

.59

45
.45
5.90
59
.59

425
.59
59

3A0
4.40
45
45.

45
.45
59

.70

.45
1.50
1.00
go

1.00
.90

3.90
3.40
.59

1.50
1.10
1.10
1.40
1.20
2.80
70

2SC 12110
2SC 1212A
25C 1213
2SC 1215
2SC 1222
2SC 1226A
2SC 1237
2SC 1239
2SC 1279
2SC 1306
2SC 1307
2SC 1310
2SC 1312

2SC 13136
/SC 1317
2SC 1318
2SC 1325A

3.70
4.40
4.90
6.60
1.30
1.40
1.90
1.10
59.

6.60
6.60
8.50
90.

.90
14.00
1.20
.70
.59
1.40
70

.70
.45
.90
4.25

199
-70
2..n90

3.'"
.5_9_

'59
.59
45
.45
7.6,0

2SC 1327
2SC 1330
2SC 1335
2SC 1342
2SC 1344

'5'

70

.59
.59
.59
.70

MC 1415

70

5.90
.59
1.00
.59
.70
4.90
.59
.59
70

1.10

.59
4.90
4.90
.90
1.10
2.80
1.60
1.60
1.00
2.25
1 60
1.40

2SC 1478S

70

296 1509

7-10

2SC 1567
2SC 1567A

1.10
1

10

59
.59

2.25
4.25
.70
45
59
70

70
.59

2S0 330
2SD 341
2S0 350
2SD 352

2S0 3560
2SD 3570

2SD 358
2S0 359
2S0 360
2S0 361
2S0 370
SUB 2S0 427

HA 1117
HA 1138
HA 1149
HA 1151
1156

HA 1158
HA 1159
HA 1196
HA 1197
HA 1201
1202
HA 1211
1306W
HA 1312
HA 1322
HA 1339

2SC 1728 1.90HA
2SC 1730
2SC 1756
2SC 1760
2SC 1765
2SC 1775
2SC 1816
2SC 1846
2SC 1885
2SC 1908
2SC 1909
2SC 1913
2SC 1945
2SC 1951
2SC 1957
2SC 1969
2SC 1973
2SC 1974
2SC 1975
2SC 2028
2SC 2029
2SC 2076
2SC 2091
2SC 2092
2SC 2098

59

1 40
1.90

8.80
45.

3.90
70

.10
59.

3.90
1.20
5.60
1.10
1.20
4.90
1.10
1 90
4.40
90
3.90
59

2.80
3.90
4.90

2SD

.70

2SC 13450
2SC 1346
2SC 1347
2SC 1358
2SC 1359
2SC 1360
2SC 1362
2SC 1364
2SC 1377
2SC 1383
2SC 1384
2SC 1396
2SC 1398
2SC 1400
2SC 1402
2SC 1403
2SC 1407
2SC 1419
2SC 1444
2SC 1441
2SC 1448
2SC 1449
2SC 1451
2SC 1452

2SC 1647
2SC 1669
2SC 1614
2SC 1675
2SC 1678
2SC 1679
2SC 1681
2SC 1682
2SC 1684
2SC 1687
2SC 1608
2SC 1708

2SO 16

280 28
2S0 72

5.90
2.50
1.10

2S0 75
SUB 290 187
2S0 81
2S0 90
200 91
2S0 92
2SO 93
2S0 118
2S0 130
2S0 141
2SD 142
2S0 143

2S0 178
2S0 180
28D

2S0 188
2SD 201

2S0 205
2S0 213
2S0 217
2SD 218
2SD 220
2S0 223
2S0 224
2SD 226
2S0 227
2S0 234

3.00
1.60
1.60
1.90

2.80
4 40
1.20
1.40
2.00
2.80
1.10
1 50
59

3.00
3.40
1.40
5.90
4.40
3.40
2.50
1.90
1.90
1 60
45
00
I

200 388
2S0 388A

2.80
7.60
1.40
3.40
4.40

2S0 389
2SD 390
2S0 424
2S0 425
2SD 426
2SD 427
2S0 525
2S0 526
2S0 555A
2S0 610

50
1.00
8.50
6.50
4.60
3.00
1 60
1.10
6.60
1 90

2SD 371S
2SD 380

2S0 382

SG 613 ITV) 5.95

2SK 19BL
2SK 23
2SK 30
2SK 33

90
1.10

2SK 34
2SK 40
2SK 41

1.10

25K 49
2SK 58

1.30
3 60
1.40
1.30
2 55
1.25
3.00
2.25

MK 10

AN 203
AN 211
AN 2140
AN 217
AN 234
AN 239
AN 240
AN 241
AN 245
AN 247
AN 264
AN 274
AN 2176
AN 288

HA I342A
HA 1452
LA 1111P
LA 1201
LA 1221
LA 1364
LA 3300
LA 3301
LA 4030P

LA 403IP
LA 4032P

LA 405IP
LA 4400
LD 3120

M 511IAP

FFT

2SK 51
2SK 68
3SK 22Y
3SK 35
3SK 37
3SK 39
3SK 40
35K 41
3SK 45
3SK 48
3SK 49

HA 1339A

.70
10

1

1

70
10

125
2.50
2.50

5-90
2.50
2.00

2.50
2.50

100
1.90

4.90
7.00

2 15
2.80
4.90
4.40
2.00
3.40
2.40
6 60

M 5112
M 5115PR
M 515131.
M 5152L
M 51841P
M 5320 OP
M 5327 3P
M 53214P
54730 P
M 53393
STK 011
STK 014
STK 015

STK 0166
STK 022
STK 032
STK 435
STK 437
STK 439
STK 502
STK 503
TA 1027M
TA 7045M
TA 1054P
TA 7055P
TA 7060P

TA 7061AP
TA 7062P
TA 7063P
TA 7064P
TA 7066P
TA 7074P
TA 7075P
TA 1076P
TA 7089P
TA 1092P
TA 7102
TA 7106P

3 00
3.90
3.70
1.00
2.90
2.90
9.50
4.90

4A0
5.60
4.40
3.00
5.30
5.80
4.90
3.90
1.50
2.25
1.50
3.70
3.90
4.40
4.40
4.40
4.40
3 40
2,50

2.50
2.80
4.40
3.00
3 00
3 40
3.00
3.40
3.70
3.70
2.50
2.80
7.00
4.90
4.90

250
2.25
2.80

250
8.80

7.60
7.60
9.50
6.60
8.50
11.00
14.00
8.50
9.80
11.00
8.80
9.60
3.70
3.00

150
3.00
1.60
1.90
1.90
1.60
1.90
2.00
4.90
4.90
4.90
3.00
4.90
5.80
4 90

TA 7108P
TA 7109P
TA 1120P
TA 7120PC
TA 7122AP
TA 7124P
TA 7129P
TA 7130P
TA 7136P
TA 7146P
TA 7150P
TA 7159P
TA 1200P
TA 7201P
TA 7203P
TA 7204P
TA 7205P
TA 7310P
TA 78005M
TA 8005P
TA 78012M
TA 78012P
TA 18015M
TA 78015P
TBA 810SH

1.90
3.40
1.90
2.15
1.90
1.60

TO 3505AP

8.50
3.70
2.80
2.25
1.60
2.80
3.70
2.25
1.60

UPC 41C
UPC 554C
UPC 555H
UPC 566H
UPC 575C
UPC 576
UPC 577H
UPC 592HZ
UPC 1001H
UPC 1008C
UPC 10160
UPC 1020H
UPC 1025
UPC 1026C
UPC 1032
UPC 1156
UPC 1152H

PLL 01A
PLL 02A

1.90

2.80
1.30
4.20

4.40
2.50
4.60
4.60
3.70
3.40
2.90
3.95
5.80
5.80
6.60
5.80
6.50
5.80
3.70

4.90
7.00
3.00
3.70
3.40
3.70
2.25
3.00
3.40
8 80
8.80
19

SN 7490
SN 7490

60

01001 s
60

S 84

S 188
S 332
S 953
S 1007
S 7209
S 1211
S 1555
S 1588
S 1885
S 2076
S 2093
S 2473
N 34
N 60

25

45
25

45
.45
.45
.25
25

.25
25
45
25

25
25
40

OD I

0010
VO6B
VO6C
WZ-050
WZ 052
WZ061
WZ 070

.60
.40

WZ-075
W2-081
WZ 192
WZ

PRICES MAY CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE COD ORDERS WELCOMED Less than $500 no deposit required
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY WITHIN 48 HOURS
Minimum order S5.00 Ohio residents add 4", sales tax Add S1 00 postage and handling
WZ-280260

Quantity discount prices Ask For Our Complete Price List Manufacturer inquiries Welcomed
ALL PARTS GUARANTEED AGAINST FACTORY DEFECT

TOLL FREE TELEPHONE
Nationwide 800/543-1607
Ohio 800/582 1630

Hours Mon. Fri

45
45
.45
45
45
45
45
45
45

ON ALL TRANSISTORS IN STOCK

FUJI-SVEA ENTERPRISE

LOCAL 513/874-0220
874 0223
10 7 Sat

AO

a Division of Fuji-Svea Incorporated
Dept. ES
P.O. Box 40325, Cincinnati, Ohio 45240
Telex - 21-4732
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General Electric is developing a home video camera, reports Retailing Home
Furnishings. The prototype unit is a miniaturized version of a color TV camera
employing charged couplers for space savings, instead of the usual vidicon tube.
To achieve the size and economic requirements necessary for mass marketing, GE
and other companies are exploring the possible use of longitudinal scan machines.
Toshiba may establish a plant in Nashville to produce 200,000 color TV sets per
year for the U.S. market. The planned move is the result of a reduced marketing
quota for exports. Production will begin next July or August, according to the
present schedule.

Retailing Home Furnishings reports that VTR sales continue to be strong, despite
the belief that consumers are holding back purchases of 2 -hour machines. This
indicates to retailers that consumers are waiting for greater quantities of 4 -hour

systems to appear on the market. Product availability

is

a problem among

competitors, making sales assessments difficult to predict.

The manufacture and sale of linear amplifiers used illegally to boost the power of
CB radios has been banned by the FCC. Also, type acceptance of these amplifiers
for amateur radio use will be required to prevent use of the units by CB operators
in the 24-35 MHz range.

Zenith will continue to operate the audio and cabinet plant in Watsontown,
Pennsylvania. According to Electronic News, Zenith plans to add the installation of
electronic chassis and record changers in console and modular units to
Watsontown's activities. About 700 employees will remain at the plant.

Toy manufacturers now are using microprocessors in more non -video games, a
young, competitive market stimulated by the discovery of the MPU's memory
capability, according to Electronic News.

Total U.S. market sales of radio and television receivers increased during March,
according to the EIA. Color television sales were 966,326, an increase of 25.3%
over the same month last year. Monochrome television receivers increased 20.6%,
and radio sales reported a gain of 15.1%.

A self-contained modular work station providing more efficient servicing techniques is the subject of a 35 -MM color slide presentation. The GTE Sylvania
production explains features of the work station as a sales aid for distributors.

Hitachi of Japan has started a project to manufacture wall -type monochrome
television screens using liquid -crystal displays. A prototype TV was announced last
year. According to an item in Retailing Home Furnishings, the flat -screen TV and
a book -sized portable should be on the market by 1980.
continued on page 6
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Carl Meyer
President, A to Z TV Service
Clinton & Harlem Streets
Buffalo, New York 14224

"I buy from the source-GE.
Theyire the world's largest supplier
of receiving tubes:'
Your reputation is our reputation
Tube Products Department Owensborc. Kentucky 42301
,

,

Nil

0

isomer

news of the indus ry

continued from page 4

Teleprompter Corporation has purchased a large-scale fiber optic CATV trunkline
system that will replace an existing microwave link. This system is said to be the

first of its kind in the nation, and is capable of carrying as many as 12 TV
channels through a single glass fiber. The gallium -aluminum -arsenide lasers are
controlled by frequency -division, multiplexed frequency modulation/intensity
modulation.

A telephone with a built-in microprocessor and an eight -digit numerical display
has been introduced by the Rolm Corporation. The numerical display indicates
eight conditions, such as the number dialed, the time since the call began, and six
others. No button need be pressed to answer an incoming call, and the phone can
be used as an intercom. The phone system can be installed without requiring new
multi -wire cables, for it operates from the conventional three -pair telephone wire.

An energy -saving high -efficiency sodium lamp has been developed by
Westinghouse. The internal reflector allows most of the heat to escape through the

rear of the bulb, while it directs the light from the front. Originally, the lamps
were developed for use in mines, but other applications are predicted.

Sylvania lithium batteries, which function at -51°C, are accompanying Naomi

Uemura en route to the North Pole. He is using the long -life, cold -resistant
batteries in an effort to help pinpoint the location of Arctic samples he is
gathering for the Smithsonian Institution. Celestial navigation techniques and
other data will be evaluated by the Smithsonian via a transmitter that beams a
1 -second signal every minute to an orbitng NASA satellite.

An experimental color TV broadcast satellite has been launched at Cape
Canaveral for NASDA of Japan. Built by General Electric under a Toshiba
contract, the satellite can broadcast to both remote and urban areas of the
Japanese mainland and offshore islands. Almost a kilowatt of power will be
beamed to earth for reception by antennas as small as 3.3 feet. This satellite was
described in the July 1974 and August 1976 issues of Electronic Servicing.
A new, specialized series of VCR Photofacts to cover the growing videocassette
recorder service market has been introduced by Howard W. Sams & Company.

Specific VCR manufacturers are covered in separate volumes, with standard
Photofact data included.

The FCC is taking action to halt the illegal sale of 23 -channel CB radios. Field
officials investigating the matter are concentrating on the dealers who continue to
advertise the radios.
Frigidaire's first solid-state automatic ice -maker has been introduced. The

microprocessor -controlled unit senses when the cubes are ready for use. Then,
according to Retailing Home Furnishings, the cubes are dumped into a storage
bin. The sensor has no moving parts.
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The Leader
Scope

The Leader The Leader
Generator Counter

LBO -515
25MHz, Delayed Sweep,
Dual Trace

LCG-396

Built-in variable delay circuitry -

NTSC color bars and staircase.
75i1 Video (1 Volt f ixed) and RF

1k(Sec to 5Sec.

LDC-822

NTSC Color Bar
Pattern Benerator
output for TV and VTR equipment.

5mV/Div Vertical Sensitivity.
Rectangular, 8x10Div CRT with
internal graticule.
14nSec rise time.

Equalizing pulse phase locked to
color sub -carrier.

H.F. filter plus TV sync. assures
stable displays.

Better checking and adjusting of
purity and white balance via red,
blue, green, white rasters.

Selectable synchronization,
automatic, normal, single trace and
reset modes.

Dots and single crossbars for
convergence, raster and all other
alignment requirements.

$1395.

with accessories.

20mV RMS Sensitivity-Variable.
Period Function determines precise
pulse width.

5ppm Accuracy.
Bright 1/2" Display.

Provides full -field for IQW insertion,
plus on -off control of chroma and
luminance.

Trigger CH -1 or CH -2.

7 -Digit Freq'y Counter
with Period Function

High Reliability, LSI Circuitry.

Gatetime Indicator.
1Mi1 Input Impedance.
Overrange Indicator.

$299.95

with accessories

Progressive or interlaced scanning.

$999.95

For Leader's complete line of "VTR Approved" Test Instruments,

See your distributor or write for details.

When Quality Counts .

.

LEADER

.

151 Dupont Street, Plainview, N.Y. 11803

Instruments Corp. (516) 822-9300
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Symptoms and cures
compiled from field reports
of recurring troubles
ti

Chassis-Zenith 19GC45
PHOTOFACT-1546-2

Chassis-Zenith 19GC45
PHOTOFACT-1306-3

ON 9-87A

HORIZ
YOKE

MODULE

-9.--n

P/J204-6

CR213

14
10242
39

SHORTED

0406

OPENI

Symptom-Squeal, no HV, breaker trips
Cure-Check yoke capacitor C242, and replace it

22

Symptom-Picture flashes; loses locking
Cure-One module 9-87A, check C406, and replace it

if

shorted

if open

I
Chassis-Zenith 19GC45
PHOTOFACT-1546-2

Chassis-Zenith 23DC14
PHOTOFACT-1305-3
V203
FROM

PULSES
FROM
HORIZ

RX223

CR212

870V

RX226

-1.-W0-111101--/SAA01000
C237
001

022

OUTPUT

100 S

1M

C265
HORIZ

PULSES

01

5

R331

SCREEN
CONTROLS

C208

HORIZ

88V

HORIZ
OSC

TO CRT

560K

6LF6

C263

180pF

R325

330K

SHORTED

R346
220K

R340

R332
3M

R351

+ 290V
220K
OPEN AT
WIPER

Symptom-No setup line; dark picture with green
streaks

Cure-Check C208, and replace it if shorted

Symptom-Picture 2" narrow on each side
Cure-Check HV control R332, and replace it if open
at wiper

Chassis-Zenith 19GC45
PHOTOFACT-1546-2

Chassis-Zenith 23DC14
PHOTOFACT-1306-3
T202

9-87A
AGC/SYNC

VERT OUTPUT

40V
OPEN AT
WIPER

W13

#14

C203
100 pF

LX201

OPEN

TO 24V

VERT

REG

YOKE

7e.
#13

+ 24V

Symptom-No picture or sound; dim raster
Cure-Check peaking coil LX201, and replace
open

8

it if

Symptom-No height
Cure-Check vertical -centering control
replace it if open at wiper

R306,

and
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43
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47
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52

53
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56
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61
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65
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67

68
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76

77

78

79
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85
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87
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95

96

97
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99 100
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IMPORTANT! Please check your business classification:
Type of Business
Check One:

Position
Check One:

A. LI Independent Electronic Service Organization
B. El Retailer with Electronic Service Department
C. Ci Independent or Self -Employed Service
Technician
D.L Electronics, Radio, TV Manufacturer
E. 11; Industrial Electronic Service
F. El Wholesaler, Jobber, Distributor
G.C] Other (Specify

H. E Owner, Manager
I. E Ser. Manager
J. CI

Technician

K. E Other

Be sure you have checked ONE box in each column above!
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IMPORTANT! Please check your business classification:
Type of Business
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troubleshootinen

he RF testing KU
foTr protessionais.

Vertical stretch and vertical roll
Sanyo 21VG5 (Photofact 1416-2)

The WATT -KIT puts RF equipment testing all
together. Kit consists of a Type 1000 IRF
Directional Wattmeter, 100 watt plug-in

A customer brought in a portable Sanyo B&W

television and reported a problem of vertical stretch and
vertical roll after 15 minutes of operation.

elements to measure

I replaced the vertical oscillator -and -output tube

from 25 MHz to 1
GHz, UHF connector, two -foot

(17JZ8), because it showed leakage on the tube checker.
Next,

I adjusted the height and linearity controls, and

played the set for 20 minutes.

f

120VAC

700m
82W

'

patch cable with
connectors and
luggage style carrying case.
Available with 100

3.90

28

5W

watt dry terminat-

730,

ing load.

12

e0047

RECT

wattmeters
for professionals.
1

12

12

5

1

51 N

4

5

42.W

12

4

10.05

3

1

11.005

4

4

5

-7.009

GSDIELECTRIC COMMUNICATIONS
A UNIT OF GENERAL SIGNAL

The problem seemed to be corrected, so the customer

RAYMOND, MAINE 04071 TEL 207-655-4555

took the set home. Next day, however, the customer
returned with the same complaint.
This time, I checked the voltages in the vertical circuit;
they were okay. Then I replaced the vertical capacitor,

Circle (8) on Reply Card

GET ALL THE FACTS ON THE NEW
GTS-10 GENERAL TELEVISION SERVICER

but the trouble didn't go away. Also, coolant did not
pinpoint the trouble.
The problem was beginning to get to me, but after just
completing two tough -dog color sets, I was determined to
find the solution. Turning off the shop's lights, I noticed
that the tube heaters were too bright. The answer finally
came to me: This set must have a heater diode.
Checking the D7 diode, I found it leaky. This put a
higher heater voltage on all the tubes, causing the drift. I

- the concept that is changing the course
of TV servicing!

SEND FOR A FREE GTS-10 TWO -VOLUME
OWNER'S MANUAL!
In addition to a free two -volume set of the GTS-10
owner's manuals you will receive a comprehensive
6 -page full color brochure - describing its profit
making potential and its many unique patterns as
well as information on our 30 -day Shop Trial offer

replaced both the diode and the output tube (17JZ8),
which was weakened by this time. I adjusted the vertical
linearity and height; then I replaced the horizontal output
tube (33GY7), as the width decreased when I replaced
the diode. The variable problems now were gone.
This trouble can occur in any set using a diode in the
heater circuit.

M ERLV-TO
1

IT'LLIME inAPRIAL

of the GTS-10 General Television Servicer.

VECTOR
Fv.,914 [-VW
POLt

MUM*
4310.

3.541 MONITOR

PVIPIrta.

Mac Kellman
Brooklyn, New York

v1040

v-

AMERMAN
v1.14

GENERAL MEV

The GTS-10. with in -home portability. re-

Patents Pending
on many unique features.

places an ordinary color bar pattern generator

and includes the most used functions of

Vertical flickering
Motorola STS -934
(Photofact 1316-2)

Adjustment of the vertical hold had no noticeable
effect, so I pulled out the chassis drawer and removed
the vertical board.
On previous occasions, I had found R53 and R32 to be
the source of this particular problem. A quick glance at

a

substitute tuner and an analyst. It also
provides capabilities that none of these other
instruments can match.
Advanced yet sensibly priced at 5349.00 the
GTS-10 is the ultimate instrument for increasing servicing profits.
For V ISA and MASTER CHARGE orders call (303) 275-8991

I

them this time showed a burned ring around R32, a

1.5-megohm resistor. I replaced the resistor and the 6BL8
vertical oscillator tube, and the flickering was gone.

Ar011Z-1 I IL-

AMERICAN TECHNOLOGY CORP.

225 Main Street, Dept. A
Canon City. Colorado 81212

Send $1 00 it First Class
delivery is desired.

Name

ES05

Company

I Address

Richard Serrano
Madero, California

I

clly

'4,11e

For Color Brochure Only Circle (9) on Reply CArd
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MASTERMITE

PM/loch/nue

HEAT GUN FROM MASTER
Convenient
Hanging Loop

There is no charge for listing in Reader's Exchange, but
we reserve the right to edit all copy. If you can help with

Rugged. Anodized.
Alr Cooled Barrel

a request, write direct to the reader, not to Electronic

41/4

Servicing.

Safety Light- Easy to see...
indicates unit is "on."

Needed: Tuning capacitor for Arvin AM/FM-stereo/
phono model 86P58. Wolfe Radio, RR1, Box 166,

One Hand Control Three-way switch operated
with simple finger movement.

U.L. listed

Now bring a new dimension
to heat shrinking as well as

Needed: An up-to-date manual for a Precision CRT
tester/rejuvenator, model CR-60. Also, a complete set
of socket adapters. Robert G. Strebeck, Route 12, Box

countless other industrial
applications. Easier to handle

.

.

.

only two pounds

with nozzle

.

.

.

64, Clarks Point Road, Baltimore, Maryland 21220.

perfectly

balanced.

Three easily interchangeable color -coded nozzles to

speed specific jobs. Silver
(standard) ... used for most
shrinkables (475° F.). Blue
nozzle for Mylar* (500° F.)
.

.

.

and Black for Teflon*

(800° F.) both optional
equipment. Nozzles can be
changed in seconds.
Reg. Trade Name of DuPont

Send for your free full line
catalog page and price list.

Draws only 5.4 amps.

High impact housing with-

stands hard knocks of shop
use. For information on the
MASTER -MITE Heat Gun

or the full line of Master
Heat tools, contact your

MASTER

analyzer, like new, complete with probes and instruction manual, #395. Al's TV Service, 1158 Burton S.W.,
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49509.

app&ohtee,
sokfaceati.ft..

63143.

2420 18th Street, Racine
Wis. 53404 (414)633-7791

Circle (10) on Reply Card
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FREE

For Sale or Trade: Rider's television manuals volumes

1 to 12 (as a set) and 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 14, 17 and
19. Make offer, or trade for one or all. Ken Hanson,
3403 Broadway, Long Beach, California 90803.

Needed: A sound -IF transformer (shown in Photofact
1428-1 as T301) for a B&W Broadmoor TV model
2012FG. Valley TV, 62 Valley Way, West Orange,
New Jersey 07052.

Needed: Rider's radio manuals and test equipment in
working order. Will trade or sell antique and hard -to -

1978 Catalog 8F(Iva`cs
Featuring the finest
Electronic test equipment
With this catalog you can browse through one of the nation's
largest electronics warehouses, packed floor to ceiling with the
finest test instruments. Everything from probes to dual trace
scopes: and everything at sensational savings made possible
only by mail order selling. Volume pricing on orders over $500
will give you even greater savings. Every item is backed by a big

brand name. Shipment is prompt from stock, always freight
prepaid and there never is a handling charge on orders over
$200. Write today for the big free catalog of the big brands that
offers you the big savings.

SAVE STEPS SAVE TIME SAVE MONEY
Dept. ES -378

NORTH AMERICA ELECIRCNICS
Cleveland. Ohio 44113

Circle (11)on Reply Card
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For Sale: Sencore model SG165 AM -FM stereo

Needed: 25 -inch CRT face mask for Emerson TV model
26C42 chassis number 120920A. Please state price. D.
C. Nunn, 7268 Bruno, Richmond Heights, Missouri

distributor or write:

In Canada. contact Martin Industrial Sales Ltd 4445 Harvester Road,
Burlington, Ontario

1468 West 25th Street

Hammond, Illinois 61929.

find radio tubes. State your needs. Troch's, Television -Radio -Appliances, 290 Main Street, Spotswood,
New Jersey 08884.

Needed: Take-up reel for Sanyo tape recorder model
MR -929. M. H. Moses, 19 4th Artillery Road, Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas 66027.
Needed: Schematic for Talk -A -Phone model 2002. Will

buy, or copy and return. E. W. Chegwidden, 382
Shiloh Road, Kennesaw, Georgia 30144.

Needed: Charts for Century model FC-2 and superior
model TV -11 tube testers. W. J. Wimes, 123 Lebanon
Street, Springfield, Massachusetts 01109.
Needed: RCA service notes volumes 1923-1928, 19291930, 1930-1931, and 1938. Also, Philco or Atwater Kent cathederal radios. J. A. Call, 1876 East 2990
South, Salt Lake City, Utah 84106.
For Sale: B&K-Precision 1077B Analyst, $330; B&K 415
sweep/marker generator, $330; Sencore color -bar

generator; Sencore sweep -circuit analyzer; and EICO
flyback checker. For details, see ad in The
Marketplace this issue. Bob Begun, 1056 Fraser,
Aurora, Colorado 80011.
ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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AUTOMATIC

For Sale: EICO 628 tube tester, $50; B&K-Precision
1076 Analyst, $175; and other items, will trade.

STAPLE GUNS

Kenneth Miller, 10027 Calvin Street, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania 15235, (412) 242-4701.

Needed: Hickok tube testers, models 580-A and 6000,
or comparable types, Hickok VTVMs, 209 series or
370 series. Kenneth Miller, 10027 Calvin Street,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15235, (412) 242-4701.
For Sale: IRE proceedings, IRE transactions on broad-

cast and TV receivers and directories from 1958 to
1962 inclusive, best offer. Also, back issues of many

TO
No. T-1 8

No. T-25

Fits wires

CUTTING

Fits wires
UP to 3/16"
4,4.44%,irdia*

up to 1/4"

in dia.

WIRE/CABLE

other TV magazines, $2 each postpaid. Isidore

INSTALLATION

Forman, 9312 Avenue N, Brooklyn, New York 11236.

TIME

10*

Needed: Electrostatic -deflection picture tube 7JP4 or
8BP4. Bowers Electronics Service, Box 321, Reading,
Michigan 49274.

COSTS!

For Sale: Conar Instruments communications receiver

model 500, $60; and model 400, communications
transmitter for 80, 40, and 15 meter bands, no

crystals, $40. William D. Shevtchuk, One Lois Avenue,
Clifton, New Jersey 07014.

Needed: Schematic and service manual for a Delco
Wonder Bar AM/FM auto radio model 05CFWK1

(used in Cadillac). Arnold E. Kading, Box 287,

No. 1-75
Fits wires
& cables

No. 1-37

Fits wires

up to 5/16"

up to 1/2"

in dia.

in dia.

hermostattontrol

Remote Control
Wiring

Wiring

Hackensack, Minnesota 56452.

For Sale: Heath IG-18 audio generator, new condition,
$75; Heath IP-5220 variable AC supply, new condition,
$100; and Hallicrafters S-76 receiver, original condition, with matching R46A speaker and manual, $125.
L. Kenison, 1705 11th Al7enue, Yuma, Arizona 85364.

MODEL

Fit A
Telephone Wiring

Intercom Wiring

WIDE

Needed: An oscillator coil (part 738185) for a Dumont

RANGE

remote control number 471664. Hal D. Swanson,
LOwry AFB Trailer Park B-30, Denver, Colorado

of

80230.

WIRE &

For Sale: RCA 101106 test rig, one year old, with 40

CABLE

adapters, $295 cash. Or, will trade for good

DIAMETERS

B&K-Precision model 415. Bill Howell TV, PO Box 169,
Nicoma Park, Oklahoma 73066, (405) 733-3522.

For Sale: Components to convert a test jig or TV for
operation with solid-state chassis: Telematic TA -3000
transverter; 18 convergence loads; 24 yoke adapters;
plus yoke, convergence coil, lateral magnet, and yoke
extension. Total list was $325; will sell for $125.
Gerald L. McKouen, 534 Pacific, Lansing, Michigan

For SAFE, FAST

fastening in
Plastic Cable

Street, Ashtabula, Ohio 44004.

For Sale: 1800 or more new tubes (one or more of
each number), some instruments, other components,
J.
etc. $9,000 cash-you pay the freight.
Tuttoilmondo, 6739 Pecanwood Drive, Hitchcock,
Texas 77563, (713) 896-7840.

continued on page 14

Wire Conduit

ELECTRONICS

COMMUNICATIONS

ALARM SYSTEMS

CATV Etc.

48910.

Needed: Dialalarm Mark X "Compact" cassette tape
recorder and automatic telephone dialer. Will buy, or
copy and return. Horace R. Cowles, 958 West 58th

TELEPHONE

Radiant Tubing

Cable TV

Cable

These four basic models. using a total of 12 different staple sizes speedily and inexpensively meet the needs of wire and cable installers for safe, neat, snug -fit stapling in virtually every field. Arrow
Staple Guns are built of all -steel for rugged durability with Patented
Jam -proof Mechanisms for continuous, trouble -free performance.
SEND FOR CATALOG AND PRICES TODAY.

)1=IF12373:2311.
271 Mayhill Street, Saddle Brook, N. J. 07662
Circle (12) on Reply Card
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RCA pays you to win!
Enter our fabulous RCA SK Rebate/Contest
that pays you cash for every time you enter.
r7 Win one of ten RCA SelectaVision
Video Cassette Recorders.

1-1 Get cash rebates from RCA for 20,
1-1 or more, RCA SK bags.

WIN!
-

-

SelectaVision
VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDE

Contest starts April 1, and expires June 30, 1978.

nuifflexchanue
continued from page 13

For Sale: About 170 TV tubes for $270; three flybacks
for $10 (1 HVO-104, one Dumont 20009781, and one
RCA); Halldorson Y-26 and Thordarson Y502 yokes for
$10; and one 200-pF 300 -volt and two 150-pF 250 -volt
electrolytics for $4.80. Orlando I. Funk, Route 1, Box
5A, Corn, Oklahoma 73024.

Needed: Wiring diagram for Millen power supply
model 90202, to connect to Millen 1" scope model
90101. Name your price. Homer B. Tilton, 3401
Camellia Drive, Apt. 401, Temple, Texas 76501.

For Sale: Antique color TV in mint condition, 1965
Sears model 5170, $300 including shipping. F. Jones,
604 Titi Circle, Eglin Air Force Base, Florida 32542.

For Sale: WW II vintage transmitter tubes (large
ones). Can be used as teaching aids or for personal
display. KU -23s, 872As, and more. Write for list.

Larry Reid, 2350 North Medina, Simi Valley,
California 93063.

For Sale: B&K-Precision model 1075 television Analyst

and model A107 Dyna-Sweep circuit analyzer, com-

plete with instruction manuals and schematics, in
good operating condition, $75 for both. H. Mason,
13207 Park Lane, Oxon Hill, Maryland 20022.
14

Needed: Rider's television volume 13 and a volume 1
(with 12" x 15" pages). Will trade 2 or 3 volumes for
one that I need. Ken Hanson, 3403 Broadway, Long
Beach, California 90803.

Needed: Meter movement for Knight model KG -MO.
Horace R. Cowles, 958 West 58th Street, Ashtabula,
Ohio 44044.

Needed: Hammarlund model HQ -180 receiver. W. S.
Zukowski,

12 Lark Place, Old Bridge, New Jersey

08857.

For Sale: Collins 75S-3 radio receiver, 3.4-30MHz

frequency range, instruction book and 16 crystals
included. Worth over $900. Sell for best offer over
$550, or trade for Z80 or 8080 computer of equal

value. Simpler Electronics,

RD2 Box 354, Second
Street, Jackson, New Jersey 08527.

Needed: Heathkit sweep/marker generator for about
$75. Also, a triggered -sweep scope at a reasonable
price. George Campbell, 44445 13th Street East, Lancaster, California 93550.

Needed: Seco tube tester model 107,

in working

condition, or repairable. State price and condition. J.
M. Smith, Ace TV and Appliance, 1010 West Nob Hill
Blvd., Yakima, Washington 98902.

Needed: Picture tube, for symphonic model TPS-30
portable B&W TV receiver (tube type C-6407, 3"
rectangular). Vernon Tiger, Team Electronics, West
Acres Shopping Center, Fargo, North Dakota 58102
ELECTRONIC SERVICING

single cassette. A built-in digital
timer. A remote pause for chair side editing. Record one channel

while you watch another, or
record while you're asleep or
away. You and your family will
love it.

Here's a contest
where you can't lose!

See your RCA Distributor
for full information.

Because you earn generous cash
rebates for RCA SK bags, and you
can enter every time you send in

He will have all the details on

at least

20

RCA SK bags. Your

entry can win one of ten RCA
SelectaVisions we are awarding.

All you have to do is complete
this statement, in 25 words or
less: "I prefer RCA SK's because
." It's that easy!
.

.

You get
generous cash rebates.

RCA's complete line of replacement semiconductors and RCA

Save your RCA SK plastic bags
for cash rebates, as follows:
$2 rebate for 20 bags
$5 rebate for 45 bags
$10 rebate for 80 bags
$15 rebate for 115 bags
130 rebate for each bag

to: RCA Distributor and Special
Products Division, PO Box 250,

over 115
With each purchase of RCA SKs

from your RCA Distributor you
get an official entry blank. All

You can win
an unsurpassed home
video recording system.
RCA SelectaVision gives you 4
full hours of record/playback in a

entries will be judged by a panel
of independent judges. Prizes
will be awarded on the basis of

dealer's expression of demonstrated and proven usefulness of
RCA SKs.

Needed: Schematic and/or service manual for

a

Monarch model SAT -460X AM/FM stereo receiver.

Will buy, pay for copy, or copy and return. A. D.
Engle, 6161 Kellogg Drive, McLean, Virginia 22101.

Needed: Instruction books or schematics for RCA-WR59B and WR-39C. Will buy, pay for copy, or copy and
return. H. P. Nesbitt, RR 2, Box 63, Crystal River,
Florida 3629.

Needed: Complete schematic for model 30W95 Pilot
stereo receiver. Bill Greene, Master Radio & TV, 31A
North Anderson, Boston, Massachusetts 02114.

SK Rebate/Contest rules. Or write

Deptford, NJ 08096.
This contest is open to all electronic service
technicians except RCA employees or members

of their immediate families, RCA's affiliates or
subsidiaries, its advertising agencies, and the
judging organization. Void where prohibited or

restricted by law. This contest subject to all
federal, state and local laws. All prizes will be
awarded.

Circle (13) on Reply Card

RCA

SK Replacement
Solid State

For Sale: B&K-Precision 1077B Analyst, $395; RCA
WO -535A scope, $295; and EICO model 944 yoke and
flyback tester, $40. All are new with instruction

manuals and all leads and probes. You pay the
freight. Keith Kincaid, 1530 East Washington, Charleston, West Virginia 25311.

For Sale: Tektronix 585A 85 -MHz mainframe with type
82 dual -trace plug-in, $875; Lambda model LT -2095M
power supply, 0-32VAC at 2 amps, $75; B&K-Precision
CB Service Master model 1040, $250; Heathkit model
IG-18 function generator, $50; Heathkit model IM -5238
AC voltmeter, $85; Jerrold model 601 sweep frequency
generator, $35; Conar model 255 triggered scope

For Sale or Trade: Old receiving tubes. 6SC7, 6Z7,

w/probes, $180; B&K model 1430 scope $80. All in

6J7G, 6J5, 6N7, and others. Boxed, tested, some new.
Trade for vintage tubes. Larry Reid, 2350 North
Medina, Simi Valley, California 96063.

excellent condition, you pay shipping. A -M Communications, 634 Delano Avenue, Prescott, Arizona 86301,
(602) 445-4950.

For Sale: Sencore CB42, CR31, and FE27. All like new,
make offer. Richard Gibson, Route 1, Box 606, Marion,
South Carolina 29571.

Needed: Two battery packs (number 12B012) for a

For Sale: B&K-Precision 415 sweep/marker generator,
$325; B&K 1248 color generator, $100; B&K 2040 CB
generator, $350; and B&K E200D RF signal generator,
$100, shipping prepaid. David A. Valencia, 7241
Tuolumne Drive, Goleta, California 93017.

Melcor model SC -535 calculator. Nick Washinsky, 146
West End Avenue, Newark, New Jersey 07106.

For Sale: B&K-Precision, model 415 sweep -marker

Needed: Used test equipment: picture tube tester and
rejuvenator, yoke and flyback tester, isolation transformer, color -bar generator, resistor and capacitor

substitution boxes, B&K-Precision TV analyst, or Other
TV test equipment. Al Moschella, 1134 McKean
Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19148, (215) HO73795.
May, 1978

generator, $400; model 467 CRT analyzer, $200; model

501A curve tracer, $150; and model 162 transistor
tester, $100. Also, Leader, model LCG-388 color bar

generator, $150; model LB -501 scope, $175; and model
LV-77 FET-VOM, $45. All instruments are less than 2

years old, and priced less shipping costs.

Milton

Obuch, 1308 North 4th Street, Sayre, Oklahoma 73662
(405) 928-3798.
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Measurement of the DC picturetube voltages should be one of the
first brightness tests. The following
sequence of tests should eliminate

most wasted time during the di-

Looking Into
Brightness
Problems

agnosis of a brightness problem.

Controls
Unless there

is

strong evidence

that the customer or another tech
has been tampering with the screen,

By Wayne Lemons, CET

drive, and bias controls, I suggest
you don't adjust these controls. At
least, not at first.

When the complaint

color is
Color -television receivers

are sus-

ceptible to problems of wrong
brightness. These symptoms include
a dark picture, excessive brightness,
poor focus with insufficient bright-

ness, and no raster when the high
voltage is okay. Also, wrong B&W

screen colors are produced by a
brightness problem that affects only
one or two colors. These suggestions
are intended for tube -equipped sets,
although some apply to solid-state.

Brightness problems of color -TV
receivers occur frequently, and tech-

nicians soon collect a useful storehouse of hints and tips gained from
the successful repairs. Even so, the

made brighter, and the

others are darkened, for example)
the result is a change of screen

color. This can be intentional

(that's the way a color picture is
formed), or it can be undesired,
caused by a defect.

follow probably are not new to you,

when you do all of the tests in the
sequence given here.

Back To Basics

Here are some fundamental
truths that form the foundation of
these suggestions. Whenever you
get bogged down with brightness
problems, and no solution can be
found, read these over again, and
look for a fresh viewpoint.
First, think of these three basics:

by the same amount, the result is a
change of brightness.

When the normal B&W balance
of the screen colors is changed (one
16

warm up (a minute for tube sets),

then rotate the front -mounted

brightness control over the entire
range, while you watch the screen
of the picture tube. If the brightness increases in step with the

control, but the maximum brightness (with the control fully clockwise) remains too dark, either the

taneous voltages that are applied to
the picture -tube gun. (Instantaneous

defect.

voltages are made up of DC and
AC voltages. However, in practical
tests,

the DC voltages make the

When the three basic truths are
expanded, they explain all cases of

wrong brightness and incorrect

colors as seen on the face of picture
tubes.

incorrect DC voltages at one or
more elements of the picture tube.
Of course, these DC voltages must
be correct at the proper pin of the
picture tube, and not merely at the
CRT socket or somewhere in the
chassis wiring. Open circuits can
occur.

Probably you already know these

facts. But, I have seen other good
techs (who also knew the basics)
turn controls, slide bias switches,

change tubes, and replace parts

that previously had been found to

When the intensities of all three be bad in similar cases. Un-

picture -tube screen colors are varied

low

The brightness of any one screen
color is determined by the instan-

solutions are not always easy or Brightness rule
without expensive detours. And,
Restricting the previous basic
when the symptoms are erratic or truths to brightness alone allows us
intermittent, the problems are mul- to form this rule: Assuming the
tiplied.
picture tube is okay, every true
Some of the suggestions that brightness problem is caused by

but the best results are obtained

is

brightness, allow time for the TV to

fortunately, valuable clues often are
obscured by these shortcuts. Quickie

tests have definite values, but for
best results, they should be used at
the proper steps of a sequence.

chassis or the picture tube has a
If the picture becomes larger and

darker with an increasing adjust-

ment, and perhaps finally goes
totally black, the problem is likely
to be with the high voltage, and is
not a genuine brightness problem.
Of course, excessive brightness

(that does not respond to the
normal adjustment of the

front -

panel controls) usually indicates a
malfunction in the chassis.
Many other facts can be learned
by this simple test. Focus that
changes according to the bright-

ness, white compression of the
video, or drifting brightness that
apparently changes as the picture
tube heats, are some of the valuable
clues. Many of these symptoms will

point to a defect other than

a

brightness problem.

Picture -Tube Voltages
In cases where the symptoms

indicate a chassis brightness problem, all of the picture tube voltages
(including high voltage and focus
voltage) should be measured at the

socket. (Later, other symptoms

might indicate a need for additional
tests at the picture -tube pins, to

eliminate the possibility of a bad

socket connection or an open

circuit. However, at this point, the
socket measurements are sufficient.)
continued on page 18
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NOW YOU CAN LEARN
TO FIX A BETAIVIAX
BY WATCHING ONE.
Everybody knows thct :he
way to learn to do so-r.ething s -o
see :t done. So we've done it. 1-1
the Betamax format.
Introducing Betamax
Technical Training Tapes. A
complete series that tecchas ycu
everything you need to know
about repairing the whale
Betarncx line.
Cur training tapes gui-ie
through every aspect c: Betamax

nic-x_ jargon. And said what we

maintenance by presenting you
w_tn simplified riajpr Lock
diagrams, circuit -_heor's anc

had to scy in stracht, simple language any professional can grasp.

specially deveboed compreHe7.-sive service procedures

To help you undersand
Betamax circuiay, we've provided
a Technical Illustration Eupp_ement that cove=s many arms not
in tde service manual.
And to help v-3.1 urderstand
our tapes, we've eliminated the :ech-

For more infartnation on
how you can obtcir_ the Betamax
Technics Traininc napes kit for
your service center, wr_te to Sony
Corporation of AmErica, Video
Advertising Department, 9 West 57th
Street,
New York,
N.Y

SOS
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Brightness

measured during production of a

similar or duplicate circuits. For

continued from page 16

Photofact, the TV receiver must be

example, two demodulators (or

If the problem is erratic or inter-

justed properly and is known to be

mittent, these picture -tube voltages

should be written down for reference later.

Note: Before measuring the picture -tube voltages, turn down all
color, or else the grids will not have

a production sample that

is ad-

working normally. Then, as

I

understand the procedure, the antenna leads are disconnected, the
set's antenna terminals are connected together by a short wire, and

the correct voltages.
Often a quick analysis of the DC

the tuner is switched to a channel
that has no signal. (Of course,
waveforms are made with proper

voltages will reveal a radical dis-

signals.)

You must expect some variations
crepancy, perhaps at the grids,
cathodes, screens, focus, or high from these voltages because of parts

voltage. If you are that fortunate,
then go directly to the suspected

tolerances in individual chassis, and

circuit for additional tests.

ments. For example, the screen -grid

Schematic voltages

other measurements. Therefore,

An excellent technique is to compare the measured voltages to those

of the Photofact for that model.
However, signal levels and setup
adjustments change many of the
voltages, so keep these ground rules
in mind.
Before the DC voltages are

because of different setup adjust(G2) voltages vary more than any
notice the three screen voltages

shown on the Photofact schematic.
Usually, the screen voltages of the

set you're testing should fall between the lowest and highest Photo fact voltages.

In like fashion, you usually can
analyze two or three voltages in

three -Y amplifiers) should measure
alike.

Any extreme difference from
these typical voltages is reason
enough to suspect a circuit defect.
If all of this talk about expecting
the DC voltages to be different
from the schematic values appears

to cancel any value of the voltage
tests, then read on. We'll see how
to work efficiently within the limits
of all these variables.

Testing With Service Switch
There is a quickie test, involving
the service switch (S1), that can
provide some of the same answers
as obtained by voltage analysis. The
results are not as accurate, but they
are fast to obtain, and can strengthen the voltage -analysis diagnosis.

For our analysis, we'll be using
the circuit of Figure 1. It is a
composite of dozens of tube equipped models.
continued on page 20

When no line is seen when the service/normal switch is

in the service position, then the picture in the normal
position probably is too dark, like this one. Note: for
these pictures from a TV screen, the CRT mask has been

illuminated to show that the picture symptoms are real,
and not done by trick photography.

A dim horizontal line when the service/normal switch is
at the service position (picture 1) should produce a
picture that can be adjusted for normal brightness
(picture 2).

2
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Sams has VCR's

covered
a Soms Photofact

Howor.d0
.300

ems & Co, Inc

SI

IN 444 <4

New Photofact® Specialized

Series brings you complete
Service Data for ...
Videocassette Recorders.
Service just like famous
Photofact coverage of ...
TV, Home Radio, Auto
Radio, and CB.

VIDEOCASSETTE
RECORDER
SERVICING DATA
FOR

SONY SL -7200,A
Everything you have come to expect

VCR -1 covers Sony videocassette re-

from Photofact° is now yours for video-

corders SL -7200 & SL -7200A. This 128
page volume is the first in the Photofact

cassette recorders. Helpful, reliable
Photofact information. Full photo coverage for easy I.D. of all components and

wiring. CurcuiTrace° testpoints and
junctions. Standard notation schematics. Parts lists showing exact replacements. All mechanical and electrical adjustments. And more. Time saving
information for servicing VCR's - today's growth product in electronics.

®

VCR Specialized Series. RCA, Zenith,
JVC, Magnavox, Panasonic, and others
will follow.

Videocassette recorders are moving.
Your customers have them. And Photo fact has them covered. Sign up with your
Sams Photofact distributor for your VCR
series today!

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
a subsidiary of ITT
4300 West 62nd Street/Indianapolis, Indiana 46206

May, 1978
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1

A bright line when the switch is at the service position
(picture 1) probably indicates a too -bright picture that

can't be adjusted dark enough for normal brightness
(picture 2).

On the other hand, a normal

have any tubes, transistors, or any

horizontal line in the service position (but wrong brightness with the
Normal -service switches are in- normal setting) proves the bright-

active devices, so they are not prone
to voltage changes.
A voltage change to any one grid,
screen, or cathode of a gun, and no

Brightness

continued from page 18

cluded to increase the speed and ness problem originates in the video
accuracy of the gray -scale -tracking

stages or the cathodes of the change at the other two guns,

setup adjustments. They do two picture tube.

Not all questions are answered by
eliminated to make the brightness this handy test. Therefore, it should
things:

(1) the vertical

sweep is

of the resulting line more intense; be preceded or followed by meaand (2) the cathodes of the picture surements of the DC voltages.
tube are held at a fixed DC voltage
(thus preventing any false results
Circuit Operation
from the brightness operation, and
Typical DC voltages and signal
increasing the CRT bias).
sources of a color picture tube are
When the color is turned down shown in Figure 1. A knowledge of
completely, and the switch moved circuit operation is very valuable
to the "service" position, the de- during troubleshooting; therefore, a
sired result is a dim gray horizontal short description follows.
line. Any slight color tint or small
Matrixing of the chroma and

amount of wrong brightness is to be B&W signals is accomplished in the
corrected by adjustments of the electron stream of the picture -tube
three screen -grid controls.
guns. Chroma R -Y, B -Y, and G -Y
In this case, we are using the signals are applied to the three
color and brightness of the line as grids. Video (or Y) signal is applied
symptoms. Excessive brightness in- to all three picture -tube cathodes.

dicates too much positive voltage
reaching the grids, wrong adjustments of the screen controls, or a

defect which raises the screen
voltage above normal.
If no horizontal line can be seen,
the grid voltages might be too low,
the screen controls might be turned

down, or a defect might have
decreased the voltage at all three
screens.

20

In most cases, a different percentage of the Y signal is fed to each of
the cathodes, but that's just a detail
giving better tracking. (Most
modern solid-state sets matrix the

Y and -Y signals, amplify them,
and apply them separately to the
three cathodes. No signals reach the
grids.)

Remember that DC -voltage
changes at grids, cathodes, and

As you can see, an abnormally
bright or dim line in the service
position indicates the problem is
not in the video (it was disconnected during the test). Therefore,
the wrong voltages are at the grid

screen grids all cause brightness

or screens.

voltages. Few screen -grid circuits

changes. Therefore, variations of

DC voltage in the chroma -Y stages

will affect the grid voltages. And,
variations of DC voltage in the
video stages will affect the cathode

produces a change of B&W screen
color. Brightness defects that do
not change the screen color MUST
change all three grids, cathodes, or
screens by the same amount.
Therefore, the grid voltages (and
the -Y amplifiers that drive them)
are more likely to change the screen
color than are the cathode voltages
and the video amplifiers that drive
them. Notice that this is not a rule,
but is just playing the percentages.
Many defects can change the video
Figure 1 (at right) This is a typical
tube -type schematic of the circuits in

a color TV that contribute to brightness problems. The video or Y signal

is direct coupled to the cathodes of
the picture

tube.

Therefore,

higher

positive cathode voltages reduce the
brightness (an open video -output tube

usually eliminates the raster and
picture). Three separate -Y amplifiers
are direct coupled to the CRT grids.
Therefore, higher voltage at all three
grids increases the picture brightness

an open -Y amplifier brightens that
associated color). All three screen -grid

voltages are adjustable by separate

controls, with the supply voltage
coming from the boosted -boost circuit. This kind of blanker supplies
pulses, and indirect bias to the -Y
amplifiers, and provides

a

negative

voltage needed by the brightness
control. Most changes or defects in
these circuits affect the brightness.
continued on page 22
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Brightness

shorted or open reduces the DC

continued from page 21

voltage to the boost level. Thus, the

maximum brightness is reduced
DC voltages; few can change all -Y
amplifier voltages simultaneously.
Screen voltages

Voltage supply for the screen
grids comes from either the boost
or the boosted -boost supplies of the

horizontal -output circuit. Boost
voltages

somewhat.

Other than that, most defects
that change all three screen voltages are confined to out -of -tolerance resistors, or leaking capacitors
connected to the ends of the screen
controls. Spark gaps often reduce a

are a byproduct of the screen voltage, but just one at a

to require maximum adjustments of
these controls. Therefore, when you
find these controls set at maximum,
suspect a defect.
No Brightness Or
Low Brightness
The most likely general cause of
insufficient brightness is excessive
bias at all three picture -tube guns.
That's assuming the picture tube is

damper action, and damper defects
affect the width and high voltage as
much as they do the brightness.
Voltages from the boosted -boost
circuit usually have an intermediate -voltage rectifier that feeds only

time.

okay, and the focus, screen, and

Don't overlook a trouble of decreased screen voltages that has
been concealed by someone else
who previously has turned screen
controls and bias pots or switches
for maximum possible brightness.

high voltages are within tolerance.
Never forget that grid voltages and
cathode voltages both contribute to
the bias. Also, don't allow the
positive voltage measured between

screens. A rectifier that's either

None of the receivers are designed

the vertical oscillator and the

grid and ground to deceive you.
True grid bias is measured between

WINEGARD WORKS...

cathode and grid. For example, if ones you measure.
the CRT cathodes measure +300
However, if the schematic is not
volts and the grids have +170 volts,
the true bias is -130 volts.
When the screen grids have +650
to +700 volts, most CRTs will show

a properly bright picture with
biases ranging between -110 and
-140 volts. The exact amount varies
with the type of tube and its
emission, but that's a good ballpark

available at that time, you can

make another quickie test. This one
is

based on the range of DC

voltages at the picture -tube cathodes when the brightness control is
rotated through its entire range.
The voltage should vary a total of
40 volts to 80 volts for proper
control of the brightness.

A problem in the video stages

figure.

If the bias exceeds -150 volts, the

brightness likely will be too dark.
Perhaps no raster or picture can be
seen. When that happens, are the
grid voltages or cathode voltages at

fault? Your best bet is to compare
the schematic voltages with the

can reduce the current in the video -

output tube. This increases

the

plate voltage (less brightness), but
the reduced current minimizes the
amount of brightness variation. So,
a weak video -output tube produces
a dark picture that does not change

enough from the brightness -control
adjustments. Higher brightness re-

quires a lower plate voltage (and
lower CRT cathode voltages).
This test is quite effective for

identifying video problems that
affect brightness. A similar test for

the chroma circuit and the CRT
grids is not practical, because the
circuits are not sufficiently alike.

Another test of the video is to
measure the CRT cathode voltage
for both positions of the service/
normal switch. Some designs show
almost no change of DC voltage.
Others might increase 20 or 25 volts
in the service position. However,

any larger difference between the
continued on page 24

on the Mississippi Queen!
Ohio, offers pleasures and amenities Mark Twain never dreamed
of. It features a swimming pool,

movie theater, beauty salon,
sauna, gym, elevators and air

conditioning throughout-all

showcased in the high ceilinged

public rooms, tall twin stacks,
wedding cake superstructure,
steam calliope, great red stern

sissippi Queen, "The Winegard
equipment does a good job and
has been in use for well over a
year, with no problems. It serves
3 tv sets, one in the officers mess,

and two in the crew's quarters.
With three shifts, the sets run 24
hours a day."

paddlewheel, and the nostalgic
touch of mirrors and brass.
What more could be wanted or
needed? The 140 -person crew
that works the vessel likes to get its
entertainment and news from tele-

Captain Shelton,
Master of The Mississippi Queen.

Mark Twain never had it so good!

vision, just like land-lubbers. Unlike a home, the boat is constantly

In his time, steamboatin' was
only a way to travel. But today
many people will tell you it's a
great way to spend a vacation.

moving away from or toward tv
transmitters that are varying distances from the river, and signal
strength fluctuates greatly. To as-

Since 1811, steamboating has
been both practical and romantic

sure maximum quality tv reception,

Larry Virgin, Winegard Dealer.

-a way to visit the heartland of

Winegard equipment, including
an all -channel CH -7080 Chromstar antenna, and DA -825 B distribution amplifier were selected
by installer Larry Virgin, owner of
National Electronics, Louisville,
Ky. And, according to Pat Wingerter, Operations Officer of the Mis-

The installer chose Winegard
equipment because he considers
it "superior to all others:' "Performance was very important:' Larry
Virgin says, "but so is construction and I don't think you can beat
Winegard on either score:'

America on the Ohio and Missis-

sippi rivers. Riverboat vacation
travel, especially aboard the luxurious new Mississippi Queen

operated by the Delta Queen

Steamboat Company of Cincinnati,

WI NEGARD WORKS... Everywhere!

1\1 \I

WINEGAR

The Winegard Company

3000 Kirkwood Street

nirrla Mil nn Ranlv Card

Burlington, Iowa 52601

Brightness
continued from page 23

two voltages is an indication of a
problem in the video amplifiers.

Blanking Versus Brightness

.01 grid capacitor (C7, C8, or C9)
functions as a peak -reading filter
capacitor, and the 1M grid resistor

In circuits similar to the one in

acts as the load. Therefore, negative
DC is produced at the grid. (This is

Figure 1, a strange interrelationship

relative to the cathode, so the grid

exists because of the horizontal - does not necessarily measure negablanker circuit.

tive from ground.) If you doubt this

must explain how and analysis, and think that rectificawhy the blanking operates. Nega- tion of the chroma signal is the
First,

I

stronger pulse amplitudes to produce more negative grid bias at all
three grids, which raises the plate
voltages (and the voltage of each
CRT grid) to increase the brightness of the picture.
At the other extreme, a total loss
of cathode pulses removes all
rectified bias, forcing the -Y tubes
to conduct more, and reducing the

tive -going pulses from the plate of source of the negative voltage, then plate and CRT grid voltages to
the blanker tube are coupled you must account for these facts: cause a darker picture.
through C10 to the common cath- The grid of the G -Y amplifier has
odes of all three -Y amplifiers. the same voltage as the other two One gun brightness changes
Several actions occur. These pulses grids, but there is no chroma there;
This bias -by -rectification proare amplified without phase re- and varying the amplitude of the duces some unexpected symptoms
versal, and the large negative - cathode pulses does change the from common defects. Any defect

going plate pulses are coupled to negative voltage measured from that changes the amount of pulse
grid to cathode.
The time constant of .01 and 1M
is long compared to the horizontal
frequency. Therefore, the negative

rectification at just one -Y grid
changes the B&W screen color.

Amplitude of the pulses fed to
the cathodes is sufficient to cause
grid current to flow. In effect, the
grid and cathode function as a
diode in a series DC -rectifier cir-

between pulses. Instead, it acts as a
fixed bias for each -Y tube.

and L3), the .01 capacitors (C7, C8,

applied to the cathode, while the

mal and desired action

the CRT grids (along

with the
chroma signals), where they blank

out the brightness during horizontal retract. That's one function;
but there's more.

cuit. Negative AC (pulses) are

The critical components are the
3.9K demodulator resistors (R7, R8,

voltage does not diminish much and R9), the RF chokes (L1, L2,
and C9) and the 1M grid resistors
Now, anything that upsets the (R11, R12, and R13). The .01 capacirectification also changes the tube tors are equivalent to the first filters
bias, which in turn changes the of most power supplies, but in this
brightness of that color. The nor- circuit the .01 filter does not return
is for

continued on page 26

2

These pictures show the visual and waveform effects of

white clipping. A normal picture (picture 1) has a full
range of brightness from white to black. Video clipping of

the white side of the waveform (picture 2) shows all
shades of white and light gray as the same brightness.
Notice that the CRT mask is brighter than the lightest
part of the picture, while in Picture 1 they have the same
brightness. Picture 3 shows the negative -going video

waveform with white compression at the top. Without
clipping, the waveform would extend up to the dotted
line.

3
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Now you can
save money
and
get the counter

you want-

.
Afrequency counter immediately applications. All have been

should deliver all the performance you expected when you placed the
order. If the counter is a B&K-PRECISION

conceived as cost-effective
answers to frequency measurement needs in
communications, lab, field and plant applica-

you'll be getting that plus some equally impor-

tions. Every B&K-PRECISION counter fea-

tant benefits-a price that you can easily
afford and off -the -shelf delivery.

B&K-PRECISION has engineered a line of full -

feature frequency counters to suit most

tures: autoranging, liberal input overload
protection, a minimum of 1Hz resolution,
conservative specifications, and easy -to -read
LED displays.

MODEL 1850

520MHz guaranteed;
600MHz typical
rement

MODEL 1801

40MHz guaranteed:
60MHz typical
Reliable discrete
L logic

MODEL 1827

30MHz guaranteed;
50MHz typical

Compact size; portable
8 digit accuracy
"th 6 digit readout
MODEL 1820

80MHz guaranteed;
100MHz typical
Period. event and time measurements

At the top end of our line is the new Model
1850, very conservatively rated at 520MHz.
Features include: TCXO time base...Period
measurements from 5Hz to 1MHz... Leading
zero suppression...Bright .43" LED display...
Gate times from 10 ms to 10 seconds...$450.
The 1820 Universal Counter is one of the most
versatile counters available at any price.
Frequency measurement typically extends be-

yond 100MHz... Period measurements from
5Hz to 1MHz
Period average, auto and
manual positions
. Elapsed time measurements to 9999.99 seconds (plus overflow)...
Totalizes event counts to 999999 (plus overflow)... $260.
.

.

.

.

At only $120, the 1827 portable frequency
counter is slightly larger than a pocket
calculator. 30MHz guaranteed; 50MHz typical
. Battery saver for all -day field use .. Full
range of optional accessories available.
The 1801 is a rugged frequency counter
.

.

.

designed for production line and mainte-

nance applications. Readings to 40MHz guaranteed; 60MHz typical
Easy to use and
read ...Wide range input eliminates the need
for level adjustments...$200.
.

.

.

Isn't it time you stopped sacrificing features
and performance for price? See your local
distributor for immediate delivery.

DYNASCAN
liKPRECISION CORPORATION
6460 W. Cortland Avenue, Chicago, IL 60635 312/889-9087

In Canada: Atlas Electronics, Ontario
International Sales: Empire Exporters, Inc., 270 Newtown Road, Plainview, L.I., NY 11803

Circle (15) on Reply Card

continued from page 24

the path from the grid through the
.01, the choke, and the demodula-

direct to ground. Instead each one
returns to ground (or B+) through

Symptoms that cancel

Brightness

an RF choke and a 3.9K resistor
(which is paralleled by the demodulator plate resistance). If this path
is broken by an open connection or

component, the rectification no
longer is peak reading. Therefore,

the negative rectified voltage is
reduced, along with the tube bias
and the brightness of the associated
color.

For example, if either L2 or its
capacitor in the B -Y stage
opened, the tube would lose bias,
.01

and the blue gun of the CRT would
be biased to cutoff. The open would
eliminate all of the "Z" demodulator signal, so a color picture would

have only shades of red, green,
orange, or yellow. Also, the B&W
raster would have a greenish -yellow

tint from the lack of blue.
These defects can be intermittent

and thus hard to find. The most

likely defect is an intermittently open choke, or a bad solder joint in
26

tor load.

I have described how a loss of
blanking pulses will reduce the
brightness of the raster. That is
totally true when the pulses are

previous video stage. Therefore, a
sample of the negative voltage at
the blanker grid is filtered (RI and
C2) and applied to one end of the
brightness control, while the video

from the delay line supplies the

positive voltage. A blend of these
two voltages is the grid voltage for
the video -output tube. A cathode
eliminated following the plate of resistor furnishes some bias, so the
the blanker. But, a puzzling set of grid often measures negative in
symptoms develop when the pulses respect to the cathode, but positive
are lost at the grid circuit of the relative to ground. As this bias is
blanker.
changed by the station signal and
Many of these typical models by the brightness control, the CRT
borrowed a negative voltage for the
brightness control from the grid
voltage of the blanker. There is no
other reason for the connection
between the two.
The blanker grid and C6 form a
shunt -type peak -reading rectifier
for the pulses. (We're ignoring for a

moment the effect at the plate).
The rectification produces a large
negative voltage.

Direct coupling of the video

brightness is changed.

Now, if this negative voltage at
the brightness control is removed
(perhaps C2 shorts), the grid of the
video output receives excessive posi-

tive voltage. This reduces the plate
voltage, along with the CRT cathodes voltages, and brightens the
picture too much.
So, we have these two opposite
conditions where a loss of pulses at

stages creates a need for a negative

the cathodes of the -Y amplifiers
produces a darker picture, and a

positive voltage coming from a

brightness control makes the pic-

voltage to cancel part of the loss of negative voltage to the
ELECTRONIC SERVICING

Here's a TOP DEAL for you !

Buy RCA Entertainment Receiving
Tubes, save the carton tops
and earn valuable awards*
RCA's got the TOP DEAL of 1978 for service dealers ... a
completely new collection of great merchandise awards,
in exchange for RCA entertainment receiving tube carton
tops. You choose from a wide selection of gifts for yourself, your family, and your home.
When you buy RCA receiving tubes, save the carton tops
that bear the letters RCA and the tube type number. They

are redeemable in required quantities for gifts of your

choice. Just a few are shown here.
Pick up your copy of the RCA TOP DEAL Prize book, saver
envelope and award order form at your participating RCA
Distributor. Save the proper number of carton tops for the

prize you want, and mail with your award order form to:
RCA Top Deal Headquarters, Box 154, Dayton, Ohio

45401. The award you select will be mailed to you
promptly. Your order must be postmarked no later than
November 30, 1978 to take
advantage of this great gift
offer. Quality RCA Tubes

mean a Top Deal for you.
RCA Distributor and Special
Products Division, Deptford,
N.J. 08096.
*Save the carton top that bears
the letters RCA and the tube type
number.

RCA
ture

brighter. But, notice that a tube or a leaky grid capacitor can

the blanker grid can
accomplish both of these symptoms
defect at

at the same time! (A gassy blanker

Receiving
Tubes

sistor. Also, reduced or missing

cause the problem.)

heater voltage at the video -output

One action tries to brighten the
picture, while the other tries to
darken it. The net effect is for the
picture to have moderate brightness, poor color, and very little

tube.

excessive bias at the video -output
tube.

This can be caused by a

defective resistor or capacitor in the

brightness circuit; a wrong setting

change of brightness when the of the brightness range control (if
included); a defect in the vertical
or horizontal blanking that's applied to a video stage; a wrong
1, and think about the many
similar models that can have these negative voltage supply (in this

brightness control is adjusted.
Follow these operations in Figure
peculiar symptoms.
Next, I'll tell you some of the

components that have caused low
or high brightness in the past.
Actual Causes Of
Low Brightness
These various defects have been
know to cause low brightness:

low emission of the picture tube.

of the heater circuit can
develop tiny cracks around joints

Grounds

(such as this one) that are difficult to

see, but open the circuit. When the
board was twisted, the dark crack was
visible completely around the rivet.
May, 1978

A good CRT tester is essential, and
rejuvenation or a booster often can
improve the emission.
low emission in the video -output
tube, which raises the CRT cathode
voltages.

increased value of the video -output cathode resistor or screen re-

case,

the DC grid voltage of the

horizontal -blanker tube); or some
types of blanker defects. For example,

if C6, the 390K resistor at the

grid of the horizontal blanker,
opens or increases, the negative
voltage there exceeds -100 volts,

thus applying too much negative
bias to the video -output grid.
a weak horizontal -blanking tube,
or a changed value of the plate

resistor. Also, an open .22 micro farad capacitor (C10) between the
blanker and the common cathodes
of the -Y stages reduces the
negative grid bias of the -Y
amplifiers. Incidentally, a slow continued on page 28
27

Brightness

Problems Of
Excessive Brightness

continued from page 27

warming blanker tube will give the

symptoms of a weak CRT that
warms up slowly, with gradually
increasing brightness.

a reduced value of the 270 -ohm
resistor (R10) at the common -Y
cathodes.

insufficient supply voltage to the
screen controls, because of a bad
boosted -boost rectifier or an in-

creased value of the resistor between boosted -boost and the controls.

a weak high -voltage rectifer tube
can cause a large and dark picture.

mon problem is that "high brightness" often changes to "no bright-

The basic cause is easy to state: ness."
Excessive brightness of the picture
Suppose a video defect forces the
is the result of insufficient negative CRT to draw too much current,
bias at the guns of the picture tube. and the high voltage is reduced. If
Of course, the amount of screen - the condition stops at that point,
grid voltage affects the brightness, the symptoms might be the focus
but no practical increase of screen is poor, the visual brightness might
voltage alone can produce an be darker than normal, picture size
uncontrollable brightness, unless could be too large, and the measthe bias is wrong.
ured HV might be about half of
the usual value. (Some models lose
Too bright becomes no brightness
width at the left, rather than
The symptoms of excessive showing a larger picture, and many
brightness are many and varied, have a vertical roll during times of
depending on the exact conditions HV variation.) Whatever the precise

and the circuit design. One com-

symptoms, they change with any
brightness variation. Often, a slight
increase of brightness triggers
blooming, which eliminates the HV
and the raster.

This loss of raster and HV can
WITH PHENOLIC SOCKETS, INSERT SHARP POINT
BETWEEN CONTACT AND SOCKET, FORCING CONTACT HALVES CLOSER TOGETHER, THUS MAKING A
TIGHTER CONNECTION WITH THE TUBE PIN

occur slowly, or so fast that it
appears to happen instantaneously.
Although the defect could he in the

picture tube, it's more likely to be
located in the Y or -Y amplifiers.
A fast test is to monitor the
high voltage with a meter while you

remove the base socket from the
picture tube. If the HV returns, it's
certain the problem is with CRT

current (probably wrong bias or
gas) and not from the high voltage.
A fine time to check the grid and

cathode voltages at the socket is
while the CRT is unplugged. This
should indicate where to look for
the defect.
Peaking coils

One of the most mystifying

defects is an intermittent open in
BEND EACH TUBE PIN OUTWARD USING LONG NOSE PLIERS

the L4 primary winding of peaking

transformer Ti. An open there

removes all DC voltage (except that

from CRT current-a negligible

amount) from the CRT cathodes
and the video -output plate. The
grids have positive voltages, and the
THEN BEND END BACK TO FIT TUBE SOCKET

(ONLY ONE TUBE PIN IS SHOWN FOR CLARITY)

CURING INTERMITTENT TUBE CONNECTIONS

Figure 2 Temporary repairs of intermittent connections between tube pins
and the sockets can be done in two ways: by bending either the socket
contacts or the tube pins. (Bending of the tube pins has been exaggerated
in the drawing, and only one pin is shown.)
28

cathodes are almost zero, so the
CRT guns draw their peak maximum current. This current overloads

the HV rectifier and the

horizontal sweep, thus eliminating
all high voltage. The screen goes
black without any blooming symptoms. (Sometimes the horizontal output tube and the damper show
dull red plates from the overload.)
DC -voltage measurements are your

best bet for finding such opens.
Both ends of a winding should have
continued on page 30
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tot,* ?vb.

Sam M. Patrick
Patrick's TV & Radio, Inc.
227 East Michigan Avenue
Orlando, Florida 32806

"The new GE Replacement
Semiconductor Guide is one of the

APPLIANCE
REPAIR

Brightness
continued from page 28

moves a joint far from the point
where you're flexing the board. A

the same voltage, unless the wind-

BOOKS

ing is open.
Other out -of -the -ordinary symp-

toms can orginate in this general
area. For example, when the L5
secondary winding of peaking transformer T1 opens, the B&W picture

has white compression (all bright-

ness ranges from maximum to a
medium gray appear as the same
Thirteen Handbooks written in easy -to -understand language by experts in the service field
with illustrations and diagrams! Acclaimed by

featureless gray). It's caused by the
video -output plate load increasing
from a normal total of about 4K up
to about 22K.

instructors and professionals alike! How to

Excessive brightness can be

diagnose and repair air conditioners, refrigerators, washers, dryers, ranges, microwave
ovens, dishwashers, vacuum cleaners, electrostatic air cleaners, RV gas appliances, hair
dryers, motors, water heaters, coffeemakers.
can openers, floor polishers, steam irons, food
mixers, lawn care appliances, electric knives.

electric and digital clocks and many others
Also fundamentals of solid state, setting up a
shop, using test instruments and more. Only
$2.65 to $4.90 ea.
SENO FOR FREE PRICE LIST

Gamit, Dept. ES

Don't cut
yourself out

of a career as a
two-way radio
technician...
MTI offers the only training for

professional FM two-way radio
available. Qualified technicians

is decreased or C4 shorts, the
brightness increases only slightly,

but the brightness adjustment becomes very critical. (Minor brightness adjustments, or variations of

in the picture tube. If the short is
in the green or blue gun, and that
drive control is at maximum, the
B&W video is removed from all
guns. Colors are not affected, but
the picture is blurred and without
contrast. The CRT heater is bypassed by a capacitor large enough
to eliminate most of the video, but

have positive DC applied to them.
A heater -isolation transformer with

training is your key.
You could cut out a career as

-Y brightness problems

With these older receivers the

send you information on how you

most likely cause of excessive

can learn more about this specialized field, at home.

a loss of heater voltage to one or

brightness or a blooming picture is

both of the -Y

amplifier tubes.

of the CTC16 vintage

Name

Receivers

Address
City

were prone to loss of heater voltage
SS8

MT/
Mobile Training
Institute

problem is cured.

Incidentally, some cases of fre-

quent failure of the horizontal -

output tube can be solved by
repairing the causes of excessive

If the

Figure 1 (except for the tubes), you
can expect many of these tips and
defects will apply also to those

receivers. But there are differences.
For example, the heater power of
a tube HV rectifier is reduced when
the DC load current is increased.
For heavy loads, a point is reached
where the heater voltage is too

small to permit rectification, and
the DC HV suddenly disappears.
Solid-state triplers have no filaments or heaters; therefore, they
keep on rectifying even when the
heavy loads reduce the pulse ampli-

tude and the DC -voltage output.

the brightness does not change There is no sudden loss of high
much because the CRT heaters voltage. Instead, the operation consockets can be installed to remove
the symptoms of such shorts.

a two-way radio technician by
cutting out this coupon. We'll

test the receiver to see if the

Solid -State Comparisons
solid-state chroma and
video circuits are similar to those of

R16 or R5. If the resistance of R2

dustry, and public service. But

are employed in government, in-

can tighten the connections by
bending either the socket contacts
or the tube pins (Figure 2). Time

or C3, and reduced resistance of

Another allied problem can be

Ne

need to verify the diagnosis, you

CRT currents.

caused by a heater -to -cathode short

Circle (20) on Reply Card

visual inspection with a magnifying
glass is highly recommended.
Open sockets produce many service headaches. When no socket is
handy for replacement, but you

caused by leaky or shorted cathode
capacitor C5, shorted C2, leaky Cl

station video, cause blooming.)

5841 W. Montrose Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60634

State/Zip

be found by flexing the suspected
area. However, such bending often

when the heat of some resistors
made the insulated heater wire
brittle and likely to break. New
wire should be installed.
Open grounds are troublemakers,
too, both at the board ground -

tinues at reduced DC voltages, or
until the breaker trips.
Also, many or most solid-state
TV receivers have automatic brightness -limiter (ABL) circuits which

operate to reduce the CRT current
when it exceeds the design maximum. Therefore, it's rare to find a
solid-state set with blooming from

too much CRT current. Any excessive brightness is opposed by the
ABL.

Comments
These tips and tests for bright-

ness problems should help you
know what type of defects to look

for, and inspire you to make up
your own test methods.

points and the socket grounds to
the boards. Some cracks are too

Servicing

narrow to be seen without magnification. Sometimes the bad joint can

jects to be discussed.

Write to the editor of Electronic

if you have comments,
questions, or suggestions for sub-

Circle (21) on Reply Card
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WATTS
COOKING
Here's watt's cooking-a Just -across -word

Puzzle based on Electronics. Each word is
connected to the word above and below by one
or more letters but only one is shown as a clue.
Each correct answer is worth 4 points; a perfect

. by Edmund A. Braun

score is 100. It'll

be fun except perhaps for

someone who is sure that "currents" make good
pies, or that "kilocycle" is a wheeled vehicle!
Got a sharp pencil? Then relax and GO!

A spiral; a coil.
2 Oriented intergrowth between two
1

crystals.

3 A determined computation of
probable costs.
4 Already fitted together.
5 Being subjected to equal pressure
from every side.

A

3

M

4

6 Substance able to transmit electricity.
7 Process to improve appearance or

S

5

corrosion resistance of some

metals.
8 Device that alters amplitude or
frequency of wave in accordance
with speech or signal.

6

N

9 Pertaining to propagation of a
signal that is abnormal or un-

8

usual.

10 Type of rotating device that has

two armature windings for

L

changing a DC voltage to

0

11

an-

other value.
Device placed ahead of a frequency

converter to pass signals of a
desired frequency but reduce
all others.

12 Pertaining to "shocking" power
produced by water power.
13 A type of radio receiver.
14 Deposition of a thin layer of gas or

vapor particles of gas onto the
surface of a solid.

15 Balanced; having equal charac-

teristics on each side

of

a

central line, position, or value.
16 Demodulation.

17 An electronic switch in which

E

breakdown of an auxiliary gap
initiates conduction.
18 Tough fiber used in sheet form for
insulating transformer windings
from the core, etc.
19 Points of maximum displacement
in a series of standing waves.
20 More efficient type of antenna.
21 Anything represented on a greatly
reduced scale.

R

22 Pertaining to a circuit that

is

etched instead of wired.
23 The suppressing of undesired
modes of oscillation in a magnetron.

24 The frame or base of a set.
25 Angular relationship between current and voltage in AC circuits.

R

S
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See solution on page 66
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Pricing Problems

Few service dealers know their
actual costs of service calls, bench
repairs, and other types of technical

work. In fact, many shop owners,
who calculated their costs, have

Service
Management

seminar,

Part 5

(Establishing service Rates)
Guessing about how much to charge for service can cause endless
worry and problems. Methods are discussed for determining service
rates that are profitable to you and fair to your customers.

discovered to their dismay that they
are operating "below cost,"

Of course, no business can

continue very long when its prices
are lower than the costs. So, one of
the first thoughts which occurs to a
shop owner. after the figures prove
his business

has been operating

below cost, is that the figures or the

method must be wrong. After all,
the business continues to operate.
Does this prove a mistake has been

made? No, the answer is that the
losses must be made up elsewhere..
Operating below cost

Here are several ways for a
business to continue supply service
work at prices below cost:
(A) Some shop owners rely cm profits from product sales (TV receiv-

ers, tubes, and accessories, for
example) to compensate for losses
from low service rates.

(B) Many, especially those with
one-man operations, work extra
Dick Glass, former Executive Secretary ci
NESDA, opeates his own consulting firm.
Write to him at: Dick 5iass and
Associates, 7046 Doris Drive,
Incianapolis, Indiana 46226. Phone
317-241-7783.
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long hours for labor income that's
comparable to others who work

$7,000

only 40 hours a week.

$6,000

(C) Service shops limping along

$5,000

with below -cost prices often don't
provide funds for retirement, vacations, sick pay. or insurance. Most
businesses provide these for both
owner and employees, and such
fringe

$4,000

$3,000
$2,000

benefits can add 10% or

$1,000

more to the real income.

$0

(D) The owner of a small shop

$1,000

might have his wife act as business
manager and office girl, but not

1970

1971

1972

1974

1973

1975

1976

1977

1978

YEARS

pay her enough (or anything) for

LOSS

her important help.
False reasoning

Why do shop owners continued
to price their services below cost?
Here are some of the reasons:

Their prices are comparable to

other service shops in the area.

They assume, therefore, that if the

others can make a profit at those
low rates, then they too should be

All businesses have variable profits (or losses-see 1976). and a
1
"bus ness profit" fund should be set aside to fill in during low -profit times.
Figure

made about $15 service calls:

An average service call takes one
hour (including travel), so the shop
never can receive more than $15
per hour of income.

mining service rates and profits.
Therefore, the question of salary is

very important in the present
industry situation.

Today, technicians often are be-

able to have a profit. (Actually, all
of the servicers in the area might be

If the productivity is 50% (high ing hired at $8.00 per hour ($16,640
for most one-man operations), his per year), with service managers
per -our rate can average only receiving more. And it's still un-

operating below cost.)

$7.50.

usual for a shop-owner/technician

They assume their bargain rates
will induce the customers to like
them, and perhaps buy some new

Even if the shop had no overhead
costs (rent, heat, telephone, etc.),

and didn't expect any business

to realize more than $25,000 per
year. But even these insufficient
rates are better than those of the

products from them, thus making a

profit or return on the investment,

past when techs were at the bottom

profit.

They privately believe their technical ability must be low; therefore,

it's best to reduce the labor rate.
Probably they downgrade themselves because of the many "tough

dogs" that require many hours to
solve. Perhaps they believe. "After
all, I can't charge the custcmer the
full rate for repairs that take many,
many hours."

They are afraid their customers

this technician/owner could not of the economic order.
Compare those rates to a jourmake more than $7.50 per hour.
Yet, many techs who work for neyman union electrician who
someone else make that much, makes more than $10 per hour plus

benefits ($20,000 per year) almost
anywhere. An IBM typewriter rethis shop would find great difficulty pairman does almost as well.
Electronic technicians must have
in paying its owner as much as
$5.00 per hour. At that rate for 40 far more training, knowledge, and
hours per week, he could make only experience than any repairman or
about $10,400 per year. And, the electrician. In fact, their training
financial problem is compounded, never ceases. So, it seems that a
without investment or worry.

With ordinary overhead costs,

won't pay any more than the if his wife-or a hired assistant- technician should command a
present rate. In fact, some gripe

takes care of the office while he's
out on calls. This requires him to

ever those that actually are below

make several more dollars per hour
to pay the helper.

now about "exorbitant" prices,
costa

Everyone has heard these reasons
(excuses), and they sound plausible.
But are they valid?
One example

Recently I visited a service -only
shop whose regular charge for a TV
service call is $15.00. Yet, less than

a two-hour drive away are other
shops regularly charging twice that
rate. These other shops are just as
busy.

Here are some conclusions to be
May 1978

Profit from parts sales can help

higher salary than those of lesser

skills. The question is not, "Should

techs make $25,000 per year?"

Rather it is, "How can a tech make
$25,000 each year?"

subsidize the below -cost labor rates,

Many people end a discussion
but one man rarely can sell more
than $10,000 in parts in a year. If like this one by saying, "Customers
he were to clear 50% for parts just won't pay that much." If you
sales, it would bring only $5,000 believe that-as many impoverished
service dealers and techs do-you
more in gross profit.
are exactly where the customers

How much should a
technician employee make?

want you to be. You're trapped!

The salary or "draw" of the
technician who brings in the labor
income is a large factor in deter-

later will make mare money if

And, it's useless to dream that you

competition eases, or you sell more
continued on page 34
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work. Some shop owners fool
Per -Hour Labor Charge Calculation
One -Man Shop
Technician wages (1)
*

should not be included with the
direct labor. But most shop owners

$4.81
*

Return on Investment
($10% of $10,000 total investment)

$0.48

of their own direct labor production. Of course, if you are an
absentee owner, your compensation

$8.00

Overhead Expenses

($10,000 - 2080 hours)

themselves by not including the cost

calculations based
on 40 -hour week, or
2080 hours per year

are technicians, and they should
receive at least $8 per hour for their
repair time.

B usiness-Prof it

(5% of $30,000 total sales)
Total income needed per hour
Total income needed
per chargeable hour,
if productivity is 50%
($14.01 ÷ .50)

Overhead

$0.72

Don't include technician wages

$14.01

or parts costs in "overhead" expense totals. Overhead is the operating expenses your business must
pay, such as rent, utilities, truck

$28.02

expenses,

insurance,

and so forth.
Table 1 This is the method for calculating the labor income you need per
hour in a one-man shop. All expenses (wages, overhead, ROI, and business
profit) are reduced to the cost for one hour (out of 40 per week or 2080 per

year) and added. This is the income per hour you need, if you could be
100% efficient. Since that is impossible, you must multiply by your
productivity percentage (in decimal form), to obtain the income needed from
each hour of chargeable labor.

Service Management
continued from page 33

products, or you become faster at
making repairs.

A Better Solution
No, there is a better plan that
will bring you more income now.
The plan involves calculating your
costs, setting some profit goals, and
getting rid of your fears.

Perhaps, you now are thinking,
"Sure it's easy for Glass or someone not in my position to say that.
But, I can't take the risk of losing
the business it's taken years to
build up."
The good news is that servicers
who established realistic service

rates didn't take any risks at all.

Invariably, they found their fears to
be unfounded, and they wished they
had taken the step before.
Also, there are no known cases of
realistic pricing causing the failure
of a service shop. There are
hundreds of businesses which failed
from too -low prices.

raise your rates. But you owe it to
yourself to determine what they

advertising,

Service -only shops

commonly have overhead totalling
40% of income. Some have overhead as high as 50%.
Many bookkeepers don't list the

owner/manager salary properly,

thus disguising either the true
overhead cost, or the true direct labor cost (or both). If you are not
sure how this should be handled on

your books, refer to Part 3 in the

SHOULD be.

March issue of Electronic Servicing.

If you examine your costs and
then realize your charges are too
low, you don't have to raise them

Return of Investment

Few shop owners ever think

about or calculate the amount of
change them a step at a time. For money they have invested in the
now, you need to understand HOW business. But, if you borrowed
in one large jump. Instead, you can
to set your rates. It's much easier to

justify your higher rates-both to
yourself and to your customersafter you know that the method
and the pricing results are valid
and correct.

$10,000 to buy parts or test equipment, you surely would pay about
10% ($1,000) annual interest for the

use of that money. In the same
way, if you "loan" your business
$10,000 of your personal money,

you certainly deserve the same
The Ingredients
Of Your Charges

These costs must be included in
your prices:
1. technician's wages;
2. overhead expense;

3. return on investment;
4. business profit; and
5. the productivity factor.
Each of these will be discussed in
detail.
Technician's wages

You must pay a technician to

amount of interest. This is "return
on investment." You're just cheat-

ing yourself if you invest your
money and don't expect interest.
Inflation alone will decrease your
investment by 6% to 10% per year,
so a modest 6% or 8% return -on -

investment merely keeps up with
inflation, without permitting any
interest.

You MUST calculate the "cost of -money" and include it as a
factor when you set realistic service
rates.

produce service income. It makes
Get started

After you have set some profit
goals according to our previous
advice, now is the decisive time to
review your service rates. Find out
what your rates should be. Of

course, no one will force you to
34

no difference whether the tech is
you or an employee. One or both
have to do the work, or no income

Business profit

is produced. Your shop's costs can't
be calculated without including an
"equivalent" technician wage for
those hours you spend doing repair

and which goes into your pocket.

"Business profit" is not the same

as money made by the business,

No business ever operates at
constant levels (see Figure 1), but
has ups and downs. Therefore, you
ELECTRONIC SERVICING

per hour at 30% efficiency could
bring in only $180 in 40 hours, or
by the actual productivity as a about $4.50 per hour! Sometimes
decimal to show the rate for each this happens to new shops.

must hold in reserve some business

needed when the productivity

profits to pay the bills during low
periods. Otherwise, you are forced

100%. Then, that figure is divided

to borrow, or take money from your
personal bank account. Even if
your plan calls for a business profit
of only 5% of total sales, you must

include this in your costs and in

is

chargeable hour.
Is

your shop 75% productive,

Two -Man Operation

Now that you know the basic
rather than 50%? That's good, and
the increase poses no problem. In ingredients of your per -hour

your prices.

Table 1, divide $14.01 by .75 charges, let's examine the differ-

Productivity

as your per -hour service rate, (Table

Productivity really isn't a direct
factor in your costs. But after you
settle on the per -hour income that
you must have for each hour your

instead of $28.02.

doors are open, your per -hour
income MUST be divided by your
productivity percentage (as a decimal) to establish your actual service
rate. It's not enough to calculate

instead of by .50. This gives $18.68

ences between the one-man shop
1)

and a two -man shop

(Table 2).

Notice that the overhead and the
The calculation shows how productivity affects your rates. In the total investment both increased by
past, few servicers included it in the

40% because of the additional

charges. Probably this error accounted for most cases of poor
service income.
Including the productivity per-

technician. However, the increased
volume of business allowed a per -

man reduction of the return -on investment (ROI), the overhead,

centage becomes even more im- and the business profit.
Also, the second technician reshops average only 30% to 40% ceives only $7 per hour, compared
productivity. Change the produc- to $8 for the owner. (In a partnertivity percentage in Table 2 to 30%, ship, both probably would receive
and you would have to charge $8 per hour, or whatever rate was

what you need per hour and portant when you learn that many
"hoping" you will get it. Think of

the many hours of "lost". time
(answering the phone, talking to
customers, etc.). Everyone from
farmers to General Motors includes

$46.70 for each productive hour to
average $14.01 for the 40 hours of

products, and so must you.
Table 1 first shows how

each week.

lost time in the price of the

Or, looking at the problem from
to
calculate the per -hour income another angle, a shop charging $15

agreed on.)

For practice, you should make
the calculation of Table 2, but
changing the wages to $5 and $4,
continued on page 36

Another reason to join RCA's OT Parts Program!
You get four free information packages every year.
RCA's QT -150 Parts Program is better than ever!
Registered dealers receive four free
information mailings per year through RCA's
Direct Information Service program.
Quarterly mailings include:

k.

,en°

septa

csfo

cro cikt

er r"Pe
to

rtsss&etno

Complete Dealer Price Book - RCA Consumer
Parts Latest Price Supplement RCA
Drawing Number to Stock Number Cross
Reference Color TV Module Cross
Reference B&W TV Module Cross Reference
Dealer QT Inventory Control Form;
and many other useful publications.
To join, contact your RCA Distributor
and register as a QT Dealer. You will receive

your package of 150 of the most -needed,
fastest -moving parts to repair older TV sets.
You will also receive your first quarterly
information package. Every information
mailing will include the latest price
publication, plus additional information about RCA Parts required in
your servicing business.
Don't forget, your QT Parts inventory
program has automated annual drop -ship
updating for your convenience. A special
QT Parts Rack is also available
to save time and space.
Call your RCA Distributor or write to
RCA Distributor and Special Products Division,
Deptford, N.J. 08096.

RCA QT Parts
Circle (17) on Reply Card
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continued from page 35

with

a 40% productivity. The

per -hour rate will be given at the
end of this article.
After you have become proficient
with the method, calculate the rates
for your own shop, using the actual

for bench major
repairs, you are working on a $20
calls and $40

per -hour rate.

costs of wages and overhead. In-

So, if you prefer flat rates,
determine your needed hourly rate
and set the flat -rate prices for this
rate versus the amount of time you

clude the return -on -investment you

estimate (or obtain from a time

want, based on your actual invest- study) each particular job will

ment. If you don't know your

is

journeyman -level

craftsmen, they should be receiving

more than $7 to $8. Only you can
determine these figures, and include
them in your rates.
Some shop operators will feel the

Sperry and Tech Spray pricing

amounts in Table 2 are too low;

reasonable to cover the low periods.
All of these items together make up

Two different pricing systems are

others probably will believe they are

available to servicers who want to
the amount you would receive for price repairs by the hours worked.
each hour of labor, if your produc- The Tech Spray and Sperry Tech
tivity were 100%. Because 100% systems both work well for applying

techs could work longer hours. In a
partnership, the owners could agree

productivity is impossible, you then

your hourly rates to the work

divide that figure by your produc- functions.
tivity percentage (expressed as a

decimal) to arrive at the hourly rate

Either system can be converted to

flat rate. However, I don't recom-

you MUST charge, if you are to mend flat rates. Most servicers who
reach your goal.
solved both complaints and profit
problems believe that an "increFlat -Rate Pricing
ment" system based on a definite
Many shops use flat -rate pricing

hourly rate is best.

rather than hourly rates. That

Of course, you understand that
the amounts used in Table 2 are
some hourly figure determined by only for an example, and your
figures are expected to be different.

Per -Hour Labor Charge Calculation
Two -Man Shop
Technician wages (2)

Return on Investment
($15,000 total investment) "
B usiness-Profit

6.73

.72

1.20

(5% of $50,000 total sales)

Total hourly income needed for
40 hours per week

$23.65

Total hourly income needed for
40 hours per week, per tech (1/2)

$11.82

Total chargeable
hourly income needed,
if productivity is 50%

$23.65

10% of $15,000 = $1500
$1500 - 2080 hours = .72
per hour

(Many managers insist parts profits
should not be a factor in labor
rates.) In this example, profits from
combined parts sales of $10,000 a

year could be used to reduce the
labor rate by $2.40 per hour. It's
your decision whether or not to
Practice calculation

For the practice calculation of
the two -man shop labor rate, you
should have an answer of $22.06
per hour per man.
Next Month
The "building-block" (or Nesvik)
system described in this article is a

good method that's sufficient for
old ones. And I strongly urge you
to make the calculations and evaluate the results.
However, there is another system
(I will describe next month) that
has some advantages.
Regardless of the method you use
for determining your labor pricing,
you should understand it thorough-

ly, know why every item is necessary, and believe in the rate. When

you know the price rate is fair to
both you and your customers, you
will win every discussion about
prices!

Table 2 The method of calculating the per -hour labor income of a two -man
shop is similar to that in Table 1, except the first figure is the income
needed for both men, if they were 100% efficient. This figure should be
divided by 2, giving the per -hour 100% labor income for each technician.
Then, it is

to not accept overtime pay. (2)
Parts profits could be included.

you to establish new rates or rework
$15.00

Overhead expenses

($14,000 - 2080 hours)

reduce the hourly rate: (1) The

Comments

principles given here. After all,
these "flat rates" are based on
you. If you charge $20 for service

too high. Two conditions can

make these concessions.

practice does not conflict with the

multiplied by the productivity percentage (in decimal form) to

show the per -hour chargeable labor of each man.
36

are experienced

require.

investment, figure it now. Add a

business profit that you think

You should expect more than 10%
return -on -investment. If I were
doing it, I would try for a larger
business profit than the example of
5%. And of course, if both techs

Remember, to reach that goal of
$30,000 (or whatever amount you
chose), you should not depend on
good luck to solve your problems,
but you must plan wisely and work
with single-minded purpose. One
vital step is calculating your proper
service rates.
ELECTRONIC SERVICING

Sam Wilson's
Technical Notebook

1

By J. A. "Sam" Wilson, CET
severe problems, then I will enjoy
exchanging information with you.
Impossible Capacitor Charge?

leading to think that the 'energy in
a capacitor is stored in the dielectric,' as you say in the article, and
as I've read in many other books at
this level. The energy stored in the

A Texas gentleman expressed
several comments in his letter, capacitor resides in the electric field

Letters

I have received some interesting
mail about the capacitor quiz and

some of the statements I made in
the February Technical Notebook.

Many readers agree with

me,

and-as might be expected-a few
disagree. So far, the letters have
been professional, with clearly
stated ideas. Therefore, I'm going
to answer those letters that are of
interest to many readers, and also
to expand the theory of capacitors.
Ground rules about letters

Here are a few of my rules about
letters. If I feel that my reply might

embarrass a letter writer, I'll not

including this statement, "You are
wrong!" Now, I want to dispel that
idea, immediately. The only time I
was wrong was the time I thought I
had made a mistake! (That should
keep the mailman busy.)
Specifically, he was disagreeing
about Question #2 about the metal

pails that were nested one inside
the other with a pail of dielectric
between them, as shown in Figure
1. I had explained that after the
capacitor is charged and the pails
are disassembled, the metal pails
together without discharging the
capacitor. After the capacitor is
assembled, the charge still remains.
This question bothered several

point out that I have an advantage
over the Texas reader, because I

have performed this experiment

months is necessary before your
letter can be answered in print.

believe it is true, despite the
number of people who said it
couldn't work that way.

conversation and controversy.
The ideas and opinions of this

column are not necessarily
those of the editor or other
employees of Electronic Servicing.

that's exactly what I said.
(Incidentally, I have written a
short technical monograph entitled,

"Why Johnny Can't Understand
Capacitors." In it, I discuss with
greater detail the relationship of the
dielectric and the electric field to
the capacitor.)

There was one statement in his
letter that's not true, however. He
continued on page 38

PLATE X

INSULATOR Z
PLATE Y

I

However, the confusing thing

about the Texas letter is that the
writer and I are in violent agree-

I'll only print excerpts from the
letters, for space will permit no ment, but he seems to think we
have a difference of opinion. I'll
more.
If these rules don't present any quote from the letter: "It is mis-

possibly some will provoke

out that the electric field is in the
dielectric between the plates, and

probably 200 times as a demonstra-

tion to my classes. After seeing it

Sam Wilson's monthly "Technical Notebook" will present a
variety of subjects and ideas.
Sam has strong opinions, and

cer-

letter writers. Perhaps I should

A time delay of two to three work as described for 200 times,

mail deliveries require several days.

I

tainly have to agree, except to point

(capacitor plates) could be touched

give his name.

Each issue of the magazine is in
production for two months, and

that's between the plates."

Your letters are welcome, so
long as you give us permission

Figure 1 Construct a capacitor with
three pails, two of metal and one of a
high -voltage dielectric material. Charge

the capacitor with a high DC voltage
(to compensate for the low -capacitance
value). Use insulating sticks to disassemble the pails. Short the two

metal pails together (this should discharge the capacitor, If the charge is

to quote from them. Address
all letters to:

in the air between the disassembled
pails). Reassemble the three pails,

J. A. "Sam" Wilson
c/o Electronic Servicing

shorting bar (with a well -insulated
handle). A large arc when the shorting

P.O. Box 12901
Overland Park, Kansas 66212

metal pails proves the charge is in the

and check for a charge by using a
bar

is

connected between the two

dielectric material. This drawing and
the explanation were in the October
and February magazines, also.
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only that one question, your grade

letter about the relationship

continued from page 37

still would be 98.6%. So, if you fail,

says, "If you remove your insulating

that need to be learned or reviewed.
When I first started writing CET
tests (about 1970), there were some

tween the capacitance of a variable
capacitor and the spacing between
the rotor and stator plates.
Thanks, Mr. Servis, I'll use the
information in a future article.

bucket and examine it, you would
find it no different from any other
piece of the same material." Having
done this a number of times, I can

tell you quite authoritatively that
the insulator is very highly charged.

And, when you handle it, the hair
on your hand stands right on edge.

Excuses?
One reader living in North Carolina was very glad to see the quiz,
because it gave him an excuse for
having failed the CET examination.

He wrote, "No wonder I have not
been able to pass the ISCET test.
You have done a lot of research
and have ideas and knowledge the
average technician never encounters."
I'm sorry, but he must look elsewhere for an excuse. First, the quiz
questions in the article either were
never used in the actual CET tests,

or were used for a time and then
withdrawn because I felt they

presented unfair traps for the

unwary. In the introduction of the
real test, you'll find this statement:

"These tests do not have catch
questions, but are intended to
evaluate the tech's all-around
knowledge of the electronics field.
Therefore, it is not desirable to
include little-known facts or slanted
questions." Any questions that were

determined to be too difficult for

the average technician were removed from the actual CET tests.

If you take the CET test now,
you might find one question out of
75 that is related to the questions
in the magazine quiz. If you miss

there must be many other things

complaints that the tests were too
"academic." The protesters knew I

was a

college professor,

so

the

complaints actually were aimed at
me, rather than at the test.

After having heard this complaint over and over, we gave the
test to a group of college professors.

The failure rate among the profes-

sors was much higher than the

technician's failure rate! That's not
surprising, for the test is designed
for technicians, and many questions
can be answered from their practical experience without a knowledge
of theory.

While I'm discussing the CET
test, I'd like to say that the purpose

of the whole CET program is to
give technicians feelings of pride in
their ability. When you pass the
test, you're saying to the world,

"I'm proud to be a technician, and
proud of my electronic knowledge."

However, I'm opposed to tech-

be-

CET Options
In a letter from Mason, Michigan, J. Ramey asked for a list of
options available in the CET program. At the present time, there
are Consumer Electronics (radio
and TV); Industrial Electronics;
Communications; MATV; Audio;

O

O

and Medical Electronics. I sent Mr.
Ramey a list of the "CET Practice
Tests" available in my monograph
program.

Information also was sent to
Frank Quackenbush of Canajoharie,
New York.

No B + Voltage?
An interesting letter came from

Barry C. Duncan of Rampoul,

Illinois. It concerned Question #8,
which is repeated here.
Question #8

In the tube circuit of Figure 2,
nicians using the CET test or rating the plate current of the amplifier
as a form of snobbery against tube has been cut off because of
fellow technicians. Many top-level the open cathode -bias resistor.
techs in this country are not CETs. What approximate voltage should

That does not reflect on their you expect to measure with a
ability or knowledge. It means VTVM from cathode to ground?
simply that they have not yet
Duncan and his boss tried an
decided to take the test. Even so, I

believe they should try the test,
both to upgrade our industry in the

eyes of outsiders, and to increase
their pride of being a technician.
For Future Reference
Ddlitz Servis of Ellabell, Georgia,

experiment by wiring a tube with-

out a cathode resistor, and then
measured the cathode -to -ground
voltage. He measured a higher than -normal voltage, but not so
high as B+.

Mr. Duncan, I'm sorry you did

not include the details of the

sent an interesting and informative. experiment you conducted to

O
Figure 2 In the Technical Notebook for February, the
question was asked: "What approximate voltage should
you expect to measure (with a VTVM) from cathode to
ground?" Study the next two figures, think about the

INPUT

(-0- OUTPUT

DC VOLTAGE?

theory, and simulate the problem. More information will be
given, perhaps next month.

r\ OPEN
RESISTOR
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O

GRID

CATHODE

PLATE

"Sock Them Basics To Us"
In a nice letter signed as "Rapid

Kudos From Chicago

James W. Warner of Chicago,

Roy (WA9JA0)," R. B. Delange Illinois, sent a complimentary letter.
asked several questions. First, he He said, "Just received my issue of
wanted to know why an AC motor ES and have read and studied your
heats up excessively when the line `Notebook.' I have but one word for
voltage is low, even if the motor is it: 'excellent.' Thank you and keep
up the fine work."
not loaded to capacity.
Warner went on to say he's 64
Low line voltage decreases the
field current, thus greatly reducing years old and works with audio

equipment. In conclusion he said,
"I don't ever expect to be a CET,
This counter voltage limits the because of the depth of knowledge
current through the armature. So, required, but at my age I have
when it is abnormally low, the enough to keep me busy." I think
you are too modest, Mr. Warner.
motor current becomes excessive.
The second question was, "What Many technicians told me after they
system do you use to index your took the test that they were surown technical library?" I have more prised by how easy it was. I'm
than 7,000 pounds of books (de- sending you a complimentary copy
termined by weighing them the last of my "Audio CET Practice Test."
time I moved). I use the "Hunt" If you can answer more than 50%
system. When I want to find of the questions in the practice test,
information, I just hunt and hunt I would advise you to try the real
and hunt. Sorry, wish I could have test. Thanks for the letter.

the counter EMF (voltage) that is

generated by the rotating armature.

TUBE CONSTRUCTION

Figure 3 Internal capacitances exist
between the elements of tubes. Can

these capacitances function as uncharged capacitors, when the cathode
circuit is open?

continued on page 40

given you more help.

demonstrate (or refute) the high
cathode voltage.

This won't work properly with

just any type of tube. For example,
a tetrode or pentode should not be
used, because the screen acts as a

Faraday shield between the plate
and the cathode. Certain tubes with
closely -spaced grid wires don't work
well either, because of the shielding

effect. Also, a high -impedance
meter (11 megohms or higher) is
absolutely necessary (otherwise the
circuit isn't really open).

possible for one single book to give
you all you want.
I firmly believe in keeping a

However, the question was not

notebook for information that's
interesting to me. In this way, I

meant to imply that you always will
measure B+ voltage at the cathode.
The construction of a triode tube is

of the data that I want. Also, I
include notes listing the books

somewhat like the drawing in

Figure 3. If the capacitance is large
enough (as it is with some triodes),

the tube will behave in the same
way as the uncharged capacitor in
Figure 4, which passes voltage and
current until it becomes charged.
Think about all these things. The

results of some practical experiments will be given later, along

have accumulated a large amount
which cover each subject. Perhaps
you could begin a similar system.
Arturo Arauco of Chicago, Illinois, wanted me to recommend a

Is the cathode voltage caused by

elsewhere.

both?

In the meantime, thanks to Mr.
Duncan for the letter.
May, 1978

V2

"Cookbooks" about both linear and
digital types, and I recommend this
series. However, if you want engi-

with full schematics and readings.
or does it result from the tube conduction through the test meter? Or

TUBE

CAPACITANCE

book about integrated circuits.
Howard Sams sells a series of

neering data or troubleshooting
suggestions, you'll have to look

the unchanged -capacitance effect,

O

He also requested the name of a
good one -source reference book
about industrial electrical systems.
Unfortunately, it's difficult to
recommend just one book. Not all
people are searching for the same
information. I like my books laced
with heavy portions of math, but
this might not appeal to you. Some
want theory, others want troubleshooting ideas. I doubt that it's

Incidentally, when I teach integrated circuit logic at a beginners
level, I always recommend How To

Use Integrated Circuit Logic Elements by Jack Streeter (Howard W.
Sams book number 21081).

EQUIVALENT

VOLTAGE FROM UNCHARGED
CAPACITOR

Figure 4 Can the grid -to -plate capacitances act as an uncharged capacitor,
providing DC voltage from cathode to
ground? If

so, how long does the

voltage remain at the cathode?
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Microprocessors
Terry A. VanKaughnett of
Raleigh, North Carolina, asked for

the other system, and become

series of articles about microprocessor systems. In my series

Whatever Happened To
Electromotive Force?
In a letter, Adolph Krauz of New

proficient with both.

a

about Basic Industrial Electronics,
logic circuitry now is being discussed, and microprocessors will be
analyzed in the near future. At the
present time, I'm laying the ground-

work for an understanding of

Hyde Park, New York, asked me
about the term EMF. I had said in

my article that the term EMF is
deprecated, and that "voltage"
should be used instead.

microcomputers.
in

The Industrial Electronics series
this magazine explains digital

circuits based on TTL logic, and
eventually will cover the 8080 and
Z80 microprocessors. On the other

hand, my technical Monographs
approach the subject using CMOS
and the 6080 microprocessor series.
Except for that basic difference, the
articles and the monograph follow
parallel paths. I believe that it's
essential for technicians to know

both systems. However, my experi-

ence has taught me that jumping
back and forth between TTL and
CMOS (and their respective microprocessor types) tends to be confusing. So, it's better to stay with just
one system long enough to learn the
basics. Eventually, you should learn

Krauz said, "I teach electronics
at the Industrial Arts level in public
high school. And yes, I still teach

that EMF is what pushes the

make the units of measurement
come out in terms of force when
you are dealing with a voltage. So,
you'll find that advanced books and
magazine articles have

gradually
discontinued the term.
However, having said that, I want

to back up and point out that you
are teaching at an industrial arts
level, which generally is an introductory level of electronics. For
this, you will teach often from

"models." There is nothing wrong
with using the term electromotive
force, if it helps a beginning

electrons. The very latest texts pub-

student to understand electricity

lished by Goodhart Wilcox, Electricity in Electronics by Gerrish/
Dugger and Electricity And Basic
Electronics by Stephen R. Matt
(copyright 1977), both concur with

better.
Recently, I taught a beginning
electricity course to a group of
mechanical technicians from a local
industry. I used the old, but
effective, analogy of the water -and pipe to explain how the electricity is
moved by the pump called voltage.

my belief. If, however, you are right

and we are wrong, I want to know
about it. As a teacher my information must be correct. Please supply
me with references in your reply."

Also, when I teach basic electric
circuits,

I

continue to chase the

The term electromotive force now
in disfavor, especially in the

electrons through the circuit. For

Voltage is not a force, instead it is
a unit of work. In the mathematics
of electronics, it is not possible to

the students and capturing their

this level, and the one you are
higher levels of text material. teaching, the difficulty is motivating
is

to get them
quickly to a point where they can
perform some simple laboratory
duties. At that time, there should

be no detours into the more -adSam Wilson's Technical Publications

In addition to writing for ELECTRONIC SERVICING and authoring
books for several publishers, Sam Wilson has a program called
"Continuing Education for Technicians." At the 1977 NESDA/ISCET
convention, he was given a special award for this "CET" educational
series.

Now the publications have been revised, and new material has been
added. Here is a partial list:
CET Practice Tests
Associate Level
Audio Journeyman
Industrial Journeyman
Consumer Journeyman
Communications Journeyman
(all of these are Revised and
sell for $3.50 each)

Continuing Education
Monographs

Logic Circuits-Theory and
Practice (With troubleshooting)
(Revised)

$3.50

Flip Flops, Counting Circuits and
Displays (With troubleshooting
techniques) (New)

$3.50

Microprocessors-Theory and
Practice (With introduction to

vanced concepts of electronics.

I'm sure that Mr. Gerrish/

Dugger (whom I know personally)
and Stephen Matt were fully aware
of all this when they wrote their
books.

One more remark: teaching from
models and analogies is an excellent technique to help beginners to
understand. But all models have

definite limitations. So, all you

programming) (New)
$3.50
Why Johnny Can't Understand

teachers and instructors, please hint
to your students that later they

Capacitors (free with order of
two or more publications) $2.00

must advance beyond models and
learn more of the actual truth
about electronics.

Send your check or money order
direct to Sam:
Sam Wilson
P.O. Box 3321
Warren, Ohio 44485

Next Month
In the next Technical Notebook,

I'll go back to basic principles of
magnetism, and give suggestions for
measuring magnetism. I'm dwelling

on magnetic theory just now be-

cause I want to discuss some
unique and fascinating components,

whose operations are based on
simple magnetic theory.
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CARTOON CORNER

-c

\I

E LEc7KOtic

70 \A.W.SC-29

"It has AM, FM, SW, VHF, police broadcasts, shortwave,
tape recorder and a clock sir,
but to include color TV I'm afraid
you'll have to go into a
little larger set."

"First it was only the picture that shrank."

"Sorry, doctor, we don't make office calls,
but if you'd care to bring it in
I'll be happy to give it a series of tests."

"Golly-look at all those wiresand those glass things-and all that other stuff."

May, 1978
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Sylvania Color TV, Part 4
In the Sylvania E44
chassis, bias variations
of less than 0.06 volts
control the gain of the
IF transistors.
Therefore, for efficient
servicing of the IF and
AGC circuit, a
technician needs to
know how the circuit
operates, and have a
DC voltmeter capable
of providing accurate
readings of the small
voltages found there.
AFT operation and
typical voltages also are
discussed, along with
troubleshooting
suggestions.

By Gill Grieshaber, CET
IF Features

The IF module of the Sylvania
E44 is easy to identify, because of
the large shield around the IF

circuits (see Figure 1). Holes are
provided in the removable lid for
alignment adjustments, and the coil
numbers are indented in the metal
cover. This module also contains
part of the power supply components (explained in the February
issue), and the entire sound section,

including the two output transistors.

Under the shield (Figure 2) are
all of the IF transistors, IF components, the AGC buffer transistor,
and the AFT circuit. Previous
articles have described the RF AGC

circuit and the connection of the
AFT voltage to the tuning voltage.
These associated circuits are on the
tuner -control module in the tuner
cluster.

In addition, the module outside
the shield has the 4.5 -MHz trap

emitter. This is done so that the
first -IF transistor can function as a
DC amplifier, providing AGC control for the second -IF transistor.

Figure 3 shows a partial schematic of the IFs, AGC buffer, and
the video emitter follower. Although
the coils and other tuning com-

ponents are not shown, the important DC paths for the AGC action
are included.

One noteworthy feature of this
IF/video circuitry is the small
amount of variation in the DC
voltages between weak -signal and
strong -signal operation. Therefore,
we will cover the operation in detail
and give typical voltage variations

to help you troubleshoot these
circuits.

AGC Operation

No adjustments of any kind are
provided in the E44 AGC circuit.
This is unusual, and it makes a

thorough understanding of the
AGC operation necessary for any
troubleshooting.

AGC keying is accomplished
and the video emitter follower inside IC400 on the deflection
module. A DC voltage (with unThe IF system has four stages wanted pulses) from IC400 enters
with bipolar transistors. Three of the IF module at terminal TA22.
the transistors are operated as This voltage is your first testpoint
(Q211).

conventional common -emitter amplifiers, but the second IF (0204) is
connected as a common -base type
with the signal entering at the
42

for any AGC problem. In the

sample chassis, the voltage measured +5.85 without a signal at the
continued on page 44
ELECTRONIC SERVICING

FRONT OF TV

Figure 1 The IF transistors and other components are located inside the large shield on the IF/power-supply module
of the Sylvania E44 chassis. Components of the sound circuit and some power -supply parts also are mounted on the
module outside of the shield.

Figure 2 Arrows point out locations of the IF, AFT, and video transistors on the IF module. The top shield was
removed before the picture was made.
May, 1978
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Sylvania
continued from page 42

antenna terminals, or +12.42 volts ohm resistor-between TA22 and
at maximum output of the genera- the base of Q202, but this chassis
tor. The stations in your locality had a jumper there. Evidently a
should provide readings between minor circuit modification has been

those extremes, with the exact

made.)

strength.

The gains of Q200 and Q204 are
controlled by variations of the Q202

reading depending on the signal
At the base of Q202 (on the IF

emitter voltage, the variable resis-

tance and switching of diode

module), the incoming AGC voltage

is reduced slightly and filtered by
R213, R215, C217, and C215 to
remove the pulses.

(The

SC210, and a slight change of the
Q200 DC emitter voltage. Refer to
Figure 4, as we explain how a diode
can control the gain of a transistor.

factory

schematic calls for R214-a 470 -

Q200
1ST IF (+13.6 V)

R206
IF COIL

1

IF SIGNAL
FROM TUNE?

2 IF

+ 6.55 V

C212
001
C211

5µF

I

2.7K

DC AGC

470

(+12 V)

R215
12K

C217_._

R232

33K

47

R210

IF

(+14.4 V)
+14 V

C223
27 pF

-r-

(+5.90 V)

47

+ 5.81 V

R212

NOTE:

56K

VOLTAGES IN PARENTHESIS
ARE FOR STRONG SIGNALS

330
+25 V

+23V

1 IF COIL

]-

SC210

Q208
1 TRAP

A

+ 24 V

+24 V

VIDEO

61211

DET

R230
1000
R217

SC270

4.5 MHz
SOUND
TRAP

AGC TO
TUNER
MODULE

1800

+3.9 V
R261

5.6K

R263
1000

+25 V -0.---NAA-e-wv---1

Figure 3 This schematic shows all of the IF wiring

(in

simplified form) plus the AGC buffer and the video emitter
follower. Typical voltages are shown, with those produced

C261
15 pF

2 IF COILS

4TH IF

1 TRAP

(+114 V)
+ 5.3 VR218 C216
1200 1AF

33

44

Q206
3RD IF
1

R211

C218
001

C215
10

82K

to 0.9 volt), the diode will act as a

variable resistance whose value

COIL

+5.9 vila

FROM IC400

12213

short conditions (approximately 0.5

R216

AGC
BUFFER

TA22

between those causing open or

+ 24 V

R208

Q202

R214

plied with forward -bias DC voltages

COILS

R207

.001

cuits where it is desirable for the
diodes to simulate either an open
circuit or a short circuit (intermediate resistances are not wanted).
However, when a diode is sup-

Q204
(+ 13.70 V) 2ND IF
+13.26 V
+24 V

+13.1 V

(+6.58 V)

2 TRAPS

C207

Most diodes are operated as
voltage -controlled switches in cir-

IF AND VIDEO -DETECTOR
STAGES

+25 V

8.2K

Diode variable resistance

PNP
EMITTER
FOLLOWER

(+ 2.8 V)
+ 2.9 V
R267

+25 V

4.7K

R273

+0 2 V 47

TA9 VIDEO TO
CHROMA
MODULE

(+ 3.5 V)
+3.6 V 2.4 VPP

by strong signals enclosed in parentheses. AGC for both
0200 and Q204 is accomplished by varying the Q200
emitter voltage.
ELECTRONIC SERVICING

depends on the applied voltage.
This has been proved by tests where

gain, therefore, which is needed for
the reception of weak signals.

of Figure 4 is turned down until the

cathode of SC21O has about +5

the diode resistances were calcu- volts. The anode of SC21O previlated from applied voltage and ously was almost +6 volts; thereresulting current. Values between fore, SC21O conducts and has a
almost zero ohms and several voltage drop of slightly more than
thousand ohms were obtained be- 0.7 volt across it. This provides
fore problems of measuring small about +5.7 volts at the emitter of
voltages and currents limited the Q200, the first IF amplifier. The
base of Q200 is supplied by a
accuracy of the readings.
In the Q200 IF stage of the E44 voltage divider with about +6.4
chassis, the emitter voltage is varied
slightly by applying a range of DC
voltages to diode SC21O, so the
diode resistance changes between a
low value and an open circuit. This
is done by applying the proper DC
voltage (from the emiter of Q202) to
the cathode of diode SC21O.
A battery and variable control

Reducing the gain

As the pot is advanced to provide
slightly more voltage to the cathode
of SC21O, the resistance of SC21O
increases in step with the decreased
forward bias, and less current from
the

emitter of Q200 (and R212)

flows through SC21O. This forces

the 0200 emitter voltage higher,
and since this is reduced forward

volts, providing a B/E bias of about

+0.7 volt. Q200 has maximum

continued on page 46

(shown in Figure 4) simulate the
varying DC voltage from the Q202

emitter that drives the cathode of
SC21O. First, we'll analyze two

OUTPUT
TO

extreme conditions.

3RD IF
FIXED
BIAS

Voltages for low gain

Q204

1

When the potentiometer of Figure 4 is adjusted to supply a higher

40--,,_
00F

positive voltage to the cathode of

B/E BIAS

SC21O than is present at the anode,
SC21O is

reverse biased, and

conduction stops (the diode

DECREASES

'0001_

ABOUT 0.04 V

all
is

TO DECREASE
GAIN

open). The only other path from the

emitter of Q200 to ground

2ND IF

is

through R212. Such a high value
(56K) increases the emitter voltage,

IF

SIGNAL

rlpg\--)

Q200
1ST IF

thus decreasing the Q200 forward
bias, the C/E
signal gain.

current,

and the

In the actual circuit, this action
occurs when the TV signal is very

DC
FIXED
BIAS

+ 5.90 V
VARIABLE POSITIVE
VOLTAGE

gain when it's not wanted.
Troubleshooting
Tip
If SC21O is open or
reverse biased, the TV picture
will have low contrast, probably will not lock, and will
have no snow when the TV is

tuned to an unused channel.
See these symptoms in Fig-

0.06 VOLT TO
/REDUCE
GAIN

strong. That's normal operation:

but defects can cause this loss of

INCREASES
ABOUT

SC21O

/

SIMULATED
AGC VOLTAGE

R212
HIGH
VALUE

= [56K]

E44 SIMPLIFIED IF AGC

Figure 4 The principle of the IF AGC operation is shown by this simplified
schematic. Check it against the one in Figure 3. Notice the small voltage
variations at 0200 and Q204 during AGC operation.

ure 5.

Voltages for highest gain

At the other extreme of SC21O
operation, assume that the control
May, 1978
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Sylvania
continued from page 45

5A

6A

5B

6B

Figure 5 An open SC310 diode causes weak contrast and

Figure 6 When SC210 is shorted, the AGC operates
normally for all weak to moderately -strong input signals
(picture A). However, a very -strong input signal produces
an overload (probably of the tuner mixer), that's visible as
beat patterns, reduced contrast, and horizontal instability

loss of locking on TV signals (picture A), and a blank,
snow -free raster when the TV is switched to an unused
channel (picture B). The open diode holds the IF gain at
minimum regardless of the signal strength.

(see picture B).

In this picture of the shielded -IF rear compartment, the
0202 AGC buffer is pointed out by the arrow at the left.
Q200, the first IF transistor, is located just above the
center, and SC210 is slightly to the left of Q200. As
explained in the text, the small and large sockets are
wired differently.
46

7 The video at the TA9 output terminal is
negative -going, and the amplitude fluctuates around 2.2

Figure

to 2.4 volts PP. Notice the low amplitude of burst; it
seems to be characteristic of this model.
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I

OPTIMA VALUE SALE
G. E., SYLVANIA, ZENITH, RCA

0 3A3
0 5GH8
0 6BK4
0 6F07
0 6GH8

bias, the current and gain of Q200
are reduced. (Notice that in Figure
3 the emitter voltage of Q202 increases with stronger signals from
the TV station. So, the same gain
reduction occurs in actual operation, also.)
Higher positive voltages from the
pot continue to decrease the voltage
drop across diode SC210 (along

with higher internal resistance),

thus further raising the Q200

0 6G17
O 6DW4
O 6HA5

5 for $ 9.44
5 for $13.63
5 for 1 7.13 0 38HE7
'All Tubes Not Advertised write in at 75% off List.
Sleeves Only. Singles at 72% off list.

of Q200

Tip
If SC210 is shorted or never
becomes reverse biased, all
strong TV signals will be over-

loaded (beat patterns and
picture bending), while moderate and weak signals will be
normal. See Figure 6 for pictures of the symptoms.

Q204 AGC

emitter voltage because of less

The previous explanation covered
all of the AGC action, except for a
by the reduced C/E current of hidden gin -reduction function in
Q200, since the Q200 base voltage the Q204 circuit. The schematic of
is clamped by a divider. This slows Figure 4 shows the essential comdown the increase of emitter volt- ponents.
Notice that Q200 obtains its
age, but it does occur at a low rate.
Each increase of positive voltage collector voltage and current from
at the cathode of SC210 reduces the the emitter of Q204; the two
gain of Q200 even more. (True of transistors are in series to the DC
power. The IF signal enters at the
actual operation, too.)
Finally, the SC210 cathode volt- base of Q200, is amplified by Q200
age coming from the control again and tuned by the IF transformers
is increased until it is only about between there and the emitter of
+0.5 volt below the anode voltage. Q204. (Yes, the Q204 signal comes
This small forward bias stops all in at the emitter.) After amplificaSC210 conduction. Any higher tion, the signal exits at the colleccathode voltage does not change the tor, where is it tuned before going
Q200 emitter voltage or the gain. to the third IF.
Q204 is connected as a grounded After SC210 is cut off, the Q200
emitter voltage is at its highest base (or common -base) amplifier.
positive value, and the large 56K This direct coupling between 0200
emitter resistor has eliminated most collector and the emitter of Q204
of the gain and the emitter current. also allows the Q200 AGC to conNow, before this SC210 cut-off trol Q204. Or, if you want to look
voltage is reached, a resistor could at it that way, Q200 acts as a DC
have been substituted for SC210, amplifier for the AGC voltage that
and the Q200 gain reduction would is supplied to Q204.
The bases of both Q200 and
have proceeded in the same way.

current through SC210 is opposed

(In fact, the RCA CTC38 chassis Q204 are fed by fixed positive
does that.)
RF AGC

However, after SC210 is cut off,
any increase of positive voltage at

voltages that do not vary. (Actually,

they vary slightly, but to simplify
the explanation, we will pretend the
voltages do not change.)

When a stronger signal is reQ202 emitter does not affect the ceived and the emitter of Q200

Q200 gain, but is passed to the RF becomes more positive, this is a
stage where it reduces the gain of reduction of the forward bias.
the RF transistor. In other words, Therefore, Q200 has less gain and
SC210 is required to stop the IF

decreased current. The reduced

gain reduction and begin the RF current' increases the collector DC
gain reduction when the proper voltage, which is direct coupled to
input signal level is reached. This
prevents overload from strong signals and reduces the snow when the
signals are weak.
May, 1978

TRANSISTORS, EQUIVALENT UP TO 90% OFF LIST

Troubleshooting

emitter voltage (and decreasing the
gain).
Notice that the rise

75% Off List New Jobber -Boxed Tubes
5 for $15.50
5 for $ 7.44 0 61E6
5 for $13.75
5 for
8.75 0 61S6
5 for $14.94
5 for 13.81 0 61B6
5 for $ 5.63
5 for
5.63 D 8FQ7
5 for $10.83
5 for $ 5.88 0 12GN7
5 for $ 7.69
5 for $ 5.69 0 17128

the emitter of 0204. Therefore, the
Q204 emitter becomes more posi-

Minimum 20 per number
SK

0 3018
0 3024
0 3025

SK

ECG

ECG

108 .... ea. $.35 0 3114 159 .... ea.
128 .... u.. 9.45 0 3122 123A ... ea. .35
129 .... ea. $.45 0 3124 123A ... ea. 35

NEW ORIGINAL JAPANESE TRANSISTORS
0 2SA545 EQUI TO SK3138 ECG 193
0 2SA643 EQUI TO SK3138 ECG 193
0 250261 EQUI TO SK3137 ECG 192

$ 35
35
35

$ 35

O2N3405 EMI TO SK3137 ECG 192
SK

MINIMUM 5 OF A NUMBER
5K
ECG
ECG
130 ... ea. $ .60 0 3115 165

... ea. $2.50
0 3027
0 3048 195A .. ea. $2.00 0 3202 186 ... ea. $ .60
1155 .. ea. $2.00
0 3054 184 ... ea. $ .65 0
1058 .. ea. $2.00
0 3083 153 ... ea. $ .65 0
1153 .. ea. $2.00
0 3041 152 ... ea. $ .50 0
0 3079 162 ... ea. $1.00 0 3119 235 ... ea. $2.00
ea. $2.00
ea. $ .50 0 AN214
0 250235
ea. $2.50
ea. $2.00 0 2SC643
0 TA7204
ea. $2.50
ea.
0 2SC1172
0 TA7205
ea. $2.00
0 UPC1020H .... ea. 2.00 0 2SC517
ea. $2.00
0 UPC1025H ....ea. 2.00 0 2SC1306
ea. $3.00
ea. $2.00 0 2SC1307
0 2SC1678
ea. $3.00
0 2SC1226A .... ea. $ .60 0 2SC2098
ea. $5.95
ea. $ .60 0 SG613
0 2SA634
ea. $ .60
0 2SC1096
SPECIAL QUANTITY PRICES

$75.00 0 100 2N3694'
$75.00 0 100 2N3644

ID 50 TA7204

0 50 TA7205

$19.00
$19.00

$39.00

0 100 250235

I.C 'S EQUIVALENT TO ECG

$1.00 each, Minimum 5 of a number
0 708 0 709 0 710 0 712 0 713 0 714
0 718 0 719 0 722 0 723 0 725 0 731

0 740 0 743 0 748 0 780 0 783 0 788
0 790 0 791 0 793 0 912 0 923D 0 703
YOKES

0Y88 0Y130 0Y94 0Y105
ea. $5.75
ea. $8.95

0 95-2779

0 Y153 0 DY99AC
DIODES, RECTIFIERS EQUIVALENT

10 for $5.95
100 for $9.00
20 for $6.00
ea. $4.95

0 6500 PIV Color Focus Red.
0 2.5a 1000 PIV IR 170
0 El+ Boost. Rect.

0 Admiral Trippler

AUDIO -CARTRIDGES -NEEDLES EQUIVALENT

0 Astatic 133 ... ea. $1.95 0 142

ea. $1.45
ea. $1.90
ea. $2.95
ea. $1.00
ea. $1.95
ea. $1.15
ea. $2.75
ea. $2.25

0 BSRSC7M2 0 SC8H2 o SC12H
0 GELC2 ... ea. $.85 0 GECC650 0 660
0 Panasonic EPC42 ea. $2.00 0 EPC7OLTS
0 Tetrad All Numbers SN-1 to 6

0 Varco CN75 0 TN4B ea. $1.40 0 ST48
0 Zenith 142-166 0 167 0 168

ON44 0 77

075 091 0 V15

CB HARDWARE AND WIRE

0 3 ft. RG58 2PL259 ... $9.90

0 20 ft. .... 5 for $10.00

5 for $8.50
$11.95
ea. $1.89
$3.50
10 Spools for $6.90
0 75 ft. #22 Insulated Wire
0 Y Connector 2 Phono lacks to Phono Plug ...10 for $2.90
0 Y Connector 2 Phono Plugs to Phono lack ...10 for $2.90
10 for $5.00
0 25 ft. 18 gauge Speaker Wire
0 20 ft. RG58 1PL259 1 -Spade Lug

0 50 ft. RG8U ... ea. $7.55

0100 ft.

0 50 ft. RG59U incl. F Conn

MODULAR TELEPHONE ACCESSORIES

$ .99

0 Standard Extension Kit 25 ft.

10 for $5.90
$ .99
0 Telephone Extension Cord with Plugs
1.95
0 Telephone Handset Extension Coil Cord 15 ft.
$1.49
0 Two Ft. Modular W/Female lack
1.95
0 25 Ft. Modular W/Female lack
$1.49
0 25 Ft. Module to Module
10 for $5.90
0 Telephone lack in Plug

0 Instant lack

GENERAL

O Replacement Tone Arm inc. Cartridge
0 75-300 Ohm Matching Transformer
0 Remote Control Mikes
0 75 Ohm Hybrid Splitter 2 Set
0 300 Ohm VHF/UHF Band Separator
0 Sheilded Stereo Cables 10 ft.

10 for $7.90
10 for $5.90
10 for $9.90
5 for $6.25
5 for $3.95
10 for $7.90

0 6x9 inc. Whiner 8 Round inc. Whizzer .... 4 for $8.00
8 for $ 0.00
0 507 5Y4 6" Speakers
0 15 ft. Headf one Ext
0 19-21" Color Boosters
0 Neon Lite Testers
0 Blue Lateral Purity Magnet
0 R.C.A. Damper Diode
0 66 MEG RISTORS TRW

30 Min. Irish

5 for $5.00

3 for $ 0.00
10 for $5.90
10 for $9.50
2 for $5.95
20 for $5.00
15 for $5.00

WE NOW CARRY A FULL LINE OF SK AND ECG
TRANSISTORS AND MODULES AT 50% OFF LIST
DISTRIBUTOR OF B/K EQUIPMENT
QUANTITY PRICES AVAILABLE

WANTED: Electronic Merchandise
WILL PAY CASH
LETTERS OF CREDIT AND ALL CHECKS PLACED ON DEPOSIT
WITH MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUST BANK, N.Y.C.

MASTER CHARGE -MIN. $100-C.O.D.'s 50% DEP.
BANKAMERICARD-VISA-MIN. $100-C.O.D's 50% DEP.
MINIMUM ORDER $75 FOB BROOKLYN, N.Y.
CATALOGUE $3, REFUNDABLE UPON ORDER
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

tive thus reducing the Q204 gain

OPTIMA ELECTRONICS

continued on page 48

Box 372 Ryder Street Station
Brooklyn, New York 11234
Phone (212) 439-7434
Circle (18) on Reply Card
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continued from page 47

and collector current.
In other words, the gains of both
Q200 and Q204 are reduced by the
cutoff -bias method.
One of the distinctive character-

istics of this type of circuit is the

small change of voltage that's

necessary to accomplish AGC gain
reduction. Figure 3 shows the DC
voltages for no -signal and strong signal operation, and the readings
change so little that a digital meter

is required for accurate measurements.

0211, the video emitter follower, plugs into a socket, and has a ferrite
bead threaded on the emitter lead: Just to the rear of 0211 (at the
right, in the picture) is the 4.5 -MHz sound trap.

When a digital voltmeter was
connected between base and emitter, the forward bias of Q200 tested
+0.742 with a weak signal and
+0.683 volt with a strong signal.

That's a bias reduction of only
0.059 volt. In the same way, the

bias of Q204 was +0.741 and
Signal

AGC

condition

DC voltage
at TA22

at TV

no signal; leads

+4.5 V

Video
DC voltage
at TA9
+ 4.25 V

shorted

generator
connected but

+5.8V

+ 2.52 V

turned off
weak VHF
TV station

+0.703 volt, for a variation of only
0.038 volt.
Comments

absolutely no
input; tuner
snow only

faint picture
buried under
snow

but the B/E bias should be near
these figures for normal operation.
A VTVM can provide usable readings, if you watch the pointer while
you disconnect the antenna. At
least you can be sure that the

reading either went up or it went
+6.2 V

+3.42 V

good picture;
slight snow

medium -strength
VHF station
+8.8 V

+3.31 V

good picture

strong VHF
TV signal

+3.20 V

good picture;
no snow

+9.5 V

down.

Detector And Emitter Follower
Video -detector diode

SC270 is

wired with its anode toward Q211,
the video emitter -follower buffer.

Therefore, two things should be

true: (1) The video at the base and
emitter of Q211 should be negative-

generator,

full output

Other individual machines will
have slightly different DC voltages,
when they are measured to ground,

+12.4 V

+2.95 V

good pattern;
no snow

NOTE: All voltages followed predictable results, except for the second
condition. Although the AGC voltage was normal, the Q211 base and
emitter voltages measured as if the input signal was higher than any
station or the full generator output level. This was observed only when
the snow and the video appeared to be about equal in the picture.

going (that is, with the sync tips
pointing downward); and (2), the
DC voltages at the base and emitter
of Q211 should become less positive

when the incoming signal strength
increases.

Well, a scope wavefore (Figure 7)

proved the video at base and
emitter was negative -going, alright.

Table 1 The 0211 DC voltages vary according to the strength of the incoming TV
signal.

But some of the DC voltage

readings were questionable. Over

most of the variations of signal
level, those voltages and the AGC
voltage at TA22 behaved as they
should. First, I should explain how
the tests were made. A generator

that had a good attenuator furn48
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NOW!! A true
RMS Volksmeter
ished channel 3 signal levels ranging between near -zero (with snow
almost obscuring the pattern) up to
levels stronger than those of local

things: (1) remove the antenna

stations.

several

make repeatable and accurate readings at many signal levels. The first

trust the DC readings.

tests went well. No overload was
noted at high levels, and the snow
was normal at weak signals. Also,

AFT Operation
In Figure 8, Q214 amplifies the
station picture carrier taken from
the last IF stage and applies it to a

This seemed a perfect way to

the AGC was very effective, keeping

the video waveforms and the DC
voltages at Q211 constant during
changing signal levels.
However, when the generator was

turned off to simulate a no -signal

condition, the AGC voltage at
TA22 was appropriately low, but
the Q211 base and emitter voltages

were less -positive than when the

signal was very strong! Several
possibilities were tested (such as
any voltage variation at the Q211
bias entering at R261 and R263-it
didn't change), but no defects were
found.

Just before giving up the search,
I happened to test the voltages with
the antenna leads removed, a short
piece of wire connected across the

antenna terminals, and the tuner
rotated several channels away from
any local station. These correct
no -signal conditions produced Q211
DC voltages that were more positive

than those with a strong

signal.

Theory and practice finally were in
agreement.

During the previous test, the
evidently had some RF

receiver

input, although nothing could be

seen on the screen except snow, and
this gave low -positive DC voltages

at Q211 which erroneously indicated a strong signal.
Subsequent tests proved that the

Q211 base and emitter voltages

became less positive than anticipated when the snow nearly
equalled the pattern. This evidently
resulted from addition of the snow
amplitude to the signal amplitude,
and the effect surprised me.
If you make accurate tests of the

AGC operation, keep in mind the
conditions shown in Table 1. Also,
if you want to duplicate the
no -signal voltages shown on most
schematics, you must do these three
May, 1978

leads; (2) place a short jumper

across the antenna terminals on the
TV; and (3) select a channel that's

numbers away from any
active signal. Only then can you

phase detector consisting of SC282,
SC284, T286, and associated components.

Q212 amplifies the DC voltage
from the discriminator. Forward
bias is provided by R283 and R287,

but this voltage is changed by the
discriminator according to the correction needed for proper tuning.
Output of Q212 goes to the AFT

True RMS AC Voltage &
Current Measurement.
LCD Readout.
Long Battery Life.
Direct Sunlight Viewing.
World's Smallest, Low
Priced DMM.

circuit on the tuner -control module
where it

Non -Linear Systems, Inc.

joins the tuning voltage

before it's applied to the tuners.
Q216 and Q218 form an override
circuit that eliminates almost all of
the AFT voltage when no station is

$189

RMS-350

Originator Of Me dogael voltmeter.

Box N, Del Mar, California 92011
Telephone (714) 755 1134 TWX 910-322-1132

Circle (22) on Reply Card

tuned in (this prevents the AFT
from locking to the wrong channel).
When negative -going video reaches

the base of Q216, the transistor
(which has no other forward bias)

conducts only during the sync
tips, passing only enough current to
form about +7 volts at the collector

(the DC voltage enters at the
emitter). After this voltage

is re-

duced by the voltage -divider R293/
R296, it is not enough to forward bias Q218 into conduction.
However, when only snow reaches
Q216, it conducts heavily, producing about +23 volts at the collector.
This is sufficient to bias Q218 into
saturation, thus grounding R297

and reducing the Q212 collector

voltage (which is the AFT voltage
for the tuners) to almost zero.

Refer to Part 1 in the February
issue for details of the additional
AFT circuits that are on the tuner control module, where the AFT and
tuning voltages are combined.
Troubleshooting Tips
All of the IF -module transistors

plug into sockets. This is very
convenient for testing transistors

continued on page 50

It's the one and only flat -rate
increment system that gives you
the great feeling of pricing every
job right. A system that treats
both customer and shop owner
fairly. Fast finger -tabs in both
editions: 6x9 Hard Cover, steel
ring -bound - $19.95 ea. post pd.
Or The Satellite Edition

for pocket sized con-

venience - $16.95 ea.
post pd.
New
Computerized

Parts Pricing
manual lists
over 3,500
most -used

parts - $75
initial set-up
plus $10
per copy.

tv &radio

tech's guide
to pricing
Nebr. residents
add sales tax

P.O. Box 5234
Lincoln, NE 68505

perry tech

WIC. (No. editions)

My check enclosed
BankAmericard

Exp
Exp.

-Master Charge
Name
Co.
Address
City
State

Zip

J

Circle (23) on Reply Card
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out -of -circuit or replacing them.

leads faced you with the missing

important facts to remember.

Instead, the sockets of Q200,
Q204, Q206, Q208, and AFT Q214
are wired with the base and emitter

these transistors must have their

However, there are some very fourth pin at the center below.
Watch those pins!

The six, white, larger -size transis-

leads bent in whatever way is
required to match the sockets.

If you remove a transistor for
testing and then re -install it with
any leads interchanged, some
components can be damaged, including the transistor. Even if no

reversed from the original way. In

tor sockets that are under the IF addition, some of the transistors

shield are nut wired in the conven- used in those sockets have the leads
arranged in a conventional trio.
placed the emitter at the left, base while others have the leads in a
tional way. The original system

damage occurs, the TV performance will be poor. The same

at the center above, and the

straight line (and the base and comments apply if you install a new
right, when the emitter are reversed). Therefore, transistor and fail to bend the leads

collector to the

R283
39K

+24 V

-25 V
SC282
C286
390 pF

R276
FROM

8200

4T1-1 IF

47

AFC IF

+19.7 V

001

C282
.001

I

R284
39K

R279

9214

C2891

L286

C288
100 pF

120 pFI

T286

8271'

R278

15

1000

C293

100 pFT

VOLTAGES ARE FOR
AFT ON

+25 V

Q212
AFT

- C287

Till

+3V

R288 CLAMP

.001

1000

0215
R293
BLOCKING +7.2 V 100K
C2915 R291

I

-

SC284

8281

1000

-1.7 V

R286

.001 T

R282

.0047 220

.

AFT DET

C283

,K

.001
C2920D1

+ 5.3 V

R287820

C291-

L290

6V

2700

NEGATIVE
VIDEO

-.56 V

+.49 V

DETECTOR --

)

R298
22K

C295

.001

+ 25 V

9218
AFT

FROM TA9

R297

+ 3 V 22K

OVERRIDE

R292

IT

AFT TC
TUNING
MODULE

(R297 IS 51K IN
SOME VERSIONS)

+ .2 V

1M

0298

+25.1

R296
6.8K

C297

1 µF

1 ktf

ON IF MODULE
Figure 8 In the E44 AFT circuit: Q214 amplifies the 45.75 MHz picture carrier; SC282, SC284 and T286 operate as a
phase detector: 0212 amplifies the correction voltage from
50

1
E44 AFT

the phase detector, and 0215 plus 0218 comprise the
override circuit that disab:es the AFT during channel
changes.

ELECTRONIC SERVICING

so they match the correct pins of
the socket. (Don't ask me how I
first learned that the sockets have
different wiring!)

Each socket has a "b" for base,

an "e" for emitter and a "c" for
collector near the corresponding

pin. But the board has many

markings, and you should exercise
extreme care. Remember that you
are looking at the top of the socket,

but locating the proper transistor
pins by looking from the bottom of
the transistor.

An ohmmeter test will identify
the base of a transistor, but such
simple tests are not very dependable for identifying the emitter and

Arrows point out the AFT transistors that are located inside the front
compartment of the IF shield.

collector. Therefore, when installing

new transistors, you should use a
tester that provides positive identification of the leads. Or, you should
look up the specs of that particular

transistor. Check the schematic or
Photofact to determine the correct
leads.

Symptoms of open transistors

Although it is impossible to

An open Q206 (third IF) allows a have more amplitude along with a
moderately -bright raster without less -positive DC voltage. At the
snow or picture, and with some other extreme, excessive AGC or
noise (without station audio) from reduced IF gain will cause less
the speaker.

amplitude and a more -positive DC

channel, but no video or snow on

normal waveform and DC readings
indicates tuner, IF, or AGC defects.

An open Q208 (fourth IF) per- reading.
Any extreme deviation from
describe every symptom produced mits normal sound on an active
by all kinds of transistor defects, we
list the picture and sound

will

symptoms that occur when each

the moderately -bright raster.

These symptoms correspond ap-

transistor is removed to simulate an
open transistor.
These are the major symptoms:
An open Q202 (AGC amp) allows

proximately to those of tube Preliminary IF tests

tracing in the IF stages, because
the gain of most scopes is nearly

is

received, but no raster or picture

Three steps should allow you to
prove the IF has a defect, or that

zero at the 42 -to -47 -MHz frequencies. However, it's likely that a

screen.

and without a signal, and compare

level. Detector probes can be used,

emitter and collector reversed, the

for a very strong carrier. Compare

sistance tests, and transistor checks

picture will have some snow (but no

ones.

locking) on stations of moderate
signal strength. Between active

Third, use your scope to look at
the video waveform at the output

The Sylvania E44 IF module is
replaceable, and you can install a
new one under warranty or as an

channels, the snow is very light.

(pin TA9 of the IF module), and

option instead of repairing it.

An open Q204 (second IF) gives
about the same symptoms as Q200
(dim raster with a trace of rolling

measm the DC voltage. Remember
that the output signal is negative going; therefore, an excessive signal
produced by insufficient AGC will

matrixing
circuits are discussed next month.0

good sound when a station

equipped TV receivers.

Scope and DC -voltage tests

Scopes seldom are used for signal

35 -MHz model would show the
can be seen. When tuned to an the performance is normal.
unused channel, the TV has normal
First, notice the symptoms of proper modulated-RF waveform at
noise in the sound and snow on the picture and sound, both on channel a reduced (and non -calibrated)

but the loading is severe, giving
An open Q200 (first IF) causes them with the previous list.
Second, check the AGC voltage false results. Also, touching many
good sound and a moderately bright raster with traces of out -of - at terminal TA22 of the IF module IF points with any kind of probe
lock video. However, no snow is as you tune in stations of various detunes the alignment.
Therefore, in the tuned IF stages,
seen and little noise is heard when signal strengths. A weak station
should produce about +5 to +6 most troubleshooting is confined to
no station is received.
If Q200 is installed with the volts. This rises to about +12 volts DC -voltage measurements, re-

sound will be normal, but the your readings with these standard or replacements.

video, and noisy sound).
May, 1978

Next Month
Chroma, video, and
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portant points about digital circuits.

Probably the best way of explain-

ing the statement is to carry both
conditions (A x B= L, and A x B
=L) through to the end. The first
formula actually means that the
overall AND function is negated at

the output, while the second one

By J. A. "Sam" Wilson, CET

A second look at NAND gates brings the surprise of

two different NAND formulas, and two different
NOR formulas, along with a method of transposing
formulas correctly. The characteristics of NOR
latches are explained, also five troubleshooting
questions are asked and answered.

calls for each individual input to be
negated (inverted) before it reaches
the AND gate.

We'll try both formulas, and

show the results.
Inverted AND output

An AND gate with the output inverted is shown in Figure 1, along
with the truth table. Notice that the

output state in the "L" column is
obtained by inverting the A x B
column of the AND.
All conditions are satisfied, so

NAND Gate Revisited

A Nebraska reader/technician
called me last March asking for an

inverting the output of an AND
gate DOES form a NAND gate,

explanation of this NAND -gate

which has the same formula as in

statement that appeared on page 54

the February article.

of the February Electronic

Ser-

vicing: "The math symbol should
be read NOT A AND B equals L.
It is

important that the overbar

reach across both letters without a

break," The inquiry

welcome

is

because it gives me the opportunity

of making some important points

Inverted AND inputs?

In Figure 2, both the A and B
inputs are inverted separately, giv-

ing A and B inputs to the AND
gate. A glance at the inputs and the
final output column reveals that the
combination logic does NOT form a
NAND gate.

Therefore, inverting the inputs of
an AND gate does NOT produce a

A->

AxB

A

B

0

o

0

THIS IS A NOR CIRCUIT

NAND!

Af7

TxT3

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

Figure 1 An AND gate followed by a NOT gate becomes a NAND. The
math formula for AND gates is read, "A AND B = L." The NOT gate at the
output negates that so it reads, "NOT A AND B = L." As shown in the
drawing, the overbar should cover both letters and the expression which is
in between. (It might be more clear written "NOT (A AND B) = L.")

These two sets of facts prove that

A xB=L is not the same as A x
B = L. Remember, with combinational logic, only the A and B
inputs and the L output states are
important to the type of gate.
If you memorized the truth tables
of the various gates as we discussed
them during the past months, you
are in for a surprise. The logic cir-

cuit and truth table in Figure 2
actually forms a NOR gate! However, the A x B = L NOR formula

is different from the A + B = L

A-D A x B

Ax B

A

B

0
1

CIRCUIT AND TRUTH TABLE FOR A x B

1

B

A x BA x B

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

NOR formula given in February.
This will be explained later.

1

1

0

Figure 2 Inverting both inputs of an AND gate does not produce a NAND
gate (notice the differences in the truth tables). Instead, it is another way to
construct a NOR gate. The formula is read, "NOT A AND NOT B = L.
Remember: NOT A AND B = L isn't the same as NOT A AND NOT B = L.

Avoid NOR Errors
A similar situation exists with

NOR logic made from OR and
NOT gates. The NOR math expression A + B = L is not the
same as A + B = L.
Figure 3 shows

a NOR gate

constructed by feeding the output
ELECTRONIC SERVICING

of an OR gate through an inverter.

The truth table verifies that the
combinational logic circuit is a
NOR, with a formula of A + B =
L.

In the same way, Figure 4 shows
a digital circuit formed by inverting

both the A and B inputs to an OR
gate. The output has the formula A
+ = L, which compared to the

A+B r>0

A+B

A+B A+B A+B

B

CIRCUIT AND TRUTH TABLES FOR A + B

o

0

o

1

1

0

0

0
0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

Figure 3 A NOR gate can be constructed by an OR gate whose output is
inverted with a NOT. The formula is read, "NOT A OR B = L." (Try
thinking of it as "NOT (A OR B) = L.")

output formula for the NOR gate in
Figure 3, proves that inverting the

inputs of an OR gate does NOT
give the same results as inverting
the output of an OR.
The truth table in Figure 4 proves
the digital circuit is not a NOR, but
is a NAND! However, the A + =
L formula is different from the
NAND formula given last February
OM3c = L).
These facts bring up two interesting points: (1) changing the overbar
from a continuous line over the

entire input to two individual
overbars, produces a different gate;

74+B

A

B

A

o
o

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

B

7+73"
1

1

1

1

0

0

ANOTHER NAND CIRCUIT

Figure 4 Inverting both inputs or an OR gate does not produce a NOR gate.
(Compare the truth tables of Figure 3 and Figure 4.) The formula is read,

"NOT A OR NOT B = L." Compare only the two inputs and the output
columns of the truth tables in Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4. This combinational
logic produces a NAND gate. However, the formula is not the same as the
one previously given for NANDs. DeMorgan's Law will clarify the situation.

and (2) there must be more than
one formula for each gate.
How else can we account for two
NAND formulas and two formulas
for NOR?
Conversion By
DeMorgan's Laws

Because the A-x ri = L NAND
formula of Figure 1 equals the A +
B = L NAND formula of Figure 4,

Figure 5 Using
either the NOR

it follows that A x B = A + R.

formula A x
= A + B. These
assumptions can be proven by an
application of DeMorgan's Laws.

gates of (A), or
the NAND gates
of (B), how can
you connect sev-

(A)

Also, the NOR formulas of Figure 2
and Figure 3 give us the combined

-Cr

eral gates to construct one NAND
gate?

DeMorgan's Laws are very important for working problems in
Boolean Algebra, and for showing
that basic gates can be combined to
obtain a desired output.
Troubleshooting
question #1
Using the integrated -circuit
packages of Figure 5, how can

(B)

COMPONENTS FOR TROUBLESHOOTING
QUESTION #1

you connect the pins to construct a NAND gate?

Hint: the output of a NOR
gate is A + B. If this output

A+B

>A+B

is inverted, as shown in Figure

6, the gate is an OR.

(Answers to the trouble-

shooting questions are given
at the end of this article.)
continued on page 54
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A

B

0

0

o

INVERTING THE OUTPUT OF A NOR
PRODUCES AN OR GATE

1

1

0

1

1

A+13

L

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

Figure 6 This is a hint for answering Troubleshooting question #1.
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Figure 7 Using
either the NOR

c -c

gates of (A),
or the NAND
gates of (B),
how can you
connect several gates to

construct a

(B)

(A-)

NOR gate?

COMPONENTS FC-R TROUBLESHOOTING

QUESTION #2

NOTES

In digit logic, the x and + signs NEVER mean "times" and "plu
The x sign is read AND, and the + sign is read OR.
An overbar negates (inverts state) whatever is under it. For example, A X B means NCT A AND B.

AND

"AND" LOGIC
formulas

o
0

AXB=L
AB=L

A B=L
read as
means

o
1

1

0

1

1

A AND B = L
A high and B high gives high output

R

o

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

o
0

formula

AXB =L

read as

NOT A AND E = L

means

A high and B

high

=

low output

(either or both inputs low gives a high
output)
(it is a negated -output AND gate)

(anything else gives a low output)
"OR" LOGIC

NAND

"NANO" LOGIC
0
0
0

NOR

"NOR" LOG C
o

0

1

0

0
0
0

A+B=L

foimul3

A+ B = L

read as

A OR B = L

read as

NOT A OR B= L

means

A high or B high (or both) gives high
output (both inputs low gives a lo\a/

means

(either of both inputs high gives a ow

formula

NOT

formula

A=L

read as

NOT A = L

means

Output state

is

reverse of input

(inverter)

formulas

OR

EXC

"EXCLUSIVE OR" LOGIC

0
1

1

output)
(both inputs low gives a high output)
(it is an inverted -output OR gate)

output)

"NOT" LOGIC

1

AB+Ar3=L
ApB=L

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

read as

NOT A and B. or A and NOT B = L

means

(ether input high gives a high output,
but both inputs high or both low gives
a low output)

DeMorgan's Laws

a digital -logic math expression, the overbar a ways can be broken it you also change the sign of the
expression. Also, a broken overtrar can be made continuous it ycu charge the sign of the expression.
In

EXAMPLES:A+B=AXS;A+B=AXB
Chart 1 Here is a chart with many helpful digital facts compiled tor easy reference. Refer to

it

as you answer the

questions and work the experiments.
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o

A

A

A

A

A

A

0

0
0

A EQUALS A

SIMPLIFY BY DEMORGAN'S RULE

Figure 8 DeMorgan's Law states that a continuous bar

over the entire A and/or B input expression can be

Figure 9 A double overbar equals no bars.

changed to two separate bars over the individual A and B
input letters, by simultaneously changing the sign of the

expression. Also, individual overbars of the A and B
inputs can be changed to one continuous bar over both,
by changing the sign of the expression.

Troubleshooting
question #2
Using the integrated -circuit
packages of Figure 7, how can

you connect the pins to construct a NOR circuit?
DeMorgan's Laws simplified

John Merriner, CET, a California
friend, gave me this simple rule for
remembering DeMorgan's Laws: In
digital -logic math expressions, the

overbar always can be broken, if
you also change the sign of the expression.
Using this easy -to -remember rule,

it's possible to simplify some types
of circuits, such as the one in
Figure 8. The output is:
Ax

=L

For the first step, break the over -

bar and change the sign of the

closed
drawn.

contact was not correctly
(A capacitor symbol was

used by mistake.) The correct no current through the
illustration is shown in Figure 10.

continued on page 56

Technicians -

RCA Flameproof Film
Resistors simplify your
replacement problems.
More and more technicians are switching
to RCA Flameproof Film Resistors. Here
are 5 important reasons why:
Many of today's circuits require
flameproof resistors.
Simplified inventory: RCA's 2% toler-

ance flameproof resistors replace

029410

it means, "You can go." In

Sesistor

digital language, a "NOT NOT A"

the same as an "A." This

2*

is

illustrated by the circuitry in Figure
9.

;2 202x00
eh".
8}7091404

2X In.

many conventional types having 5%
and 10% ratings.

High quality service demands high
quality replacement parts.

They're available

in the popular
wattage ratings - 1/4, 1/2, 1 and 2

watts.

Values run from 1.0 Ohm to

Chart

Chart 1 summarizes many gate
formulas and other important material.

Several inquiries have been received about the industrial symbol
Figure

12,

page 53,

1.5

Megohms. Altogether there are 523
film resistors to choose from.

And, RCA's convenient, preloaded and
prelabeled Flameproof Resistor Kit makes
it easy to store and locate your resistors.

See your RCA Distributor for details or
write to RCA Distributor and Special

A New Symbol?
in

Closing either or both switches
provides forward bias to one or

an electronic discrete model for a both transistors, thus producing
NOR gate (models were shown for saturation. This is a low -resistance
AND, OR, NOT, and NAND). short at the L output, so the output
Figure 11 is a NOR gate using two has logic 0.
transistors.
All such electronic models are

X+E =L
Now, a double overbar is similar
to a double negative in the English
language. If we say, "You can't not
is

collector

resistor, and the output voltage at L
is high.

NOR Electronic Model
A request has been received for

operator:

go,"

When both switches are open,
both transistors are cut off, there is

Products Division, 2000 Clements Bridge
Road, Deptford, NJ 08096.

of the

RCAFlameproof

February article. The normally -

Film Resistors
Circle (27) on Reply Card
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INDUSTRIAL
continued from page 55
THE POOR LATCH

given only to help your understand-

ing of the principles. Actual IC
versions are not constructed that
way.

Integrated -circuit technology

produces greatly improved bipolar
gates. And CMOS gates are made
using MOSFETs.

NOR Latches
Previously, the NAND latch was
discussed. It also is called an RS
flip-flop or a bounceless switch.

THIS NOR LATCH SYMBOL IS
USED ALSO FOR NAND LATCHES

CIRCUIT

Figure 12 The schematic at the top is a latch circuit, constructed with two
NOR gates. The inputs are criss-crossed so the package symbol is the same
for both NAND and NOR latches.

During the quiescent period of a
NAND flip-flop, the R and S inputs

both have highs. The flip-flop
condition is changed from high to

0

low by momentarily switching the R

input to low (zero volts). And, it is

changed from low to high by

0
STEP 1

rt

NAND INDUSTRIAL
CIRCUIT

Figure 10 The normally -closed contact

1 101

0111

0
STEP 2

in Figure 12 page 53 of the February
ELECTRONIC SERVICING was incorrectly drawn. This contact is correct
for an industrial schematic.

+v

STEP 3

ELECTRONIC NOR GATE
STEP 4

Figure 11 This is an electronic model
of a NOR gate, constructed with dis-

SWITCHING A NOR LATCH

crete components. Either or both
switches in high state produces a low
output.
56

Figure 13 These are the four steps for switching a NOR latch from low output
to high, and then back to low again.
ELECTRONIC SERVICING

momentarily switching the S terminal to low (zero volts).

A latch can be made also with

0

S

NOR gates. It, too, is called an RS
flip-flop and a bounceless switch.

0

0

0

As shown in Figure 12, the input
leads are crossed to place the set
and reset terminals in the standard

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

DISALLOWED

0

QUIESCENT

location for flip-flops.

For a NOR latch, the S and R
input terminals both are held at

SWITCHES AT TRAILING EDGE OF PULSE

logic -level zero during the quiescent

period. To switch the flip-flop, the
proper input terminal is switched

NAND LATCH

momentarily to logic 1 (high). Note:

a

the two inputs should never be
switched to logic 1 at the same

0
O

time.

Troubleshooting
question #3
Is the latch of Figure 12 in

0
1

1

0

1

1

QUIESCENT

0

1

1

0

DISALLOWED

RSWITCHES AT LEADING EDGE OF PULSE

the high condition, or in the
low condition?

NOR LATCH

NAND AND NOR LATCH CHARACTERISTICS

Switching NOR latches

Figure 13 gives some switching
information for NOR latches.
During step 1, the latch is in the
low condition, and the two inputs
have lows, which is the quiescent

Figure 14

condition for NORs.

For step

2,

the

S

input is

switched to, logic 1. (A NOR latch is

switched by changing the proper
input terminal from logic 0 to logic
1.) The stepping voltage for switching is equivalent to the leading
(rising) edge of a square wave.

Therefore, NOR flip-flops normally
are switched by the leading edge of
an input pulse. By contrast, NAND
flip-flops normally are switched at

the trailing (falling) edge of an
input pulse. These are important

points that you should memorize.
Flip-flops of the TTL logic family
usually

are made with NANDs,

SOLUTION FOR TROUBLESHOOTING

QUESTION -1

Figure 15 This is one way of making a NAND from four NOR gates.

while flip-flops of the CMOS logic

family usually are made with switch to logic level 1. Note that the

NORs. Therefore, TTL flip-flops flip-flop has been switched from
switch during the leading edge of low to high by the leading edge of
input pulses, while CMOS flip-flops the input signal at the S terminal.
switch on the trailing edge of input
During step #3 the logic level at
pulses.
input terminal S has been returned
When the S terminal in step 2 of to 0. Again, the NOR flip-flop is in
Figure 13 is switched to logic 1, the the quiescent condition, but with a
inputs to NOR #2 becomes 1 and 0.

(The previous levels are shown in
parentheses.)

The 0 output of NOR #2

is

delivered to the input of NOR #1,
making two logic 0 inputs for NOR

#1, and this causes the output to
May, 1978

high -output condition.

For step #4 of Figure

13, the

(quiescent) condition. The flip-flop
has been taken through four steps,

and now is in the original condition.

Troubleshooting
question #4

In a NOR latch circuit, the
R input terminal is stuck in a
condition. Will the

NOR flip-flop has been switched to
a low condition by the leading edge

logic

of a positive pulse at terminal R.
When the pulse returns to logic 0,

0) condition?

the flip-flop will remain in the low

1

latch be stuck in a low (logic
continued on page 58
57

NAND And NOR Latch
Truth Tables
Figure 14 shows the conditions
for quiescence and switching in
NAND and NOR truth tables.

INDUSTRIAL
contiruaa from page 57

NAND

OR

NUTS

Troubleshooting
Question #5
A CMOS NOR latch will
operate with a power -supply
voltage of only 5 volts. Is it
okay to substitute a CMOS
AxB

NOR -latch for a defective
TTL NAND latch?

Experiments with latches will be
illustrated next month.
SCHEMATIC OF FIGURE 15

Answers To
Troubleshooting Questions

Figure 16 The circuit of Figure 15 can be drawn th s way. Two NOTs feed a
NOR, thus forming an AND, then the final NOT changes it to a NAND.

Answer #1. The NOR gates can be
wired to make a NAND, as shown
in Figure 15. Perhaps you used
different NANDS for inverters, but
the important thing is for inversion
to occur at the inputs, and again at

the NOR output (to produce an
OR). Refer to Figure 16 for a
simplified schematic.

Answer #2. Connect the NAND

gates as shown in Figure 17 to

_D-

_D-

construct a NOR. You can select
different gates to be used as NOTs,
but the final circuit should be
similar to the one in Figure 18.

Answer #3. The NOR latch

SOLUTION FOR TROUBLESHOOTING

in

Figure 12 is in the high condition

QUESTION #2

(Q is 1, and 0 is 0). The output

Figure 17 Here is one way of wirinc four NANDs to produce a NOR.

logic levels are the same for both
high and low conditions of NAND
and NOR latches.

Answer #4. A NOR latch with the
AND

NOTS

NOR

R input terminal stuck at logic 1
will be stuck in the low condition
only as

long as the S

terminal

If S is
switched to high, the condition
remains at logic level

B

D

0.

can't be determined, for operation
with both inputs high is disallowed.
iT

=

=

AFB

A+B

A 4- 8

Answer #5. No, a CMOS NOR
latch should not be substituted for
a TTL NAND latch, because CMOS

latches switch at the leading edge,

while TTL latches switch at the
CIRCUIT OF FIGURE 17

Figure 18 This is the circuit of Figure 17. Two I\110Ts and a NAND become
an OR, and the final NOT charges it to a NOR
58

trailing edge. (There are a few rare
exceptions.) Also, CMOS latches,
when operated at the TTL voltage
of 5 volts, switch slower than TTL
latches do.
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Servicing Betamax
Videotape Recorders
By Harry Kybett

Videotape recording
requires the
B&W and
chroma signals to
be separated.
This article
describes how the
B& W signal is

recorded, and
discusses some
problems of
"time -base

errors,- along
with suggestions

for
troubleshooting
common troubles.
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The Betamax Format
The Sony Betamax is a two -head,

helical -type Home Video Cassette
Recorder (HVCR) which wraps the

Table 1

Betamax Format Specs

tape around the head drum by

Tape Width

0.5 inches

slightly more than

Video Track
Width

30 microns

180 degrees.
Table 1 lists the important dimen-

sions, and Figure

shows the
layout of tracks on the tape.
1

Vertical sync and blanking are
recorded near one end of each slant

track, and each track has the
composite video of one vertical field
(262.5 horizontal lines).
Dual -speed specs

Head Gap

6 microns

Control Track
Width

0.6 MM

Audio Track
Width

1.05 MM

Tape Speed

4 CMS & 2 CMS

Head Speed

272 IPS

Dual -speed models (such as
SL8200) have an "X" type head
that gives a track width of 30

FM Frequencies

microinches. In the one -hour mode,
the tape speed is maximum. There-

Chroma
Frequency

3.5 MHz to
4.8 MHz
688 KHz

fore, guard bands are formed.
continued on page 62

Table 1 Betamax format specifications
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Betamax
continued from page 61

OXIDE SIDE OF TAPE

During 2 -hour operation, the tape
speed is halved, and the tracks are
so

close

together that no guard

bands are produced. Of course, the
2 -hour mode allows a significant

saving of tape, because of the
slower tape speed through the
machine.
Single -speed models (SL7200, etc)
VERTICAL SYNC

have the wider 58-microinch head,
so no guard bands are formed.

This lack of guard bands produces the possibility of problems

BETAMAX TRACKS

Figure 1 In the Betamax format, the audio and control tracks are at opposite

edges of the 0.5 -inch tape, and the video tracks are located at an angle to the
tape. Each track has the composite video of one vertical field, with the vertical
interval recorded near one end.

not found in some other VTRs. The

most serious of these problems is
crosstalk interference patterns in
the picture, caused by even the

slightest mistracking. Such mistracking occurs during playback if
the heads do not follow precisely

the same track laid down during

OXIDE SIDE OF TAPE

recording. Each head covers most
of the desired track and part of the
wrong one. With guard bands, any

AUDIO TRACK

mistracking reduces the signal level
somewhat, because the head scans

III

44**

CONTROL TRACK

°IIIIP*111**411

-41-

HORIZ SYNC PULSES
IN LINE

IIIII

II

I I II II I I11
I I I I II

VERTICAL SYNC

SINGLE -SPEED HORIZ TRACKS

Figure 2 In the older single -speed models, the horizontal sync pulses were
in -line across the tracks, to minimize interference patterns from crosstalk.

OXIDE SIDE OF TAPE
AUDIO TRACK

part of the track in addition to
some of the unrecorded guard
band, but there is no crosstalk.

In the Betamax, this crosstalk
interference has been avoided by an
azimuth offset of the gap in the

video heads. One head is canted 7
degrees in one direction, and the
other head is titled 7 degrees in the
opposite direction. At the high FM
frequency, the 14 -degree tilt be-

tween heads allows each head to
ignore the track intended for the
other. (In audio recording, a slight
tilt between recording and playback
heads reduces the high -frequency
response drastically. Of course, with
video, the recording and playing of
each individual track is done by the

same head, so the tilt is the same
for both recording and playing, and
the response and signal level is not
degraded by the tilt.) The servo

CONTROL TRACK

operation insures that the proper
HORIZ SYNC
PULSES NOT IN LINE
VERTICAL SYNC

2-H MODE HORIZ TRACKS

Figure 3 In the present machines having a choice of 1 -hour or 2 -hour operation,

the sync pulses are not lined up between adjacent tracks. Therefore, other
methods are used to prevent adjacent -track sync -pulse crosstalk interference in
the picture. See the text for details.
62

head scans the matching track.
In the original single -speed
models, the format was designed to
make the horizontal -sync pulses in
the video tracks lined up as shown
in Figure 2. This in -line sync is
necessary to prevent beat patterns

caused by crosstalk between the
sync pulses, and to allow still -frame
pictures.
ELECTRONIC SERVICING

FM CARRIER
OUTPUT

VIDEO

3.58 MHz

AGC AMP

FILTER

IN

CLAMP

PRE EMPH

CLIPPING
CIRCUIT

FM MOD

-4.

TO RECORDING
AMPLIFIERS

AGC
CIRCUIT

TO CHROMA
CIRCUITS

CHROMA REMOVAL
AND VIDEO PROCESSING

TO SYNC
SEPARATOR

Figure 4 This block diagram shows the general functions necessary during color recordings. Both heads in parallel
receive the FM carrier.

However, in the 2 -hour mode, the
sync pulses are not lined up (Figure
3), and if not otherwise prevented,

the sync crosstalk would cause a
wavy vertical line near the right
edge of the picture. During the
recording process, the interference

signal and the burst. The remaining
monochrome video signal enters an
AGC amplifier, which will accept a
signal between 0.5 volt and 2 volts
PP and then adjust it to the correct

DC restoration (sync -tip clamping) is essential for VTRs with FM
recording, so the next circuit of the

design level for the circuitry that

a diode and a potentiometer to

block diagram is the sync clamp.
The sync clamp has little more than

clamp the sync tips, and it operates

follows.

line is eliminated by an alteration

continued on page 64

of the FM frequency, when the "B"
head is recording. We will

not

discuss the method, at this time.
Because of the horizontal sync pulse alignment, a video signal with
broadcast -type 2:1 interlace should

+ V OR VIDEO

be used. If a small video camera
with random sync is used, the sync
pulses will

drift (because of the

+V

camera's unstable sync), and cause
shifting interference patterns in the
picture.

FM Recording
In video equipment, the standard
is a 1 volt peak -to -peak (PP) video
signal, and this is the correct input
for a VTR. Inside the Betamax, the

signal is divided into three paths:
the luminance (B&W); the chroma;

and the sync separator. We will

discuss only the luminance, at this

'L -40J8

RF

OUTPUT

OD

MULTIVIBRATOR
FM OSCILLATOR

time.

The luminance video first passes
through a 3.58 MHz filter (see

Figure 4) that removes the chroma
May, 1978

Figure 5 The recording carrier originates in a multivibrator, whose frequency is
varied by video that has been changed to DC by clamping. For illustration, the
variable frequency is shown being controlled by an adjustable DC voltage.
63

Betamax
continued from page 63

A simple multivibrator (see Figure 5) produces the FM signal. As
used to preserve the DC compo- with any multivibrator, the values
of the base capacitors and resistors
nent.
Next, to prevent any reduction of determine the approximate operthe signal-to-noise ratio, the video ating frequency. The potentiometer
signal is pre -emphasized by boost- of Figure 5 varies a positive voltage
ing the high frequencies, much like that's fed to the base resistors to
to make the signal into varying DC.
From this point on, DC coupling is

tracks during playback, and to pick

up the

tiny magnetic variations

from the tape. These small video

signals are transferred via the
rotating transformers to individual
head preamplifiers, one for each

head. At the output of the pre-

the pre -emphasis used in FM radio.
The pre -emphasis sometimes produces overshoots which can exceed

change the frequency. Increased

amplifiers, the frequency response
and level of the two signals must be

positive voltage raises the frequen-

identical.

peak white or the sync tips, and a

Now, if the voltage supply and

amplifiers are electronic switches

potentiometer are replaced by a
signal, the frequency will depend on

(synched to the head rotation) that

clipping circuits removes them.

The signal now is fed to the FM
modulator (to be discussed a bit
later), and the output of the
modulator goes to the record amplifiers. These record amplifiers drive
the tape heads hard enough to

saturate the tape. The heads are
driven by rotating transformers,
which consist of about 3 turns of
wire mounted on a static part of
the head assembly and another 3
turns on a rotating part. Physically,
these primary and secondary windings of the "transformer" are very
close, to obtain maximum transfer
of energy. This system provides
frictionless, contactless, and noiseless transfer of the signal.

PRE -AMP

Also, at the output of the pre-

cy.

the DC level of the signal. Any
video signal used to control the
oscillator must have a definite DC
voltage level for sync, blanking, and

peak white, and a variable DC for
the video part of the signal. That's
why the sync tips are clamped to a
certain DC level, and why a definite
PP level is required at the output of
the AGC amplifier.

pass one channel at a time and
block the other. Therefore, from

the switching amplifier is a series of

FM signals. Alternate "bursts" of
signal are those from the same
head. In other words, the output
signal comes first from head A,

then head B, head A again,

a defect that must be repaired

before the performance can be
satisfactory.

The reconstructed continuous

FM signal at the output of the
switchers is applied to a series of

limiters and amplifiers. Three

the tracks are used to scan those

SWITCH

EQUALIZER

VIDEO
HEADS

LIM

AMP

PRE AMP

EQUALIZER

7

shows an abnormally reduced level
of the signals from one head. This
is

FM Demodulation
And Playback
Figure 6 shows a block diagram
of the playback demodulation system. The same heads that recorded

etc.

The scope waveform of Figure

C0

SWITCH

30 Hz
SWITCHING
PULSE

DROP -OUT

DEMOD

DE EMPHASIS

MIXER

COMP

AMP

VIDEO
OUTPUT

CHROMA
INPUT

PLAYBACK

Figure 6 The general functions of a VTR during playback are shown by the block diagram.
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Figure 7 This scope waveform shows unbalanced RF output signals coming from the two heads/preamps channels, after
they have been combined by switching.

stages are used to produce an FM
square wave with all of the AM
variations removed. This is necessary, because the AM variations are
noise.

Now, the FM signal is ready for
demodulation, which will restore
the pre -emphasized video signal. In
turn, this signal is de-emphasized

by a RC low-pass filter, and is fed
to the output amplifiers
VTR.

of the

During playback, "drop -out

The E -E Signal

check of the picture quality through

In most VTRs, a sample of the
FM signal that's applied to the

circuits. However, it does not reveal

video heads also is fed to the input
of the playback chain. There it is
demodulated, and passed along to

both the record and playback
what signal quality

is

actually

recorded on the tape. Conventional
playback is needed to check that.

supply the signal for the monitor
picture.

This special monitor output
called an

is

"electronics -to -electron-

ics" signal, or an E -E signal, for
short. Therefore, it is an excellent

General Information
The preceding was general information about VTR functions.
Next month, the Betamax circuits
are described in more detail.

compensation" often is used (Figure
8). Small holes or gaps in the oxide
coating of the tape cause horizontal

flashes on the screen with the

picture. Drop -outs can be masked
by removing the horizontal line of

1H

video where they occur, and replacing that line with a delayed

DELAY

previous line. The Drop -Out Com-

pensator (DOC) senses the loss of

FM from the head

signal, and

FM

FM
INPUT

OUTPUT

operates an electronic switch. This
switch substitutes the output from a
one -horizontal -line delay circuit, so
the previous line of video is
repeated.

The DOC sensor circuit has a
sensitivity control. When a tape is
being viewed, the control is ad-

justed for a minimum number of
flashes.
May, 1978

DROP -OUT
DETECTOR

DROP -OUT
CORRECTION

Figure 8 Drop -out compensation is accomplished by substituting a previous
horizontal line of video (that's been delayed by the time of one line) for one
that has drop -outs. Of course, the switching is done electronically.
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moducti

Solution to:

WATTS COOKING?

0

0

Cutting Tool

The model 1010 all-purpose tool

by Klein Tools is used for cutting
14 chemisorption
15 symmetrical
2 epitaxy
16 detection
3 estimated
17 trigatron
4 assembled
18 fishpaper
5 isostatic
19 antinodes
6 conductor
20 outdoor
7 anodyzing
21 miniature
8 modulator
22 printed
9 anomalous
10 genemotor
23 strapping
11 preselector
24 chassis
12 hydroelectric 25 phase
13 superheterodyne
1

helix

wire, stripping wire, cutting screws,

and crimping insulated and non insulated connectors from 10

a

Your rating:

through 22 22 gauge. The narrow
serrated jaws allow the worker to
use the tool as a pliers to pull, loop
and bend wire. Cutters for 4-40,

Start with 100 points and deduct

5-40,

4 points for any part you may
not have answered correctly.
60-64
68-72
76-84
88-96

PERFECT!

100

corrects transceiver noise interference by reducing both radiated and

You're a genius!

telephone

batteries are weak. The pilot light
pulses every five to ten seconds to
assure that the batteries are good.
Circle (30) on Reply Card

8-32,

Noise Filter
Cornell-Dubilier Electronics has
added a new noise filter, the
CBFT315D, to its line. The filter

Pretty good.
Smart!
Brilliant!

a

amp, 115 VAC rated contacts,
SPDT. The horn "clicks" when

10-32 and 10-24
screws are included.
6-32,

Circle (28) on Reply Card

Well -I-1-1.

monitor panel or

dialer using built-in relay with .125

conducted noise originating from the
ignition coil/point assembly.

Five -Core and Single -Core Solder

American -made five -core and
single -core solder

is now part of

Tech Spray's line of chemicals and

service forms. This solder meets
federal specifications, and is available on 1 -pound spools and 1 -ounce
pocket dispensers.
Circle (31) on Reply Card

The unit mounts directly onto the

SERIOUS ABOUT
YOUR FUTURE IN HOME
ELECTRONIC SERVICE?

ignition coil with no additional

UHF Base Station

arrangement on the filter is metric

The land mobile radio division of
the E. F. Johnson Company has

parts, nuts or bolts. The thread

on one end and standard on the
other, allowing it to be used on

The Sign of
Professional
Service

domestic or imported vehicles.

developed a new UHF base -station
two-way radio with 15 -watts output.
The Fleetcom II 1558 FM two-way

radio base station employs a temperature compensating crystal oscillator (TCXO) for the .000250/o fre-

os

quency stability required of base

... a

not for profit association
championing independents' right

station operation.

to compete, and delivering valucontinuously since

able benefits
1950.

NATESA offers low cost group
insurance, discounts on everything
from eyeglasses to motor vehicles,
individual consultation on particular problems, representation
government and industry at

to
all

levels and a place to unite to protect each individual member with
the strength of all.
Send this ad with your card or
letterhead to:
NATESA. Dept. ES
5908 S. Troy St.
Chicago, 11. 60629

0 Membership. $60.00 enclosed.
As our member premium, please
send free

.

.

.

0 Practical Business Manual
- OR -

The filter is rated at .1 Mfd, 20
amps and incorporates 600 volt

construction to guard against high
voltage inductive "spikes" present
at the coil terminal.
Circle (29) on Reply Card

Included is a desk microphone, a

desk -top pedestal with built-in
speaker, and a 117 -VAC power
supply.
Circle (32) on Reply Card

Smoke Alarm

An ionization home smoke alarm
(S29) by Mountain West is designed
to detect earliest stages of fire.
There are no wires to connect; the
unit has a self-contained sounder.
It also can operate remote equipment such as a bell, a siren, a light,

Features of these products were supplied
by the manufacturers, and are listed at no

charge to them. If you want factory
bulletins, circle the corresponding number
on the Reply Card, affix a stamp, list the
required

information, and mail the card.

Service Contract Manual
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test mimeo! T1
opt.
Low Distortion Generator

Heath has redesigned their standard audio generator to include

pushbutton switching and total

solid-state circuitry. The model IG1272 generator provides a low -dis-

tortion sinewave output over a
range of 5 Hz to 100 KHz.

Pushbuttons select the first three

significant digits and also control

the frequency multiplier and output

attenuator. The unit can be oper-

ated in a continuously -variable frequency mode, also.
A level meter allows monitoring
for repeatable setups.
A buffered sync signal, for use
with a scope or frequency counter,

is available at a rear panel BNC

connector. The generator includes
cable and leads.
Circle (33) on Reply Card

New SINADDER

Helper Instrument's SINADDER-3

combines the SINADDER with an

audio voltmeter, and includes an

internal speaker for listening to the

Resistances can be measured

in -circuit with minimal loading effects from semiconductor junctions.
The maximum open circuit ohmmeter voltage is limited to 2 volts to
protect the gate insulation of
MOSFETS and other delicate devices. The MM300 also is capable of
portable operation for up to seven
hours from a sealed -electrolyte internal battery.
Circle (35) on Reply Card

Volt -Ohm -Ammeter

Model 100-T system from Triplett
includes a small VOM with two
direct -reading temperature scales

from -50°F to + 150°F, and from
+50°F to +300°F. In addition to
the temperature probe, the 100-T
includes VOM leads, a clamp -on AC

ammeter, and a plug-in line separator for current readings on standard
line cords.
The basic model 390 "shirt pocket" VOM has five AC/DC voltage
ranges from 0-1200 volts, four DC
milliampere ranges from .6-600 MA,
and four resistance ranges from 10K

EtEct4A
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WE'RE GROWING!
to better represent
YOU
the successful service
business operator.

*Over 2500 firms belong
*39 State Affiliates
*167 Local Associations

YOU CAN JOIN!
and learn how to make
money and work less hours .
Write today for a
membership application
and more information.
1715 Expo Lane
Indianapolis, Indiana 46224
Phone (317) 241-8172

to 10 megohms.

IT'S NO PUZZLE
TO ORDER

OELRICH SERVICE FORMS
FOR TV-RA010 12 WAY RA010 SERVICE LEGAL FORMS FOR CALIF. FLA.
UTAH NOW AT YOUR PARTS JOBBER OR WRITE FOR CATALOG B64

OELRICH PUBLICATIONS

signal in both the SINAD and the
audio -volts functions. An internal

4040 N NASHVILLE AVE.

Circle (25) on Reply Card

source of 1-KHz tone is provided. A
115/230 -volt transformer and a 12 volt plug are standard.

ORIGINAL JAPANESE TRANSISTORS
2SA509
2SA683
2SA699
2SB324
2SB405
2SC710
2SC828
2SC1124

The SINADDER-3 sells for $249.
Circle (34) on Reply Card

Multimeter

De Forest Electronics has introduced a multimeter that provides
accurate measurement of complex

waveforms, such as transformer

magnetizing current: thyristor-controlled voltage and current:

and

pulse drive for motors and servos.

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60634

Model 10 clamp -on AC ammeter

permits current readings in six

ranges (up to 300 amps) to be
performed without opening the circuit. And, the plug-in line separator

0.59
0.69
0.84
0.69
0.59
0.39
0.49
1.29

2SC1307
2SD92
2S0235
2SD261
LA4051

TA7203
TA7205

3.29
1.49
0.84
0.59
4.64
3.45
3.45

Write or call for our list.
TECHNO ELECTRONICS
63-02 39 Ave., Woodside N.Y. 11377
(212)899-3902

Circle (26) on Reply Card

"divides" a standard line cord, to

permit clamp -on AC current measurements at sensitive 0.3 and 0.6
ampere full-scale readings.
Circle (36) on Reply Card

Features of these products were supplied
by the manufacturers, and are listed at no

charge to them.

If

you want factory

bulletins, circle the corresponding number
on the Reply Card, affix a stamp, list the

Write and tell us
what kind
of articles
you would like
to see in
Electronic Servicing

required information, and mail the card.

May, 1978
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Nimarketalace
Advertising rates in the Classified Section are 35

cents per word, each insertion, and must be
accompanied by cash to insure publication.
Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word.
Minimum classified charge $3.00.

For ads on which replies are sent to us for

forwarding (blind ads), there is an additional
charge of $3.00 per insertion to cover department
number, processing of replies, and mailing costs.
Classified columns are not open to advertising of
any products regularly produced by manufacturers unless used and no longer owned by the
manufacturer or a distributor.

For Sale

Jericho Turnpike, Huntington Station, N.Y.

12-76-tf

TV & RADIO TUBES 36c EA!! Free color catalog.
Cornell, 4221 University, San Diego, California
92105.

8-76-tf

RETIRED-over 100 BW picture tubes. Large
quantity 6V -12V bulk transformers. Also boxed
originals for TV, audio, isolation, old HV, yokes,
etc. Inquiries invited. Sam Blotnick, 11 Cotuit
St., Boston, Mass. 02132.

Bus. Opportunity (Cont.)

SEEKING ORIGINAL JAPANESE TRANSISTORS,

TV REPAIR/RENTAL BUSINESS. Established 20

IC's, FET and diodes for CB, TV and stereo
repair? See our full page ad In this issue for
listing of parts and prices. Write or call TOLL

FREE for our complete list and compare prices.
FUJI-SVEA ENTERPRISE, Dept. ES, P.O. Box
30323, Cincinnati, OH 45240. Nationwide: (800)
4-78-4t

543-1607. Ohio: (800) 582-1630.

Education -Instruction
REPAIR TV TUNERS-High Earnings; Complete
Course Details, 12 Repair Tricks, Many Plans,
Two Lessons, all for $2. Refundable. Frank
Bocek, Box 3236 Enterprise, Redding, Calif.
96001.

4-78-2t

"NO MORE SLOW TIMES!" IN SECOND PRINT-

MAKE PC BOARDS. Step-by-step "how-to" manual with build -it -yourself equipment plans, charts.

processes. $4.98 plus 50 cents P&H. Century
American Instruments, Box 1014, Dept. 514,
4-78-21

Placentia, CA 92670.

IF YOU'RE A PROFESSIONAL, you need a professional Service Invoice. Write for our Catalog of
Service Forms, Pricing Guides and Invoices and
see why they're better. Tech Spray, Box 949,
Amarillo, Texas 79105.

4-78-3t

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS INSTRUCTOR:
Teach theory and laboratory work. B.S. degree In
Electrical Engineering. Master's degree prefer-

able. Current industrial experience required.
Teaching experience desirable. Position available
September 1978. John C. Vander Molen, Acting
Department Head, Ferris State College, Big

Rapids, MI 49307. An Equal Opportunity/
Affirmative Action Employer.

5-78-3t

ING-WHAT YOUR SHOP COULDN'T FIND
UNTIL NOW! PACKAGE PLAN, PORTIONS

Wanted

PRINTER -READY, SERVICE CONTRACTS, AN-

START ELECTRONIC FACTORY IN YOUR HOME.
GET STARTED IN YOUR SPARE TIME. ONE MAN

NUAL SCHEDULES, REPORT FORMS, AND
MORE! DETAILS $3, COMPLETE PACKAGE
$59.95. PECK'S PLAN, DEPT. "SMC", BOX 64,
HILLSDALE, NY 12529.

4-78-3t

OPERATION. EXPECT BIG PROFITS. EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY. PRACTICALLY NO
INVESTMENT. WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE

LOWEST PRICES ON Semiconductors, Electron
tubes; receiving, industrial, & CATV. Vidicons,
Chainicons, Newvicons, CRTs, capacitors, CATV
replacement parts, Klystrons, Microwave tubes,
video cameras, etc. Special: 5UPI CRTs $21.50
(1-9), $18.90 (10-49), call or write for larger
quantity discoUnts. Toll Free No. (800) 221-8376,

LAB, DEPT. A, BOX 1535, PINELLAS PARK, FL

N.Y. State cal! collect (212) 978-5896. Free
catalog and price quotes with promtness and

11572 (516) 536-5019.

attention to detail. Temtron Electronics, Ltd.
138-69 Francis Lewis Blvd., Rosedale, N.Y. 11422
5-78-1t

TUBES -RECEIVING, Industrial and Semiconduc-

tors Factory Boxed. Free price sheet Including
TV, Radio and audio parts list. Low, low prices.
Transleteronic, Inc., 1365 39th St., Brooklyn,
New York 11218. Telephone: (212) 633-2800. Toll
free: 800-221-5802.
5-78-12t

TV & APPLIANCE STORE and TV repair in
beautiful foothill town in the California Sierra
Nevada mountains. Major brand franchises, great
lease, fantastic opportunity. Call evenings (209)
736-4421.

5-78-2t

SAMS PHOTOFACTS, 600 sets all or any, $1.00
each. Older issues $.50. Wayne Mazari, 45 Phila.
Ave., Shillington, P.A. 19607.
5-78-1t

B&K 1077B ANALYST $330; B&K 415 Sweep/
Marker Generator $330; Sencore CG135 Color Bar Generator $30; Sencore SS137 Sweep Circuit
Analyzer $60; Eico 944 Flyback/Yoke Checker
$25. All like new, excellent condition, with
cables, manuals. (303) 366-3980 after 6 p.m.

8-77-tf

33565.

TOP. TV TECHNICIAN wants job/business in
San Fernando Valley, California area. Shelly
Rattner, 3223 Lawrence Ave., Oceanside, NY
5-78-1t

INSTRUCTION, BOOK, OR operators Manual.

For a B&K Model A-107 Dyna Sweep Circuit
Analyzer. I will pay a reasonable price for same,

or will pay all postage plus the cost of copying
the Manual, and it's safe return in the same
condition that I received it, to the owner. Felix P.
Timbo, TOWN RADIO, 34 Mill Street, Wappingers
Falls, New York 12590.
5-78-1t

Business Opportunity
SAVE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS on high quality,
dependable, American Made, MATV Head -Ends,
V/V, U/V Converters, Camera Modulators, at
factory -direct prices. Send $5.00 (or your MATV
Installers Letterhead). "Information", Box 809,
1-78 5t
Boynton Beach, Fla. 33435.

TV TECHNICIAN! Increase your income up to
$60,000 yearly.

Rent -lease -sell

TVs new -used,

even from comfort of your home. Basic Preliminaries $4.00. Perry's TV Leasing, Box 1407, Santa
4-78-6t
Maria, CA 93456.

MDT, no collect calls. Bob Begun, 1056 Fraser,

RADIO & TV SALES & SERVICE 20 year old
growing business. Owner wants to retire. For
further information write P.O. Box 727, Dothan,

Aurora, Colo. 80011.

Alabama 36302 or Telephone (205) 793-7779.

5-78-1t

5-78-1 t

NORTHERN CALIF. TV SALES & Service
business. 12 years, top reputation. No real estate

incl. Annual Sales $40,000. Main lines Zenith,
RCA, Pioneer, Hitachi. Price includes lease, van,
equip., etc. No other shops within 35 miles. Will
consider percentage with option for full time
work. No window shoppers, please. Dick Murray,
Box 816, Hayfork, C.A. 96041.
5-78-4t

COME WESTI TV shop completely equipped.
Kirk Nimrod, Route 3, Box 120, Post Falls, Idaho
83854.

68

5-78-1t

APPLIANCE SALES and service. Major
brands in, in eastern Iowa. Gross over $100,000,
high net. Principals only. E. F. Read, Route 2,
TV -

Maquoketa, Iowa. Tel. (319) 652-4791.

5-78-1t

RCA TV SALES AND SERVICE established 21
years Including 11/2 bath home on 11/3 acres in
country in Northwest Missouri Gross $40,000
plus potential unlimited. Electronic Servicing,
Dept. 516, P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS
66212.

years. General Electric, Philco & Sylvania
warranty station. Write McCurley's TV, 1812 West

Main, Norman, Oklahoma 73069 or call collect
(405) 321-1771 -day, (405) 364-4910-night.5-78-11

Professionals Accredited
PROFESSIONAL BACHELOR DEGREE...earned
with 4 or more years of Electronic Business
Management, Sales, or Servicing Experience. For

FREE Information write: EBERT PROFESSIONALS INSTITUTE, Box 1651, Dept. R,
Columbia, Missouri 62501.

5-78-6t

8 -76 -If

and illustrations. For Polyez and Film -Chemical

REPLACEMENT COLOR YOKES -DEALERS ONLY.
Zenith 95-2501-2532-2638-2667-S-89633 etc. 16.95,
Magnavox 361380-1 18.95, Sylvania, GE etc. 14.95
to 19.95. Request for price list on your
Letterhead. David Sims Enterprises, Inc., 665
11746.

For Sale (Cont.)

5-78-1t

Help Wanted
OUTSIDE SERVICE TECHNICIANS. Paying top
wages for best qualified men. Qualifications for
position: total honesty, industrious, ten or more
years direct television experience, nonnon-smoker, must be able to work
without supervision. Present employees grossing
over $20,000 yearly. Send resume to American
Television Service, 1032 South State, Orem, Utah

drinker,

84057.

2-78-4t

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS-MOTOROLA, leader

in two-way radio communication, presently

has openings throughout the U.S. for technicians
and supervisors experienced in the installation

and maintenance of communications systems
(two-way, paging, microwave and CCTV). If
interested in good salary and excellent fringe
benefits send your resume and geographical
preference to: BOB CLENDENIN, MOTOROLA,
COMMUNICATIONS & ELECTRONICS, INC., 1821
N. Office Square, Room 200C, Schaumburg, IL.
60196. Equal employment opportunity/affirmative
action employer.
3-78-3t
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Call off

the search.
Bussmann's new Small Dimension
Fuse Catalog makes it easier to select.
And protect
The Bussmann
Small Dimension Fuse
Catalog puts a world of
component and circuit
protection at your
fingertips.
This new edition is
the most complete listing
of small dimension fuses,

indicating devices, and
accessories in the industry. And it makes selecting the right type of
protection easier than
ever.

Everything's conveniently indexed by
electrical characteristics.

A selection of time
current characteristic
curves tells you how the
products you choose will
perform.
There's even an
index of literature on
Buss products and various
fusing techniques.
Everything you
need to take the guesswork out of circuit and
component protection is
in our new Small Dimension Fuse Catalog. So
call off the search. Just
call your Bussmann
representative today
and ask for Form SFB.
MCGRAW-EDISON

Bussmann.
The Protection
Experts.

Bussmann Manufacturing Division
McGraw -Edison Company
P.O. Box 14460
St Louis, Missouri 63178

The safest way to get your share of the more than
$300 million replacement business in receiving tubes:

Don't get caught
short of Zenith
Receiving Tube*,
in your caddy.
You know as well as anyone
that the market for receiving tubes,
even in this day of solid-state
technology, is still sizeable. Not only
for all -tube receivers... but even
for hybrids.
Capitalizing on this market is
not only profitable, but also easy.
One sure way to make the most
of it is to stock your caddy with
receiving tubes bearing the one TV
brand name that for years has won
endorsement by top service technicians just like you.
It's the simple, sure-fire way
to protect your reputation and insure
your customers' satisfaction.
Best of all, you don't have the
problem of trying to sneak in an
off -brand in a day and age when
consumers are as well aware of Zen'
quality as you are.
Call your Zenith
distributor now for
details on Zenith's
Receiving Tube
program.

For your own reputation and in your customers' best interest,
always specify Zenith exact replacement parts and accessories.
The quality goes in before the name goes on®

Zenith Radio Corporation/Service, Parts & Accessories Division/11000 Seymour Avenue/Franklin Park, Illinois 60131
Circle (2) on Reply Card

